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Figure 1. Topographic map of the tell of Ras Shamra (E. Laroze and P.Rieth 2003): excavated areas. The tell is par
titioned into four quadrants-A, S, C, and D-and divided into 10-meter squares with the squares in each quadrant
numbered sequentially from the center of the tell (point 0).
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Preface

Prof.-Dr, Sultan Muhesen
Director General of Antiquities and Museums

The coast of Syria has been inhabited since Early Paleolithic times. In the Neolithic period, farming
villages were established along the coast. Ras Shamra was one of those early farming settlements in this
region. The tell was occupied continuously from the end of the 8th millennium until the end of the 2nd
millennium B.C.E. But it was during the Late Bronze Age, in the latter half of the znd millennium, that
the site experienced its heyday, and the kingdom of Ugarit was born. The archaeological excavations on
the tell, continuing now for more than half a century, have shown that Ugarit was the most important
Canaanite kingdom of the Late Bronze Age.

Because of the city's strategic location and its natural resources, it managed to playa major role in the
political, economic, and cultural affairs of the region. Its role was not merely that of a port city; it was a
crossroads for the surrounding regions because of strategic policies that enabled it to influence culture
and commerce extending from Mesopotamia to Egypt. Although it was also influenced by neighboring
nations, Ugaritic civilization clearly possessed a distinctive Syrian character. It also managed to survive
regional conflicts involving the great powers of its time, the Hittites, Assyrians, and Egyptians, and this
too contributed to ensuring its diplomatic fame.

Among the key discoveries unearthed at the site are the palace, temples, tombs, fortifications, and
houses, along with many precious objects in metal, ceramic, and ivory, not to mention the rich archives
of tablets and the world's first abecedaries, all of which have greatly enriched our knowledge of the re
gion's history and culture.

But Ugarit has yet to yield all its secrets, and new discoveries come to light with each new campaign.
The search is no longer limited to artifacts and objects to place in museums. The focus has shifted to ap
plication of scientific and interdisciplinary methods for the study of the kingdom's geographical, eco
nomic, and cultural heritage.

Although a considerable number of scholarly publications have appeared on the subject of Ugarit, this
book is a rare contribution, guaranteed to make this archaeological knowledge about the ancient Near
East available to the wider public. Its author, Marguerite Yon, merits our heartfelt thanks.



Figure 3: Aerial view of the tell from the south, 1991.



Foreword

We owe our deepest gratitude to the Syrian authorities, who have annually made it possible for the
mission that I have directed since 1978 to pursue historical investigation that has importance for a large
region of the ancient Near East-a region that figures prominently in the origins of Western civilization.
I would first like to extend my thanks to Dr. A. Abou Assaf, Director General of Antiquities and Muse
ums until June 1993, and Prof.-Dr. S. Muhesen, who took his place thereafter; Dr. A. Bounni, Director
of the Division of Excavations in Syria; those in charge of antiquities in the Latakia Province,
Mr. W. Mellah until 1992 and Mrs. N. Khaskiyeh thereafter. Last, 1 would like to thank Mr. G. Saade,
one of the foremost experts in .LJgarit's history, for his valuable, unfailing help.

The excavation campaigns are regularly subsidized by the Board of Cultural Relations for the French
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Commission for Excavations), and over the years we have continually bene
fited from the support of those in charge: Mr. P. Guillemin, Mrs. M.-P. de Cosse-Brissac, Mr. Y. Saint
Geours, and Mr. M. [olivet. Applications for our research and publishing activities are conducted with
the assistance of CNRS research teams: at the Maison de l'Orient, Lyon, the Institut-E Courby (Univer
sity of Lyon), which is in charge of the French mission; and at the College de France, Paris, the Institut
d'Etudes Sernitiques, where the mission's epigraphic programs are administered. In Damascus, the Institut
Francais d'Archeologie du Proche-Orient has always extended a hearty welcome to the mission.

Research programs have always been conducted in close collaboration with the various mission mem
bers, and the present publication is no exception. It benefited from fruitful contributions, on site and in
France, from those in charge of the various programs: P. Bordreuil (epigraphy), Y. Calvet (archaeology),
and A. Caubet (museums). I would also like to stress the role of O. Callot, mission architect, in the
preparation of this book (drawings).

* * * *

This volume clearly owes much to the work of our predecessors and especially the founder of the mis
sion, Claude Schaeffer, who was present on the site for the last time in 1979, on the occasion of the La
takia colloquium that marked the fiftieth anniversary of its discovery. We are also particularly endebted
to Mrs. O. Schaeffer, who gave us access to some of her husband's work files after his death in 1981, and
who continues to show her interest in a mission that was truly hers for many years. Allow me, tinallv, to
call to mind J.-c. Courtois, who vanished from our midst in 1991, and to whom Ugaritic research owes
so very much. Finally, I extend my thanks to H. de Contenson and J. Margueron, who directed the mission



4 Foreword

before me, and A . Bounni and J. Lagarce, who are responsible for th e excavati ons at the nearby site of
Ras Ibn Hani.

During the period of more th an 15 years since our team began its work, a wide variety of studies have
been und ertaken on th e tell itself, using the documentation accumulated by our pred ecessors. Many of
th ese studies have been published. In addit ion to a good many articles appearing in Fren ch and foreign
journals, the mission has since 1983 publ ished I I volumes in th e Ras Sha mra-Ougarit (RSO) series
(Editions ERC-ADPF) . This book presen ts the results of the se inves tiga tions or the curr ent sta te (in

Figure 4. The last visit of C. Schaeffer to the tell in 1979 at the beginning of the excavation season conducted by the
new "mission" team (photo: A. Caubet).

1994 ) of studies st ill und erway, and I would like to th ank all th ose on our team who have contribut ed to
deepen ing our knowledge conce rni ng the site and its h istor y: A. Ca ubet, J. Gac het, P. Lombard , J. Mal
let, V. Matoian, J.-Y. Monchambert, M. Pic, ].-Y. Breuil, and C. Caste l, the archaeo logists responsible
over the years for the various digs; Y. Ca lvet and B. Geyer, for th eir research on environment and hydrol
ogy; J. Margueron and O . Callot, who are preparing the publication of the Royal Palace; J.-E Sa lles and
S. March egay for th eir work on funerary archi tec ture: th e following epigraphers, who were quite eager to
take part in th e fieldwork: P. Bordreu il, D. Parde e, and F. Briquel (Ugaritologists}, and also D. A rna ud,
B. Andre-Sa lvini , S. Lackenbacher-Teixidor, and F. Malb ran-Labat (Assvriologists): P. Desfarges, M. Re
ni sio, and L. Volay, arch itects who hav e followed the progress of th e excavations; B. Ar zens and
T. Monloup, who handle mission archives; and J. Chevalier, J.-P. Lange, J.-P. Boulanger, and V. Bern ard ,
who ha ve been responsible for the drawings of the objects.



Foreword

The French version of this volume was first published in the IFAPO Guides Collection, Editions ERe.
Finally, I am grateful to J. Eisenbraun for publishing this English version, to G. Walker and B. Schmidt
for the translation, and to A. Caubet and D. Pardee, who agreed to review and correct the English text.

Lyon, May 1996

Unless otherwise specified, all the plans, diagrams, and restorations in this book were done by O. Callot; many of these
are hithereto unpublished drawings based on the latest architectural analyses. The photos come from the mission's ar
chives, and for recent years I would like to thank, in particular, A. Caubet, V. Matotan, and Y. Calvet.

Brief Update (2005) for the Publication of the English Edition

M. Yon served as director of the Mission de Ras Shamra from 1978 to 1998. In 1999, the official status
of the excavations changed from French to Franco-Syrian. Yves Calvet succeeded Yon as the French
director and Bassam Jamous was named as his Syrian counterpart. When the latter became Director uf
Antiquities in 2005, he was replaced on the Mission de Ras Shamra by Jamal Haidar. In 2002, Michel
al-Maqdissi was named Director of the Department of Excavations in the Direction Generale des Anti
quires et des Musees and thereby became the chief Syrian official to whom the directors of the Mission
de Ras Shamra report.

The activities of the Mission de Ras Shamra continue, as in preceding years, to focus on two primary
areas-excavation and preparing the excavated material, from both past and present digs, for publication.

On the tell itself, the excavation of the House of Urtenu (pp. 87-88) was brought to completion in
2002 and plans for its publication are underway. The area known as "Main Street" (pp. 04-85) was ex
tended to the north during the 2005 season and a building of exceptional extent and quality has begun
to emerge. Further excavation of the "Residence '1975-76'" has succeeded in determining its northern
boundary. To the south of the tell, the southern pier of the bridge/dam (p. 90) spanning the Nahr el-Del
beh has been uncovered.

Renewed study of former excavations has made significant progress in the architectural analysis of the
"Residential Quarter" (pp. 64-77), the "East Terrace" (p. 122), the "North Palace" (pp. 60-63), and of
some 250 built tombs. The "Royal Palace" (pp. 36-45) has become the object lJf a program that brings
together archaeologists, architects, and epigraphers for the purpose of analvcing the phases of the palace
and the small objects discovered therein during excavations that began in 1939, just before World
War 11, and were not completed until the late I950S. This study is three-pronged, bringing together data
from a new analysis of the remains as preserved on the tell, of the objects preserved in various museums,
and of the archives of the Mission de Ras Shamra. Renewed analysis of excavation archives has also led
to a better understanding of the site of Miner el-Beida (p. 9); new light was shed on this site in !l)l)";,

when a tomb was discovered which appears not to have been pillaged in antiquity (see p. 14)·
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Another series of studies has been pursued based on the analysis of the archives of the Mission de Ras
Shamra and on objects preserved in the museums of Aleppo, Damascus, Lattakia, Saint-Germain-en
Laye, and the Louvre. These sources of information, including unpublished documents, have contributed
in various ways to the publication of various types of data in the series Ras Shamra-Ougarit: the ritual
texts (vol. XII: D. Pardee), Mycenaean pottery (vol. XIII: M. Yon, V. Karageorghis, N. Hirschfeld), re
ports on research conducted during the years 1985-1995 (vol. XIV, edited by M. Yon and D. Arnaud),
Syrian pottery (vol. XV: J.-Y. Monchambert), and the ivories (vol. XVI: J. Gachet). Studies, already
completed or in progress, of the tombs, of the objects of faience and other glass-like materials, of various
materials (wood, stone, and metal), of the systems of weights and measures, and of Ugaritic society as de
fined by the texts, will eventually be published.

Several international meetings have taken place where those involved could present their research
and where contrasting viewpoints on the meaning of this research could emerge: Lyon in November of
2001, in October of 2004, and in December of 2005; Lyon and Paris in November of 2004; Sherbrooke,
Ontario, in July of 2005. The proceedings of each of these conferences will eventually be published.

Finally, a major exhibition of artifacts representing the culture ofUgarit was on view at the Musee des
Beaux-Arts in Lyon from October of 2004 through January of 2005. It bore the title At the Origins of the
Alphabet: The Kingdom of Ugarit. Presentations of the artifacts, 341 in number, and their cultural context
were provided in the accompanying catalogue, which was authored by the members of the Mission de
Ras Shamra and edited by Y. Calvet and G. Galliano.

Below, updates have been inserted, particularly of a bibliographical nature, within and/or at the end
of each chapter.

M. Y., December 2005



Introduction

About 12 kilometers north of Latakia, less than
a kilometer from the Mediterranean coast of Syria,
lies the tell of Ras Shamra, which has been the site
of archaeological investigations for more than 60
years. The area is covered with the remains of the
ancient city of Ugarit, capital of the Canaanite
kingdom of the same name that flourished in the
znd millennium B.C.E.

The excavations have so far unearthed only a
small portion of these vestiges, including impres
sive architectural constructions, numerous arti
facts, and tablets with cuneiform inscriptions (both
alphabetic and syllabic), which have brought to

light the final chapters of the city's history at the
end of the Late Bronze Age, from the 14th century
B.C.E. to the beginning of the rzth century B.C.E.

Yet the tell was at that time already the site of
6,000 years of uninterrupted occupation, starting
with the farming settlements in the Neolithic Pe
riod in the 8th millennium B.C.E.

This extremely long period of occupation makes
of Ras Shamra a reference point for the early his
tory of the Near East and the eastern Mediterra
nean world; hence the importance of pursuing
research on the tell.

The Discovery

In r929, the accidental discovery of a tomb near
the wast by a peasant led to initial excavations,
which were carried out by Rene Dussaud and
Claude Schaeffer at Minet el-Beida Bay. These
brought to light settlements dating to the Late
Bronze Age of the latter half of the znd millen
nium B.C.E.

It appeared to the excavators that the port
settlement must have been connected to a more
important site. The focus then shifted to a tell 800
meters inland, known at the time as Ras esh
Shamra, translated by G. Saade as "fennil hill"
(Ollgdrit, 1979, 36). Because it was transcribed in
the first report as Ras Shamra, this form of the
name has continued in use in archaeological publi
cations and has passed into current toponymy. The

research conducted on the site that year immedi
ately revealed documents of exceptional interest,
in particular, clay tablets written in a hitherto un
known cuneiform script used to represent an un
known language.

In the following years, the excavations were ex
tended, and the texts were deciphered. An entire
city with palaces, temples, houses, and streets came
to light. The unknown script turned out to be al
phabetic in nature, and the language, dubbed Uga
ritic after the ancient name of the cirv, proved to be
a new West Semitic language related to Amorite.
Canaanite, and Arabic. Among the Ugaritic texts,
was an exceptional group of mythological text'
with El, Baal, and Anat as the principal deities.
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History of Excavations

The excavations at Ras Shamra were conducted
by C. Schaeffer through 1939, interrupted by the
war, and then were resumed in 1948. They were
taken over by H. de Contenson (1972-73), fol
lowed by J.Margueron (1975-76), and then myself
since 1978 (see pp. 5-6 above (2005]).

In the general environs of Ras Shamra, two as
sociated sites have been located and excavated:
Minet el-Beida, which was mentioned previously,
and Ras Ibn Hani (Fig. I I).

As an annex to the nearby capital, the port of
Minet el-Beida was excavated by C. Schaeffer from
1929 to 1935. It is ancient Mahadu, which the
texts indicate was the main port of Ugarit. Excava
tions have uncovered an urban settlement begin
ning in the Late Bronze Age, the organization of
which can be better understood by comparing it
with the organization of the city as revealed on the
tell of Ras Shamra. The early digs revealed streets
lined with houses containing richly furnished
tombs (nos. 25, 33, 47), places of worship, store
houses attesting to export and import trade (nos.
30-3 1 ) , and so on. A modern military port is now
located there, making access to the archaeological
site of Minet el-Beida impossible.

In the 1970s, tourist development projects acci
dentally brought to light the existence of a Uga
ritic settlement on the cape of Ras Ibn Hani (now
facing the Meridien Hotel). This settlement was
closely connected to the nearby capital, for it was
founded by the king of Ugarit in the 13th century
B.C.E. The place was occupied again during the
Hellenistic Period, when it was protected by a

defensive fortress. Salvage excavations conducted
on the site in 1977 gave way to a long-term mis
sion under the joint Syrian-French direction of
A. Bounni and J.Lagarce. Fortifications, magnifi
cent houses belonging to prominent people (e.g.,
the so-called North Palace), and tombs have been
discovered at the site.

On the tell of Ras Shamra proper, which had al
ready been the subject of half a century of archae
ological studies, we began in 1978 a new program
of excavation and thematic studies with a multi
disciplinary team of specialists. The new focus was
on studying texts, architecture, city planning, and
artistic techniques, employing so-called archaeo
metric methods. This program is still ongoing.

Sixty years of research at this site have brought
to light the urban quarters of a capital city,
temples, the remnants of a fortification, an im
mense royal palace, and many private homes with
textual archives-in Akkadian and Ugaritic, but
also in several other languages (Hittite, Hurrian,
Egyptian, and Cypro-Minoan)-along with a wide
variety of archaeological artifacts, some of out
standing quality, but virtually all of significance.

These objects are held in Syrian museums lo
cated in Damascus, Aleppo, Latakia, and Tartus,
and in the Louvre Museum in Paris.

Note: A selection of 66 objects that illustrate the
monuments or excavated zones, as well as the character of
the Ugaritic culture, are presented in chapter 3. The reader
will find references to them in the text (nos. 1-66).



Chapter I

Geography and History

The Site and Setting

Note: The geographical names in italics correspond to
the ancient names that appear in the tablets from Late
Bronze Age Ugarit or in later Greek and Latin texts.

The transcription of the various cuneiform scripts is
sometimes difficult for the layperson, and even scholars do
not entirely agree on a system. We have therefore adopted
a simplified system of transcribing proper nouns in Semitic
languages without resorting to the use of diacritic signs.

The Territory of the Kingdom (Fig. 6)

The boundaries of the kingdom as they are
known from Late Bronze Age written documents
underwent changes in the course of its history. The
kingdom of Ugarit basically occupied the northern
part of the Levantine coast, covering approxi
mately the same area as that of the current Mo
hafazat of Latakia, that is, a surface of about 2,000
square kilometers.

The massif of Bayer and Bassit constituted its
northern limit. There rises Mount Saphon, the
dwelling of Baal, the storm god. It is called Sapanu
in Ugaritic, Hazzi in the Hittite and Akkadian
texts, later Kricto; in Creek, Casius in Latin, and
today Jabal al-Aqra. In clear weather its summit,
1,780 meters high, can be seen on the northern
horizon (Fig. 2).

The kingdom stretched south to the territory of
:>iyw11l1l, whose name is also preserved in the name

Nahr es-Sinn, a river south of Jablah. To the east,
it was separated from the inland regions by the
Alawi mountain range (Jabal al-Ansariyeh), 1,567
meters at its peak. To the south, this chain ap
proaches the sea, thereby narrowing the coastal
plain at Nahr es-Sinn and marking the boundary
of the territory.

The valley of the Rahbanu (modern Nahr al
Kabir), the only permanent river of any impor
tance, is situated between the northern massif of
Bassit and Jabal al-Ansariyeh. This valley opens
the way to the northeast toward inland Syria and
the Euphrates.

The Area around the Capital (Fig. 11)

The capital, located near the sea on the tell of
Ras Shamra, was the site of six millennia of virtu
ally uninterrupted occupation, beginning in the
Neolithic Period (Sth millennium B.C.E.). It is sur
rounded by a large, fertile, and fairly well-irrigated
plain, separating the sea from the Bahluliyeh pla
teau and the Jabal al-Ansariyeh mountain range.
Less than a kilometer from the tell and visible from
the temple quarter on the acropolis, was the excel
lent port of Mahadu-Minet el-Beida, the Greek
AWKOC; Al~lTjV, where the maritime activities of the
capital were concentrated.
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a. The coast and the harbor of Minet el-Beida, 1936.
Aerial view by the French Armee du Levant.

b. The area of excavations as published in Syria 10 (1929): 1.

Figure 5. Excavations at Minet el-Beida.
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Figure 6. The kingdom of Ugarit in its geographical and historical environment;
toponymns are cited, for the most part, according to their Late Bronze Age forms.
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Five kilometers south, on the promontory
known as Ras Ibn Hani, which constituted an ex
cellent lookout post for the Ugaritians, an installa
tion was built during the city's period of expansion
and prosperity at the beginning of the r jth century
B.C.E. The ancient name of the site is still unclear
(perhaps Appu, Biruti, or Reshu?).

Climate

The presence of mountainous areas along with
the proximity of the sea provide favorable condi
tions for agriculture in the region surrounding the
tell. The mountain chain to the east protects the
plain from the dry winds of the Syrian Desert
steppe, while retaining the rain coming from the
sea. Temperatures are fairly mild (an average of I I °
centigrade in winter and 27° in summer), and
there is an average rainfall of more than 800 milli
meters during the long rainy period extending over
seven to eight months from fall to spring.

Hydrography

Two small streams run along the north and
south sides of the tell; the Nahr Shbayyeb to the
north, and the Nahr ed-Delbeh to the south (the
latter was referred to as the "Ouadi el-Brako" in the
first report, written in 1929, Fig. sb). They meet to
the west of the tell to form the Nahr al-Fidd (or
rather the Nahr al-Fayd, according to G. Saade,
Ougarit, 1979, p. 36), which runs into the bay of
Minet el-Beida. For several months during the
summer, these streams are dry, but the fairly shal
low water table feeds several springs that flow at
the foot of the tell, and the many wells discovered
throughout the city once tapped this source. A
well-devised system of dams retained the water,
thereby maintaining the level in the wells and the
springs during at least part of the dry season.

Natural resources

The Mediterranean climate provided favorable
conditions for cultivating the three traditional
crops of ancient times-grapes, cereals, and olives
(Fig. 7a). Arboreal cultivation (almond and pista
chio trees) and small livestock husbandry were
practiced in the coastal areas, where there are now
groves of citrus fruit (Fig. 3). The hills and moun
tains, which were also sites of husbandry, were at
the time covered with forests of cedars, pines, cy
press, and oak trees, and so forth-an environment
somewhat like what is found today in the north of
the kingdom (the forest on the road to Kassab) but
that has been destroyed everywhere else and is
therefore difficult to imagine.

Local mineral, agricultural, and forest resources
played a part in commercial maritime exchange
with countries near and far (as far as Egypt and the
Aegean world) in providing for the needs of the
inhabitants and in the development of construc
tion techniques and architecture. Textual evidence
corroborates archaeological finds in this respect.
The presence of numerous oil presses on the tell,
for example, bears out the importance of this agri
cultural industry.

Insofar as architectural construction is con
cerned, the region provided the necessary raw ma
terials in the form of stone, earth, wood, and reeds.
Building stone was obtained from quarries such as
those in the village of Mqateh (called "Qanntara"
in the first report of 1929; see Fig. Sb), a few hun
dred meters north of the tell, and at Minet el-Helu
on the coast (Fig. 7b).

The walls were reinforced with timber from the
nearby mountains and hills, and the flat mud roofs
were sustained by wooden beams and reeds (the
latter grew in abundance on the banks of nearby
streams). The bitumen coating on walls (e.g., the
North Palace) came from deposits at Kfarieh, 30 ki
lometers northeast in the Nahr al-Kabir Valley.
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a. Fields of wheat and olive trees, 1992.

b. The coast with the stone quarries of Mine! el-Helu between
Minet el-Beida and Ibn Hani, 1989.

Figure 7. The landscape of the region of Ugarit.
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The development of Ras Shamra certainly owed
much to geographical factors: on the one hand, to
climatic conditions favorable to agricultural activi
ties; and on the other, to its location on the Medi
terranean coast, with an excellent port that made
commerce possible with countries accessible by the
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Prehistory and Protohistory:
8th-2nd Millennia B.C.E.

"Ugaritic" designates the period for which we
have references to Ugarit in the texts from the
tell of Ras Shamra, that is to say, the last phase of
its existence. Apart from perhaps one isolated
mention at Ebla in the jrd millennium B.C.E. (ca.
2400), these references mainly come from the znd
millennium B.C.E. (the Middle Bronze Age and es
pecially the Late Bronze Age). References to this
name have been found at Mari on the Euphrates in
the rSth century B.C.E., and later at Alalakh, at
the Hittite capital of Boghazkoy, at El-Arnama in
Egypt (r ath century B.C.E.), and at Ugarit itself in
the texts that date from the early rath to the early
r ath century B.C.E., just before the final disappear
ance of the kingdom.

We know relatively little about the earliest peri
ods of the site, from Neolithic times to the begin
ning of the Late Bronze Age. On the other hand,
the texts that have been consistently found on the
tell over the last 60 years, and in particular the ar
chives that were kept in the Royal Palace from ca.
1370 B.C.E. onward, provide us with much informa
tion concerning the last period of the history of
Ugarit.

Deep soundings, especially the one designated
"Sondage SH" on the western slope of the acropo
lis (see p. 104), provide evidence that the first hu
man settlement dates to the 8th millennium B.C.E.

During this phase of the Neolithic Period, which
was a time of sedentarization in Syria and Pales
tine, a group of farmers (as well as hunters and fish
ermen) settled at Ras Sharma (Level V C).

By 7000, new techniques had appeared in agri
culture (e.g., the breeding of domestic animals), in
architecture (houses with a quadrangular plan,
made of stone; Fig. 8), and in the production of
wares: minerals were used to produce "white ware"

in plaster, as in other contemporary sites, and
notably, fired "ceramics"; we can trace improve
ment in the manufacture of the latter throughout
the following millennium. Level V B (7000-6500
B.C.E.) and Level V A (6500-6000 B.C.E.; Fig. 8)
have equivalents in other sites on the coast of the
Levant and in inland Syria; this points to the de
velopment of a civilization with common features
throughout a large part of the Near East.

Although the site of Ras Shamra developed
considerably during the Neolithic Period, its in
habited area diminished during the Chalcolithic
Period (Level IV). Apparently, the transition be
tween the two periods coincided with significant
sociocultural disturbances and with the arrival of
new ethnic groups from the east, which caused
profound cultural upheaval.

This level reveals characteristics similar to the
so-called "Halaf" civilization that prospered in
northern Mesopotamia and Syria, particularly
decorated ceramics of excellent quality. At this
stage, from about 5250 to 4300 B.C.E., the architec
ture becomes more diversified (Fig. 9), the artisans
become specialized (in ceramics, for instance), and
there is an increase in the importance of breeding
small livestock such as sheep and goats.

The period from the end of the 6th millennium
B.C.E. through the 5th and 4th (Levels III C and B)
was apparently a less prosperous time for the in
habitants of Ras Shamra. Still characterized by
links with Mesopotamia, this age corresponds to

the period that is called "Ubaid." A significant fea
ture of this age was the first use of copper.

The final phase of Level III (Level III A) corre
sponds to the Early Bronze Age. Beginning in
about 3000 B.C.E., the site exhibits notable devel
opment, apparently gradually, without an abrupt
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break from Level III B. The settlement begins to
take on a truly urban character, complete with nar
row streets and a rampart. The use of unbaked clay
bricks in the architecture (Early Bronze Age 1)
gives way to the increasing use of stone, especially
in defensive constructions. The flint industry still
prevailed but there were also metal tools made
from copper and bronze. The wide variety of ce
ramics attests to exchange with regions such as Ci
licia, northern Syria, Palestine, and eventually
with inland Syria (Amuq, Orontes, etc.).

In Early Bronze Age Ill, Ras Shamra experienced
the same rapid development in metallurgy as other
regions. Bronze was used mainly to produce weap
ons such as spear-heads and daggers, as well as tools
(flat axes, needles, erc.) and jewelry (pins, etc.).

What may be the first reference to Ugarit (Ug
ga-ra-atki ) appears in a list of place-names (ca.
2400 B.C.E.) discovered in Ebla, in inland western
Syria. But some scholars have questioned the iden
tification of the name with the coastal city of
Ugarit.

Around 2200 B.C.E., as in many other places in
the Levant, the tell was apparently abandoned for
at least one century, perhaps two, during the tran
sitional period that also marked the end of the Old
Kingdom in Egypt and the collapse of the Akka
dian Empire in Mesopotamia.

A new settlement on the site began around 2000

B.C.E., in the Middle Bronze Age, with the arrival
of nomadic groups such as the Amorites from in
land Syria, who gradually became sedentary in
Syria. Some of the people who settled on the
acropolis of Ugarit were apparently experts in met
allurgy; the excavator called them "torque-bearers"
because of the round metal necklaces (torque)
found in their graves as well as on silver figurines.
In addition to these pieces of jewelry, their weapons
(triangular daggers, socketed spears, fenestrated
axes) are typical, and the discovery of molds dem
onstrates that these items were manufactured
locally.

Although there are large collective graves dat
ing to this first phase of the Middle Bronze Age,
there is no evidence of architecture from this pe
riod (due perhaps to the accident of excavation; or
perhaps only nomads were present at this time). It
is with the second and third phases of the Middle
Bronze Age (ca. 1900 to 1650 B.C.E.) that the site
underwent spectacular urban development, in
which traditions from coastal Syria merge with
contributions from the newcomers. Little by little,
the city covered the whole area of the tell and
came to be protected by a strong rampart, the gla
cis of which can still be seen in several spots.

Certain monuments have been attributed to
this phase. According to the excavator, the two
temples on the acropolis and the "Hurrian Temple"
(in the Royal Zone northwest of the tell) may have
been built at the end of the Middle Bronze Age,
although it is also possible that they were con
structed at the beginning of the Late Bronze Age.
In any case, they were in use throughout the fol
lowing period and until the end of the Late Bronze
Age, in the early r zth century B.C.E.

On the other hand, a sounding in 1994 showed
that the building known as the "North Palace," the
construction of which was first dated to the end of
the Middle Bronze Age, was in fact built during
the Late Bronze Age I (ca. 1600 B.C.E.). It was
abandoned during the construction of the Royal
Palace in the Late Bronze Age.

Excavations have unearthed a large number of
objects dating to the Middle Bronze Age. One of
the most striking characteristics of the period is
the presence of Egyptian objects. Many of these
bear hieroglyphic inscriptions: a bead inscribed
with the name of Pharaoh Sesostris I (1970-1936

B.C.E.); funerary figurines bearing the name of an
unknown person; statues of more notable figures,
sometimes mutilated, as in the case of the statue
of Chnoumet, daughter of Pharaoh Amenemhet II
and wife of Sesostris II (no. I2), and the sphinx
from the Temple of Baal. These apparently delib-
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Figure 8. Level V A (Neolithic), in the Sandage SH, west of the acropolis,
as viewed from the north, 1972.

Figure 9. Level IV (Chalcolithic), in the Sandage SH (west of the acropolis),
as seen from the northeast, 1972.
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erate mutilations have given rise to several inter
pretations. They may have been mutilated in a
demonstration of hostility during a time of inter
national conflict. It is also possible that they were
spoils of war from the period of Hyksos domina
tion in Egypt. At any rate, what is important is
the extensive scope of Egyptian relations with the
kingdoms of the Levantine coast at the time.
There are theories that the political rule of the
r zth Dynasty extended to Ugarit but, without ad
ditional information, they remain mere hypothe
ses. Furthermore, references to Ugarit at the time
in texts from Mari on the Euphrates attest to on
going relations between the coastal kingdom and
Upper Mesopotamia. Mention is made of the de
sire of the king of Ugarit to see the Mari palace
and of a visit to Ugarit by the king of Mari. The
economic archives refer to the city specifically in
the context of tin trade.

As is the case for other sites of the Levant, little
is known about Ugarit at the end of the Middle
Bronze Age (ca. 1650 B.C.E.) or the first phase of
the Late Bronze Age (15th century B.C.E.) down
through the Amarna period. All that can be said is
that Ugarit went through troubled times and expe
rienced a decline that might even have led to the
abandonment of the city but not to its total de
struction, because the temples on the acropolis
clearly survived until the end of U garit in the early
r zth century. In any case, the city retained its
name throughout the znd millennium.

With the rath century B.C.E., the best docu
mented age in the history of Ugarit begins and con
tinues during most of the Late Bronze Age (Level
I). Furthermore, the structures that appeared be
neath the picks of the excavators and that can now
be seen on the tell also date, for the most part, to
this period.

The Kingdom and Its Written Documents
14th-12th Centuries B.C.E.

Following all of the above-mentioned years of
obscurity (about which we have much less infor
mation because we have not yet excavated the cor
responding archaeological levels, nor have we
discovered the Middle Bronze Age city or its
texts), the history of Ugarit abruptly comes to light
in the Late Bronze Age (Level r ), thanks to the
discovery of written documents that have shaken
the foundations of our historical knowledge. This
period, during which writing played an ever-larger
role, was characterized at Ugarit by the develop
ment of an alphabetic cuneiform script (unknown
to linguists before these excavations).

The Late Bronze Age was the period when ur
ban development reached new heights, the king-

dom prospered more than ever, and the power of
the monarchy assumed growing importance. We
are able to track the increase of power from the
r yth to the r zth centuries B.C.E. by means of the
texts found at Ugarit and abroad (e.g., the El
Amarna archives in Egypt) and impressions of seals
on official documents that have enabled us to es
tablish the royal succession.

The history of the kingdom is closely bound
up with the history of the powers that surrounded
it and in turn exerted their influence: Mitanni,
Egypt, and Hatti; as well as neighboring kingdoms
with which Ugarit had friendly or hostile relations,
depending on the circumstances in the periods:
Mukish, Carchemish, Amurru, Siyannu, Kadesh;
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or th e kingdoms on the coast farther to the south,
such as Byblos, Beirut, Tyre, and Sidon .

Power was in the hands of the kin g, whose pre
rogati ves increased until, by the end of the Late
Bronze Age, the Royal Palace had become the cen 
ter of deci sion -making and wealth.

The kin g embodied Baal's image on earth and
represented h im. He is somet imes dep icted as a
powerful sove reign and warrior in a ch ariot on a
hunt (for instance, on a gold bowl from the
Temple of Baal ; no. 57), or in priestly garments en 
joying the privileged protection of a god (as on the

"Stele of Baal with Thunderbolt, " see no. 18; see
also no. 41) .

In the texts discovered on the site, at least eight
names of kings are mentioned, beginning in the
rath cen tury B. C.E . It appears th at the kin gs used
dynastic cylind er seals, one of which perh aps date s
several centuries earlier to an ancestor named Ya
qaru , of whom we otherwise have little kn owledge .

A list of the succession of kin gs covering two
centuries, from Ammistamru I to Ammurapi, the
last king at the beginning of the rzth century B.C .E.

(see table , p. 24), has been established on the basis

Figure 10. The site of Ugarit: Palace Street, looking east, 1989.
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Figure 11. The region of Ras Shamra. The capital on the tell of Ras Shamra,
the port of Minet el-Beida, and the settlement of Ras Ibn Hani.

of synchronisms with rSth- and roth-Dynasty
Egypt and with Mesopotamian history. But the dis
coveries made in 1994 in the "House of Urtenu"
have brought to light new facts concerning the
royal lineage. These recent finds are currently in
the process of being deciphered and analyzed.

From about 1400 to 1350 B.C.E., Ugarit was un
der Egyptian rule. Around 1360 B.C.E., a fire de
stroyed part of the Royal Palace, and earlier ar
chives must have disappeared during the recon
struction work, because the royal archives as we
know them start with the reign of N iqmaddu II in
the mid-r ath century B.C.E. The El-Amarna docu
ments and a few references in the archives of Niq
maddu II seem to indicate that his father, Arnmis
tamru I, was in a subordinate position to Arneno
phis III (whose cartouche was found at U garit;
no. 10). The fact that the Egyptians did not rule

directly, however, is borne out by a treaty between
King N iqmaddu II and the king of Amurru around
1350 B.C.E., which imposed an Amorite protector
ate of sorts on Ugarit. However, the city was still
within the Egyptian sphere of influence.

Sometime after 1350, Suppiluliuma, the king of
Hatti, undertook an expedition against Mitanni
and its Syrian vassals. When Mitanni succumbed
to Hittite control, Ugarit, Amurru, and Kadesh fell
within the Hittite sphere of influence. Following a
period of clashes with the lands of Nuhasse and
Carchemish, Hittite domination stabilized during
the reign of the Ugaritic king Niqmepa (1332

1260 B.C.E.; d. no. II).

By the end of the 14th century, the king of Car
chemish clearly played an important role as the ad
ministrator of Hittite political affairs in Syria. In
quite a few cases, he was sent on delegations by the
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Great King of Hatti, whose control over the region
was firmly established by settling conflicts between
Ugarit and neighboring countries such as Siyannu
to the south and Mukish to the north.

During the reign of the Ugaritic king Ammis
tamru II (rnid-r jth century), the rivalries and alli
ances between Ugarit and Amurru took the form
of extremely complex matrimonial arrangements,
episodes of which have been preserved in the royal
correspondence (see no. 7)' The role played by the
kings of Hatti and Carchemish in these alliances
demonstrates the implications for international
politics. Many texts also mention legal and com
mercial agreements aimed at settling trade disputes
or at guaranteeing the safe passage of caravans.
The presence of Hittite officials at Ugarit is cer
tain, although Ugarit continued to maintain com-

mercial relations with Egypt and areas under
Egyptian control (such as Palestine), particularly
after the Hittite-Egyptian treaty in 1270 B.C.E. be
tween the Hittite king Hattusilis III and Ramses II.

It is clear that the wealth of U garit, which came
principally from a flourishing economy (maritime
trade in particular), was concentrated in the hands
of the royalty, especially in the second half of the
r jth century. Be that as it may, the military capac
ity of the kingdom continued to decline. For this
reason, around 1230 B.C.E., King Ibiranu tried to
avoid involvement in the Hittite sovereign's war
effort. The texts seem to indicate that in the late
r jth century B.C.E. the kings of Ugarit preferred
making financial contributions over sending troops
to Hatti. Although the kingdom was economically
prosperous, it was weak militarily.

The End of a Civilization
ca. I I90/I 185 B.C.E.

The end of the kingdom of Ugarit is considered
to be approximately 1200 B.C.E., during the time of
Kings N iqmadu III and Ammurapi. Attacks by the
"Sea Peoples" were causing increased concern in
the coastal lands, as well as for the Hittite and Egyp
tian rulers, as revealed in their correspondence.

The arrival of these new invaders created an up
heaval in the Near East at the turn of the r zth
century B.C.E. The "Sea Peoples," thus designated
hy the Egyptians who saw them arriving by boat,
were probably groups of invaders from the north
west who attacked in several waves over a period
of years. They can be traced throughout the east
ern Mediterranean area, on the coasts of Anatolia
and the Levant, and in Cyprus. The Sea Peoples
have heen identified as the Sikila, the Peleset
Philistines, and the Sherden, mentioned on the

Mediner-Habu monument erected by Ramses III
after he defeated them in 1182 B.C.E. Biblical texts
refer to the Philistines, descendants of the Peleset,
who had settled on the coast of Palestine and gave
it their name.

In all likelihood the Sea Peoples played a deci
sive role in the destruction of Ugarit, as well as
other sites. At Ugarit itself, one text mentions the
Sikila, "who live on boats" and whose movements
were to be watched. Several letters refer to the fact
that King Ammurapi was concerned with the dan
ger from the sea and asked advice uf a neighboring
king. The Sea Peoples are held responsible for
much of the destruction and upheaval that have
been noted by archaeologists in Anatolia and in
northern Syria in the fairly short period that spans
the end of the r jth century B.C.E. and the first few
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decades of the r ath. In th e case of Ugarit, the
kingdom and its culture simply collapsed under
this pressure, never to be revived.

The capit al, which the last King Ammurapi
prob ably left badly defended (the fortifications
seem to have been neglected), was seized, set
ablaze, and abandoned. The politic al and adminis
trative structures linked to the royal power did not
survive th e capital, and the governmen t and civili 
zat ion disappeared .

Based on the texts, some of which were discov
ered during the seasons between 1986 and 1994 in
the "Ho use of Urtenu" on the southern part of th e
city, we can set the time of this event around

I 190-II8S B.C .E. The houses were abandoned by
th eir inhabitants, then pillaged and burned .

Thereafter, no other urban settlement was ever
located on th e site. There is evidence of isolated
occupation and a few farming installations on cer
tain porti ons of the tell during Persian, Hellenistic,
and Roman times, but these farms did not involve
the kind of collective organization that character
izes city life.

Thus, the miraculous development that had
lasted some 6,000 years, when a Neolithic village
had become first a city and then the capital of a
kingd om th at left its mark on the history of its day,
came to an end .

Figure 12. Aerial view of excavations, 1939, as viewed from the north.
C. Schaeffer. Ugaritica IV. p. 6, fig. 3.

The photograph was taken prior to the planting of the groves that t~da~ surround the ~e~1.2, 4: "Lower city, east and west"; 6, 7: temples of Baal and Dagan, 12. road to Latakia,16-17: the Royal Palace before the excavations of 1939; 19: path to Mlnet el-Beida.
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Figure 13. Theoretical restoration of thoroughfares in the final phase of the city
(based on streets excavated through 1992).
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CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

Approximatedates B.CE. Lifeon theRasShamra tell Level Period

Ca. 75°° First settlements; farming
Pre-pottery

VC Neolithic

Pastoralism; ceramics; stone architecture Pottery
Ca. 7000 (rectangular rooms) VB Neolithic

Differentiated architecture; "Halaf"
Ca. 6000 specialized crafts VA Chalcolithic

4th millennium Appearance of copper IlIC "Ubaid"
IlIB

City-type agglomeration, rampart;
Ca. 3°00 copper metallurgy IlIA Early Bronze Age

Ca. 2200 Abandonment

Beginning of Arrival of Amorite population;
znd millennium urban development: temples (?), rampart) II Middle Bronze Age

Ca. 1650 Abandonment? temporary decline?

Ca. 1600 New urban period I Late Bronze Age

rath-j jth centuries: Kings of Ugarit (from texts):
? - ca. 1370 Ammistamru I
ca. 1370- I 340135 Niqmaddu II
ca. 1340/35-1332 Arhalbu
ca. 1332-1260 Niqmepa
ca. 1260-1230 Ammistamru II
ca. 1230-1210 Ibiranu
ca. 1210-1200 Niqmaddu III
ca. 1200-119°/85 Ammurapi

Destruction and abandonment, under

Ca. 1190/85 attacks by the "Sea Peoples" (?)

5th-4th centuries Small settlement on the tell Persian period

rst century A few traces of occupation Roman period

We offer here the most up-to-date results available, based on the calibration of radiocarbon dating (CI4) for the ancient Near
East. Thus, with the results of the chronology established, the date for the first installation attested on the site of Ras Shamra
must be raised by 1,000 years (see, for example, J.Cauvin, Naissance des divinites: Naissance de l'agriculture [Paris: CNRS, 1994]).
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Chapter 2

Description of the Tell

Tour of the Tell

A tour of the tell begins today on the western
side, near the modem village of Ras Shamra, oppo
site the remains of the fortified entrance, with its
large tower and postern gate. A modem stairway
leads to the caretaker's house (Fig. 15:20) built on
the vast heap of rubble from the excavations of the
1950S. Visitors descend on the other side to a
small, paved plaza, called the Royal Plaza, where
the official entrance to the Royal Palace was lo
cated. The tour then follows a meandering route
eastward through the city.

The various areas of the city bear the names that
the excavators gave to them as they were discov
ered (often as a function of the interpretation that
was attributed to them) and as they are found in
the excavation reports. Apart from a few rare ex
ceptions, these French names have been retained
for the sake of convention, and the English terms
given here are only an approximate translation of
the conventional French names (see Index).

Note: There are enormous gaps in the current state of our knowledge concerning the sites and monuments described
in this chapter and, hence, in the interpretations that we can offer. Some of the earliest excavated areas, in a highly dam
aged state today, were merely mentioned in short preliminary reports with very few details; some excavation archives were
lost during World War II. On the other hand, since 1978, certain sectors have been the focus of extremely detailed archi
tectural analyses, which are already published or are in preparation. Our descriptions and interpretations reflect the state
of affairs in 1994; hence the uneven treatment of the data.

The topographical landmarks (Fig. 1) have been established on the basis of a grid, with the north-south and east-west
axes intersecting at the center of the tell.

City Planning

The various quarters of the city and the monu
ments that appear today on the tell were those in
Lise in the final phase, in the Late Bronze Age. Ex
ceptions include a few buildings that were already
destroyed at the time, such as the North Palace.

Only about one-sixth of the surface of the tell
has been excavated, and for this reason we cannot
yet determine the overall configuration of the city
or the distribution of its quarters. This would be
true even if we were to limit our consideration to

the final phase of its occupation (r jrh to the be
ginning of the r zth century).
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We can identify a few specific zones by their
characteristics, such as the Royal Zone comprising
the Royal Palace and the other related buildings
located to the north (Fig. IS), the acropolis with
its temples, the Library of the High Priest, and the
urban residential quarters, especially those located
on the southern slope of the tell.

The various areas excavated over a period of
more than 50 years have revealed densely popu
lated quarters to the east of the Royal Zone, below
the acropolis, with narrow streets (generally I to

2.5 meters wide) around blocks of houses where
the residents of Ugarit lived. To the north lies
what is called the East and West Lower City; to the
east of the Royal Palace is the "Residential Quar
ter"; and on the pleasantly situated slope on the

southern side of the tell are the excavation zones
known as the "City Center," "South Central
Area," "South City," and "South Acropolis." These
districts, covering several hectares, bear witness to
a thriving city with a variety of structures.

Our recent research on the city planning and
domestic architecture have focused on building
techniques and the organization of dwellings, espe
cially in the areas of the South City (excavated in
1960) and the City Center (1978-9° seasons).
Corresponding reports have been published in
RSO, volumes 1, Ill, and X.

Even though the architectural remains reveal
only the floor plans, we can determine the original
height of some of the houses on the basis of these

Figure 14. A typical housing quarter: the "City Center," looking south, in 1979.
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plans, the structure of the walls, and the presence
of stairways. Often, several stone steps of the first
flight of a stairway have been preserved (Fig. 48).

The houses, situated in blocks that constituted
the architectural unit of Ugaritic urban organiza
tion, are varied in shape and size. In the two zones
recently studied in detail (i.e., the South City and
the City Center), the houses range in size between
80 and 800 square meters. Large, luxurious homes
stand beside more modest homes, and these often
adjoin nonresidential buildings, such as temples or
shops.

The houses are so varied in shape and size, that
it is impossible to determine a typical layout
scheme. On the other hand, we can note some
characteristic features, even though no individual
home contains all of these features. Among these
are the frequent presence of an entrance vestibule
that leads to a courtyard and provides access to a
stairway, the frequent presence of a well, drainage
pits under the stairway for the toilets and on the
street curb for rainwater, silos dug into floors, small
courtyards that allow light and air to reach the
ground floor, and one upper story or two, very dark
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ground floors (some of which include windowless
rooms for storage), the division of a house into two
distinct parts connected to each other on the in
side and provided with separate entrances on the
street, with one of the parts housing the family's
cult tomb, and living quarters upstairs with terraces
for the household's everyday activities.

We can reconstruct the setting of everyday life,
handicrafts, and family activities on the basis of
stone, ceramic, ivory, and metal objects found in
the houses and tombs (nos. 25, 27-29, 33-34,43
44, 53-55, etc.). It should not be forgotten, how
ever, that what we see of this everyday setting is
partial, because many objects were made of perish
able materials such as wood, straw, leather, and
cloth and thus have not survived.

Together, the above factors yield an overall pic
ture of a densely inhabited city where private citi
zens found refuge at the ends of narrow streets.
The city had no regular layout, because it was the
outgrowth of many centuries of continual recon
struction on the same spot.
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1 Tower 15th-14th century
2. Postern gate (blocked in the 13th century)
3. Monumental gate 13th-12th century
4. Royal Plaza in front of the Royal Palace
5. Entrance porch to the Royal Palace
6. Guard post (entrance to the Royal Palace

from the city)
7. Guard post (near the rampart)
8. Corbeled entrance to the main sewer
9. Royal temple (so-called "Hurrian temple")

10. "Pillared" building (13th century)
11. Royal Palace (Late Bronze Age)
12. Southeast annex (water supply)
13. "North palace"(16th-15th century?)
14. Plaza (13th century?)
15. "Queen Mother's Residence"
16. Houses (13th century)
17. Building with rock-hewn throne
18. The "Oven" House (16th-15th century?)
19. The house of Yabninu (so-called "South palace"

or "Small Palace")
[20. Modern building: guard house]
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Figure 15. Schematic plan of the northwest part of the tell: Royal Zone and fortified Gate.
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The Royal Fortress and the City Ramparts

3 1

At the beginning of the znd millennium B.C.E.,

the Middle Bronze Age city must have been sur
rounded by a rampart, and in all likelihood these
defensive barriers were maintained throughout at
least part of the Late Bronze Age. The only part of
the rampart that is well known today is the small
portion of the fortification that protected the
Royal Palace on the western side of the city
(Fig. 15:1-3,16,17,18).

The excavations conducted here by C. Schaef
fer in 1938-39 were interrupted by the war, re
sumed in 1948, and then developed more fully
beginning in 1950.

In spite of the monumental appearance of the
large square tower, which survived to a height of
several meters, and the stone glacis, and in spite of
the excellent state of conservation of the postern
gate (Fig. 16), the evolution of the entrance sys
tem is not easy to understand. It apparently under
went modifications in various phases of the Late
Bronze Age.

Near the modem stairway leading to the tell
from the modem village of Ras Shamra stands a
square tower 14 meters wide (Fig. 15:1, 16, 17)
with thick walls made of carved stone blocks. The
tower, which protrudes from the rampart, might
have been built at the end of the Middle Bronze
Age or at the very beginning of the Late Bronze
Age. It remained in use throughout the first part of
the Late Bronze Age (16-I5th centuries).

Along with major construction work on the
Royal Palace in the r yth and rath centuries B.C.E.,

the fortifications to the west of the Palace were
also transformed. The fortified complex (Figs. 16,
17, I8a) includes the square tower (Fig. 18a:r)
and a strongly-angled glacis abutting it. Leading up
to the entrance of the tower from the plain was a
long ramp that ran parallel to the glacis from the

north and turned into the tower. This tower,
through which the passage turned at a right angle,
contained the doorway that led to the eastern side
of the Royal Plaza in front of the palace (Fig.
15=4). Immediately to the south of the tower, a
corbeled, vaulted postern gate (Fig. I8a:2) was cut
into the glacis and led to a stepped underground
corridor, turning at a right angle within the wall.
This postern thus served as a secondary passageway
behind the tower.

Still later (possibly in the r jth century B.C.E.),

it appears that the defensive system was once again
radically transformed (Fig. I8b): the postern gate
was blocked and the old tower destroyed. The ac
cess ramp was now situated on the south, and the
foot of the access to the ramp was probably pro
tected by a square tower (Fig. I8b:4), only a few
vestiges of which remain. This new entrance ramp
ran in front of the postern gate and turned at a
right angle before reaching a monumental doorway
(Fig. I8b:3)' This doorway was set on the ruins of
the old tower and led to the Royal Plaza (Fig.
15:3-4). Inside this entranceway was an elaborate
gate system consisting of a central passage between
symmetrical recesses. The entrance was closed on
the Royal Plaza side to the east by hinged doors,
and one door-socket is still visible in the stone
doorsill.

The postern gate (Figs. 15:2, 16; I8a:2) has
been completely cleared so that the quality of its
design and construction is now fully exposed; it is
the most spectacular monument at Ras Shamra to
day. But one should keep in mind that this was not
how it looked during the last phase of the city's
history.

It is not clear whether the city was still pro
tected by a fortification wall at the very end of the
city's existence in the early rzth century B.C.E. In
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Figure 16. Excavation of the gate and its fortification in 1939, looking north.

Figure 17. Fortification of the Royal Zone, looking southeast, 1992:
the tower, the glacis, and the postern gate (to the right). In the background is the Royal Palace.
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a. The 15th-14th-century complex: ramp approaching from the north along with (1) tower and (2) postern gate.
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b. The 13th-12th-century complex: new small exterior tower (4);
ramp approaching from the south (and walling up the postern gate) and new expanded gate entrance (3).

Figure 18. Proposed restorations of the fortified entrance system of the Royal Zone during the Late Bronze Age.
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answer to a letter in which the last king of Ugarit,
Ammurapi, expressed his concern regarding the
danger of attacks from the sea and asked for help
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The Royal Zone
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To the west of the city proper, a considerable
area, more than 10,000 square meters, was reserved
for palace activities and carefully set apart from the
rest of the city (Figs. 15, 19). For convenience of
reference, this area will be referred to as the Royal
Zone. The Palace itself was protected by a fortress
to the west and cut off from the rest of the com
munity by a security system of two doors: one was
positioned across the Palace Street (Fig. 20b; d.
p. 37) and the other on the rampart side to the
southwest of the area that hereafter will be desig
nated the Royal Plaza (Fig. 20d).

As we will see below, the royal quarter also in
cluded annexes located to the north of the Royal
Plaza (Fig. 25): the building designated an "Arse
nal" in the early reports (Fig. 20C), which was ac
tually a Guardpost; the so-called "Hurrian" temple,
which might have been the royal temple; and the

paved "Pillared Building," which was probably used
in connection with ceremonies held in the neigh
boring temple. The royal quarter had its own system
of water drainage, complete with a massive main
sewer.

The large fortified gate (see above, p. 3 I) led to

a fairly large plaza (the Royal Plaza), from which
access was gained to the interior of the Royal
Zone. There were benches all around the walls of
this plaza, and some elements of the pavement
have survived. A very large, nearly circular paving
stone, 2 meters in diameter and 25 centimeters
thick, has also been found here. Now set against
the south wall of the plaza, the function of this
stone in antiquity is difficult to determine. It ap
pears too large to have served as a cover for a
drainage pit.

Figure 19. Axonometric view of the fortified entrance, the Royal Palace, and its northern annexes in the final phase
of the city, looking northeast, 1994.
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The Royal Palace

The "Royal Palace," the initial exploration of
which began immediately before World War 11,
was extensively excavated afterward, between
1950 and 1955. A large plan of the remains uncov
ered, along with a report of the excavations, was
published in 1962 in Ugaritica IV, but a thorough
architectural analysis has only just begun. In the
coming years, this analysis should lead to impor
tant advances in our understanding of the func
tions of the various spaces and the succession of
phases in the construction and evolution of the
complex. The plan that is presented here (Fig. 20)

incorporates modifications that are based on recent
observations and on studies that are currently
underway.

Built in several stages between the r yth and
r jth centuries B.C.E., the Royal Palace covered
nearly 7,000 square meters. The admiration that it
sparked in its day is exemplified by a reference to it
in a letter written by the king of Bvblos to Pharaoh
Amenophis III that was found at El-Amarna.

The palace ruins are still spectacular, in spite of
damage caused by a fire that destroyed it and de
spite three subsequent millennia of stone pillaging
and erosion (Figs. IO, 2 I). The stone walls in cer
tain spots have survived to a height of one story,
and there are some traces of the plaster with which
inner walls were covered (for instance, at the en
trance to room 12, along with traces of wooden
beams and even red paint that covered the plaster).

It is not always easy to interpret the ruins of the
palace because it has undergone so many changes.
These include partial destruction by fire (traces of
which can be seen on the walls), in particular the
fire around 1370/60 B.C.E. that "destroyed half of
the Palace of Ugarit," according to a letter from
the king of Tyre in the EI-Amarna archives. Other
factors include probable damage from the earth
quake ca. 1250 and subsequent reconstructions,

before it was pillaged, burned, and abandoned in
the early r zth century B.C.E.

As the administrative center of the kingdom
and home to the royal family, the palace yielded
extensive archives of clay tablets, mainly written
in Akkadian (using a syllabic cuneiform script)
and Ugaritic (in an alphabetic cuneiform script).
These have provided us with a great deal of infor
mation about the management of the affairs of the
kingdom, its economic life, events affecting domes
tic politics, foreign diplomacy, and relations with
the major powers of the day (the Hittite overlords
and Egyptian pharaohs) and with the small neigh
boring kingdoms in Syria and along what later be
came the Phoenician coast.

Access
The palace was built near the rampart that pro

tected it to the west. It was isolated and protected
from the city to the east by a continuous wall with
few entrances. The most spectacular part of the en
closure is to the north, running along "Palace
Street," which led into the city. Adjacent to the
street ran a oo-rneter-long wall, nearly 4 meters
high, with a facade of high architectural quality
(Figs. 10, 24). The large, embossed ashlars were
carefully fitted together and reinforced horizontally
and vertically with wooden beams.

The elegant official entrance (Fig. 20; cf. Fig.
15:4) from the "Royal Plaza" to the northwest of
the building is located inside the Royal Zone. To
the southwest, there is a discreet passage (Fig.
20:84), 1.5 meters wide, that leads directly into
what appears to be a public road linking the palace
to the city along the rampart (excavations on this
side have not yet been completed).

There may have been another entrance to the
Palace near its southeast corner for delivery of
wheat or oil, which was stored in the jars found in
the storerooms (Fig. 20:90)' However, we can only
hypothesize because the wall bordering the street is
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Figure 20. Plan of the Royal Palace and its passageways according to research through 1994.

[2005]: Courtyards I-VI of the palace have been renumbered as follows:
128 (1),139 (11),148 (111),152 (IV), 153 (V), 132 (VI).

not well preserved. The eastern boundary does not
usually appear in the plans currently available. The
excavations were not complete here, but our on
site inspections since then show that the founda
tion of the wall has survived.

The excavator thought that there was an open
ing protected by a Guardpost to the northeast (Fig.
20:53, near the NortheastArchives), and a doorway
appears in the plan that was published in 1968.
But it is not yet clear whether this northeastern
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doorway was present in all periods (research is
underway).

Spatial Organization
Nearly one hundred separate loci on the level of

the ground floor have been identified by the exca
vator as "rooms" (numbered from I to 90) and
open "courtyards" (I-VI). But the research that is
now being conducted on these spaces leads us to
believe that this distinction between roofed rooms
and open courtyards should in certain cases be
modified.

An assessment of the overall area reveals the
existence of at least one upper story, perhaps more,
because there are at least 12 stairways. The private
royal apartments must have been situated upstairs,
and, judging from how the tablets were dispersed
in the rubble (see below: the Palace Archives), so
were a good number of scribal offices and archives.

The layout and the nature of the archaeological
documents and archives found in various parts of
the palace point to a division of space, with areas
reserved for royal use (the Throne Room: Fig.
20:7 I) and administrative purposes, private areas,
as well as space reserved for the funerary cult that
was observed by the royal family (Fig. 20:28).

I tinerary and Description

There are several ways of proceeding through the Royal
Palace. What follows is one possible itinerary through most
of the building (Fig. 20).

Entrance and Western Sector
The official entrance (a) is located to the north

west. From the Royal Plaza (d. Fig. 15:4), one en
ters the building through a majestic paved porch
(Fig. 20a), which is supported by two columns, the
stone bases of which have survived (the wooden
columns themselves have disappeared). There are
benches along the walls that were used by visitors

who came for a royal audience; a well is located in
the southeastern comer.

The entrance porch leads to a small vestibule
with a central pillar (I). To the left, a door gives
access to a group of small rooms (2-5) that may
have served as cloakrooms. This is where the so
called West Archives were located, although the
tablets found there actually fell from the upper
story.

To the right of the vestibule (I) is a large stone
paved open space (Courtyard I). This courtyard, 16
meters by 14 meters, is equipped with a well and a
large stone trough that is now broken. All that
have survived are the base and one side, which is
set against the wall. Behind this is a small, paved
washroom (10) with a drainage system.

At the far end of Courtyard I, another porch
with two columns (72) leads directly into the
"Throne Room" (7 I ), a space covering 10 meters
square. A door situated in the center of one wall of
the large courtyard provided access to the recep
tion area reserved for royalty. From the apartments
on the upper story, the king could reach the
Throne Room and the other reception spaces (in
particular "Hall VI") by means of a stairway.

To the west of this official area and the large
paved courtyard (I) are constructions that must
have been part of the defense system linked to the
rampart (d. Fig. 19). The walls are thick enough
to sustain the tower above the rampart, and there
is a stairway leading to the upper floors. Room 6
must have served as a guard-room. One can still
see the small triangular openings that were cut
into the stones of the wall, enabling the guards to
observe and hear what was happening in the plaza.

Some administrative texts were found in the
small room to the west of the Throne Room (73),
the so-called Annex Office of Archives. As hap
pened elsewhere in the Palace, the tablets no
doubt fell from the upper floor when the building

was destroyed.
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From the northwest entrance vestibule, one can
also proceed to the central parts of the palace, ei
ther by heading toward room 13 at the northeast
corner of Courtyard I, or by heading east from the
porch in front of the "Throne Room" (from 72 to
20). At the far end of the Throne Room itself, a
narrow passage (76) leads to the royal apartments
on the second floor by means of a stairway (85)
which, as we have seen, was reserved for the king's
official appearances.

This passage also gave the king access to the
large room (known as "Courtyard VI") located on
the eastern side of the Throne Room, which visi
tors could enter through the door on the eastern
side of the porch with two columns (72). Recent
research leads us to believe that this large space
(VI) was in fact a room with a roof and may have
been a banquet hall. To the south of the room,
there was a sort of raised dais (78) where the king
must have sat, near a small vestibule (77) that

Figure 21. The Royal Palace from the northwest, 1994. At right is the entrance from the "Royal Plaza."
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would have been reserved for his use, for it leads to
the Throne Room and to a stairway to the upstairs
apartments. In the southeast comer is a kind of
small annex (perhaps a cloakroom or a guard
room), with an opening to a long, narrow room
equipped with a system of water pipes (67).

The so-called Central Archives were found dis
persed in the area of Hall VI and Courtyard IV.
They clearly fell here when the upper floor fell.

Southern Sector
There is a passage leading from the southeastern

comer of Hall VI to the so-called "Courtyard V"
(it is not clear if this space was really an open
courtyard: research in progress). It contains a large
shallow pool (8 m x 6 m; 0.38 m deep), the bottom
of which was sealed in its final phase with plaster
containing small gravel inclusions. The pool is po
sitioned slightly to the east of the center, leaving
room on the west for a well and a stone trough.

Three steps in the southwestern comer led
down into the pool (these were hidden in the final
phase). An 18-meter-Iong channel, passing under
the wall and the street, was used to bring water
from a building outside the palace walls (to the
southeast; Figs. IS: 12; zoe}, where it was drawn
from a well. A drainage channel in the northwest
corner was linked to the main sewer to the west.

At the southwestern comer of the pool, the ex
cavator thought he had identified an oven, desig
nated in early reports as the "tablets oven" (see
description of South Archives below for more details
about this designation).

To the south of the courtyard is a wing of the
building that has no direct egress to the outside. To
the west, through room 84, is a door leading to the
street along the rampart. The stairwells (69 and 80;
the first flight of stone steps has survived) bear wit
ness to the importance of the upstairs rooms. It is
possible that this courtyard (or at least a part) was
roofed, and the floor above (or at least a gallery up-

stairs) connected the southern wing of the building
to the rest of the palace. Excavations uncovered
many tablets in this area. Those that were found,
scattered by their fall in the southern rooms and
the southern part of the courtyard, are known as
the South Archives. The tablets found in the ruins
to the west of the courtyard are referred to as the
Southwest Archives.

Central Sector
From the northeast corner of "Courtyard V,"

one can gain access to the northern area through a
passage (62) and then across room 63 into an open
room (64) with two columns that leads to Court
yard IV. The archives that were found in the
southeast of this courtyard are known as the Cen
tral Archives.

A visitor would continue north from room 64
through rooms 34 and 35, each with stairwells that
lead to the upstairs apartments; this may well have
been the first part of the building that was con
structed (highly altered in the r jth century B.C.E.).
This brings us to Courtyard II.

Flanking this large courtyard to the east is a
large, two-columned portico (38), the basalt bases
of which have survived (in the final phase, they
were hidden by renovations to the portico). This
courtyard is equipped with a small square trough
made of dressed flagstones. When it was discov
ered, it was filled with ashes from the fire that had
destroyed the Palace, and this led the excavator to
mistakenly designate it an oven, when in fact it
must have contained water.

Courtyard II, which provides access to the pal
ace's burial area, may have been the site of related
ceremonies, for it leads on the north to room 28,
where there are two large stone burial vaults, now
very damaged. These royal tombs were pillaged in
antiquity, and at the time of excavation they were
unfortunately found with neither the remains of
the deceased nor funerary offerings.
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Figure 22. The Royal Palace: "Courtyard V..with basin, looking east, 1979.

4]

Figure 23. The Royal Palace: garden of Courtyard III as seen from near pavilion 86, looking southwest, 1990.
At the center : sounding of 1954.
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Eastern Sector and Garden
Heading back sou th th rough Courtya rd II, one

can reach the eastern sector of the Palace (see
Fig. 24) , centered around a garden, th e so-called
Courtyard III (soundings were conduct ed in the
middle of the courtyard in 1954-55 in order to ex
amine earlier levels).

The highl y damaged wall to th e east marks the
easte rn boundary of the Palace . One is tempted to
prop ose that there was an open ing in it tha t would
have made it possible to bring in provision s from
the city to sto rerooms 89 and 90.

This "co urtyard" actually comprised two parts.
The first was a garden in the cen ter surrounded by
a circulat ion area leading to several buildings. The
garden proper (that is to say, the part that must
have been planted with tre es and flowers) is sur
rounded by a sto ne wall that was perhaps 1.8 meters
to 2 me ter s h igh . At any rat e, it was h igh eno ugh
to ensure that the garden was secluded and hidden
from sight. There are two doo rs in th e garden wall,
one to th e north, the other to the south . In the
northeastern com er is a sma ll pavilion (86) with
two columns in the front wall. O pening dire ctl y

Figure 24. The Royal Palace, looking northeast , 1990. On the right, an entrance to Palace Street between the Royal
Palace and the North Palace; in the foreground is the "Oven House."
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onto the garden and equipped with a well and a
large stone trough, the pavilion must have been a
cool, refreshing spot. One could walk through the
corridor (87) behind the pavilion without disturb
ing those inside.

At the northwestern corner of Courtyard III, a
small construction (44) butts against the strong
walls of the buildings behind it. Among the re
mains of luxurious furniture found here were vari
ous high-quality objects made from elephant ivory,
including decorative elements set into the wooden
top of a round pedestal table, the head of a young
male sculpted in the round (no. 22), and a bed
panel decorated in relief (no. 21).

The southwestern side of the courtyard was
bounded by a group of small rooms (58-6I) that
probably had a practical purpose and may have in
cluded a stairway leading directly from the garden
to the royal apartments. To the southeast are large
storerooms (89-90), one of which was found filled
with jars.

Along the north side of Courtyard III is a com
plex of constructions that evoke an enjoyable life
of leisure and festivities. There is a large room (45)
with two columns, open along most of its southern
side to the northern alley around the garden. Deep
enough to provide shelter from the summer sun,
the room would have benefited from natural light
ing in the winter, when the sun is lower in the sky.
In the final phase of the Palace's history, the open
ing was made narrower by the construction of walls
between the columns and the side walls, thus dark
ening the room considerably. Room 45 leads to a
group of rooms to the north that give access to
Courtyard II and, by means of stairway 53, to the
upper floor. Room 57 leads to another group of
small rooms (54-56) where tablets were discovered
(mainly administrative documents)-the so-called
East Archives.

Today, the ruins include a passage in room 53
that leads to the outside and beyond, to Palace

Street. Nevertheless, this part of the building was
the object of so many alterations that we do not
yet know whether such a passage existed during all
periods of the Palace's existence.

Palace Archives

As we have already mentioned in the Palace tour
above, archives of clay tablets with cuneiform script
were discovered in several areas of the Palace. As is
the case in other parts of the city, the way in which
the tablets were found scattered indicates that they
were stored in rooms upstairs but fell when the
building was destroyed. These archives, named after
the sites where they were found in the Palace, vary
somewhat in form and content.

The West Archives
Found near the northwest entrance (rooms 2

5), these tablets are mainly administrative docu
ments written in Ugaritic: lists of personnel (sala
ries), villages (taxes), and lists of trades. The most
famous abecedary (no. za) discovered at Ugarit was
found near the base of the north column in the en
trance porch. There are also letters in Akkadian
and ritual texts in Hurrian.

The Annex Office of Archives
Some zo-odd texts were found in room 73, lo

cated to the west of the Throne Room and appar
ently totally cut off from the rest of the palace.
The nature of the documents is quite disparate
(letters, legal decisions, a mythological text, sev
eral texts concerning wine). These tablets are con
sidered the remnant of an archive that had been
moved elsewhere and was stored in an annex; they
probably fell from the floor above, as well.

The Central Archives
The tablets in these archives were discovered

in Courtyard IV, in the large room designated
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Courtyard VI, and in several neighboring rooms, as
well as on the remains of the walls. This dispersion
supports the theory that the archives were kept on
the floor above and fell when the roof collapsed.
They are mostly Akkadian documents (no. 7)
legal texts (contracts between individuals, deeds of
sale, royal arbitrations, etc.) and royal letters-but
there are also legal texts and letters in Ugaritic.

The Southwest Archives
The documents in the Southwest Archives were

primarily found among the ruins in 81, in the
nearby stairwell (80), and on the remains of the
walls. Once again, this was clearly not their origi
nal place, and they must have fallen from the floor
above. There is a wide variety of texts: mythologi
cal and ritual fragments in Ugaritic: lists of towns,
tributes, and trades, two abecedaries, and letters in
Akkadian, among others. Also found in room 8 I

were miniature liver models in ivory (no. 26).

The South Archives
The documents of the South Archives were

found scattered in Courtyard V, in the areas to the
south (68, 69), and as far outside the building as
the plaza between the Royal Palace and the house
known as the South Palace (House of Yabninu),
They include an extensive diplomatic correspon
dence in Akkadian regarding the relations of the
kingdom of Ugarit with the Hittite overlord, with
the king of Carchemish acting as intermediary, and
other diplomatic relations with Syrian kings or
high officials. There are a dozen-odd letters, legal
documents, and so forth written in Ugaritic.

This is where the question of the so-called "tab
lets oven" arises. In the reports, the excavator re
ferred to an oven situated in the southwest corner
of the pool in Courtyard V, where he discovered
tablets, some of which were letters assumed to
have been written in the final phase of the king
dom, just before the destruction of the Palace and

the city. He suggested that it was an oven used to
bake administrative tablets that were kept in the
archives. This is an enticing supposition, but it
runs into too many undeniable difficulties and does
not withstand analysis. To begin with, texts from
the same group were found scattered over an ex
tensive area covering the whole southern part of
the courtyard itself, stairwell 69, and even outside
the Royal Zone on a portion of the plaza separating
the Palace from the South Palace. Not all of these
sites can be identified as archival rooms.

In all likelihood, these tablets were kept on
floors above and became mixed with the other
rubble when they fell down with the walls and the
ceilings; some of them fell at the spot where the
"oven" was and where other, unbaked objects, such
as alabaster pieces, also were found. Some of the
tablets were hardened by the fire. What is more,
the very existence of an oven here at the edge of
the pool is questionable. Be that as it may, these
considerations do not lessen the significance and
the historical relevance of the tablets that were
found here, though they can no longer be dated
automatically to the very last days of the city.

The East Archives
The texts of the East Archives were found in

the northeast section of Garden III in two distinct
areas right next to each other but with no direct
access between them-namely, in the areas to the
northeast of the garden (54-57) and in stairwell 53
and the passage with two columns opposite it.

The texts are primarily in Ugaritic (letters; a
mythological text; lists of trades, salaries, agricul
tural activities, weapons, furniture, etc.). Other
documents are in Akkadian (copies of letters writ
ten by the king of Ugarit, letters addressed to him,
a few legal judgments and accounting documents,
etc.). There are also two magic texts in Hurrian,
and a bilingual, Akkadian-Hurrian collection of
maxims (no. 5)·
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Palace Annexes, North of the RoyalPlaza

The Entrance on Palace Street
On the north side of the Royal Plaza, situated in

front of the entrance to the palace, is a doorway
leading to Palace Street (Fig. 25:4); this is the
main entrance to the Palace from the city.

This entrance was well protected. Across the
road, just a few meters east of the northwest comer
of the Palace is a strong double doorway, with im
pressive jambs of ashlar stone that can still be seen
in the walls on either side of the street (Fig. 20b;
cf. Fig. ro). A sieve-like checkpoint, 3.2 meters
long on the inside, was protected by two double
doors, 2.75 meters wide on the Royal Plaza side
(the stone door sill has survived) and 3 meters
wide on the eastern side, leading to the city.

Several steps located on the west side led up
from the Royal Plaza to the level of Palace Street.
The floor inside the entranceway is level with the
street on the city side to the east, despite appear
ances to the contrary. Because the street has been
excavated far below the last level of its use, one re
ceives the false impression that the door-sill stones
blocking the passage to the east are steps.

The monumental size of this door and the thick
ness of its remains can be attributed to the fact that
it protected the Royal Zone on the city side. It also
may have supported a passage that must have
crossed the street above the door, connecting the
upper floor of the Palace to the Guardpost on the
north side of the street (cf. Fig. I9).

The Guardpost (the so-called "Arsenal")
A doorway barred the entrance to Palace Street

and also provided a link to the northern wall of the
Palace. On the other side of the doorway was a
building with an inner stairway (Fig.20c; 25:3),
that must have been a guardpost.

The discovery of a document with an inventory
of weapons (bows and slings) that had been dis-

tributed to soldiers led the excavator to propose
that this was the "Military Governor's Residence"
and "Arsenal." But it is now clear that the building
was simply a guard post protecting the entrance to
the city. To anyone approaching the doorway at
the end of "Palace Street" from the east, it looked
as though the doorway was protected by two bas
tions, the guard post to the right (wherein a stair
way attests to the existence of at least one upper
floor), and the northern extension of the Palace
wall jutting out to the left.

Behind the guard post (northeast of the Royal
Plaza and along the eastern side of the Pillared
Building) is an open area (Fig. 25:5); its construc
tion implies that it may have had a practical func
tion. All that we can say about this complex,
however, is that it was part of the Royal Zone, for
the organizational scheme remains unclear to us.
The eastern and northern facades have no doors
(at least on ground level) and do not directly con
nect to the city.

The Pillared Building
North of the Royal Plaza is a monumental con

struction excavated in 1937, which has now been
designated the "Pillared Building" (Fig. 25:2). It
allows no access to the areas situated to the north.

A rectangular building (a), consisting of two
porches in a row with columns between them,
serves as a monumental entrance from the south.
Two parallel accesses, one with a massive stairway,
the other in the form of a ramp, lead to a very large
hall (b), 29 meters x 10 meters, completely paved,
and fitted with a stone trough sunk into the ground
(Fig. 26). The hall is divided in two. The eastern
part served as a vestibule at the top of the stairway,
while the larger part to the west constituted the
hall proper. Aligned along the main east-west axis
are three rectangular stone bases in the hall itself.
A fourth is centered in the doorway between the
hall and the eastern vestibule; there is also a round
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pillar base in the vestibule. These served as bases
for the wooden pillars support the roof and proba
bly an upper floor.

Two doorways lead from the hall to rooms on
the north (c), which are also paved with stone.
One of the rooms is nearly square (5 meters); the
other is a sort of corridor, I I x 3 meters, with four
stone troughs lining its northern wall-probably
water troughs (rather than mangers).

In the early reports, this building was taken to

be the "Stables" (or "Manege Royal" = Riding

School) where the king's horses were kept. How
ever, the layout of the entrances, with the monu
mental portico, stairways, and narrow passageways,
and the care with which the large hall was paved
render this interpretation unlikely and the desig
nations inappropriate.

This beautiful construction was built in the
r jth century B.C.E. and was a functional extension
of the Royal Zone, as evidenced by the arrange
ment of the large entrance and the adjacent
temple, both of which open onto the Royal Plaza.

Figure 26. The hall of the "Pillared Building," looking east, 1984.
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In all likelihood, this pillared building was used for
assemblies and banquets related to the ceremonies
held in the temple.

The Palatial or Royal Temple
(the So-Called "Hurrian Temple")

Within the angle formed by the large hall and
the monumental entrance to the Pillared Building,
against the rampart, stands a rectangular edifice
(Fig. 15:9; 25:r). Its original construction proba
bly dates to the end of the Middle Bronze Age. It
was designated the "Hurrian Temple," or the
"Temple with the Mitannian axe," in the reports
because of the objects that were found in it (see
below). The orientation of the complex differs
from the Pillared Building, and it is clear that
when the latter was built in the r jth century
B.C.E., it was constructed in relation to the older
temple, which abutted the rampart wall. The re
mains were already quite damaged at the time of
the 1937 excavations, but despite the bad state of
the ruins today and the difficulty in analyzing
them, the overall layout can be reconstructed as
follows.

The building, 12 meters in length from north to
south and 8 meters maximum in width, is divided
into two rectangular spaces, with an interior door
way in the center. The main entrance on the south
side appears to be at the southeast corner instead
of being axial, as are the entrances to the temples
of Baal and Dagan on the acropolis. The interior
doorway offers access from the vestibule to an area
with a large stairwell. This is the same temple
tower layout that we will see in the the temples on
the acropolis. The stairway would have led to a
flat-roof terrace that overlooked the rampart. It is
on this terrace that the ceremonies would have
been held.

The corridor beneath the stairway yielded nu
merous lamps and all sorts of miniature vases used
for votive offerings. The best-known objects un-

covered during excavations (and to which the
complex owes its names) are two figurines made of
gold- and electrum-plated copper. One is a seated
goddess (no. 16), and the other is a standing god.
Also found was an exceptional iron axe with a
copper and gold handle adorned with a boar
(no. 60). C. Schaeffer considered the figurines to
be of Hurrian origin and highlighted the affinities
of the axe with Mitannian artifacts.

The location of this temple, entirely within the
enclosure of the palace area, suggests that it might
have served as a royal chapel. Mythological texts
from Ugarit often refer to banquets of the gods,
and these feasts were closely bound up with festi
vals and ceremonies held in temples. The need to
provide enough space to accommodate the people
who attended these events could account for the
construction of the Pillared Building adjacent to
the temple. Not only is there a long narrow pas
sage along the eastern side of the temple that leads
directly to a secondary entrance to the Pillared
Building, but the main entrances to both buildings
are situated very close to each other on the north
ern side of the Royal Plaza (Figs. 25: 1 and 25=2:a).

The Main Sewer
The palace area had its own drainage system, in

stead of the drainage pits used in private homes. A
network of pipes carried the water to a large main
sewer. One entrance to it was located on the north
side of the Royal Plaza (Fig. 15:8, 27a).

From the Royal Plaza, the main sewer could be
reached through an underground passageway now
blocked except for a short section at the entrance.
The main sewer consisted of a stone-corbeled vault
and was constructed in much the same way as the
western postern gate and the funerary chambers.

The underground passage, which has been exca
vated in only a few places, runs north along the
edge of the Royal Zone, passing under the guard
post and the Pillared Building. In front of the
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a. The entrance of the sewer, north of the "Royal Plaza," 1984. b. The interior of a section of the underground sewer system, in
front of the "Queen Mother's Residence," 1986.

Figure 27. The main sewer of the Royal Zone.

"Queen Mother's Residence" (see below), it joins
another branch running directly from the Royal
Palace under the street. It then turns to the right
toward the northwest slope of the tell (Fig. 30).
Due to the erosion of this edge of the tell, it is dif
ficult to determine exactly where and how it ends.
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The House of Yabninu
(The So-Called "South Palace" or "Small Palace")

The buildings in the southern part of the Royal
Palace overlook a sort of plaza (Fig. 15: 14) to
which they have no direct access. Tablets belong
ing to the South Archives (see Royal Palace, p. 36)
were found in the northwest part of the plaza.

A large residence is located on the south of the
plaza. Excavated in 1955, this residence is gener
ally referred to in earlier excavation reports as the
"South Palace" or the "Small Palace." A group of
more than 60 tablets was discovered in it. The ex
cavators pointed out a number of interesting arti
facts, which were mentioned in the reports, and
the texts have been published, but an architectural
study has not yet been conducted.

The whole building (Fig. 28) is a single archi
tectural unit, surrounded by public roads. Excava
tion of the southern area has not been completed,
but the currently visible part of the house covers
more than 1,000 square meters, 35 meters from
east to west, 28 meters from north to south along
the western facade, and a good deal longer on the

eastern facade.
The building was carefully constructed and

manifests a fairly regular overall layout, with recti
linear facades on the western and northern sides
(except for a stairway jutting out at the northeast
corner). Rooms 224-226, a utilitarian complex sit
uated to the southeast, appears to have been added
on to the exterior of the building, but the excava
tion of the southwest area will have to be resumed
before we can analyze the complete plan.

The main entrance is on the western side. Based
on our current knowledge, we are unable to deter
mine whether there were other entrances, al
though it is likely. If there were, how many were
there, and were there other stairways in addition to
the northeastern one (the first flight of this one has

survived)? There may have been stairs to the right
of entrance 2 II, and it is likely that there was an
other stairway to the south near 231. We also
would like to determine exactly which areas were
enclosed and which were open. The schematic
plan published in 1979 (SDB, fig. 920) mistakenly
designates most of the large areas as courtyards.
The plan published here takes into account when
ever possible the results of more recent studies of
Ugaritic architecture. So far, only the water supply
and drainage system in the southeastern part of the
building have been analyzed thoroughly.

The main entrance is located nearly in the
middle of the west side of the building facing the
street that separates the building from the rampart.
A large doorway opens onto a large vestibule
(2 I I ). To the left, an opening leads to a room with
a well. In the room in the far northwest comer
(214), the excavator thought he had identified a
small funerary chamber, but it appears now to be
an extremely large drainage pit.

Opposite the main entrance is a slightly off
center doorway leading to a paved courtyard (2 I 2),

which in tum provides access to the rest of the
building. On the north side is a two-columned por
tico leading to the north rooms where tablets were
found. These documents were found scattered over
a fairly large area and on top of the ruins of walls.
This area included part of the large hall designated

203, and a small room, 204. Some tablets were
even recovered outside the building on the plaza to
the north. As in the Royal Palace, the dispersion
of tablets indicates that they fell from archives sit
uated on the upper story, in the northern part of

the residence.
On the eastern side of courtyard 2 I 2, the door

leading to room 213 was blocked during the final
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Figure 28. Schematic plan of the House of Yabninu (the so-called "South Palace" or "Small Palace").
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years of the city, and it could only be reached from
the northern side. In this room, a tomb roofed with
corbeled stone was found, making the room one of
the largest funerary chambers presently known on
the tell. The tomb was looted in antiquity, but the
excavator found remains of the rich funerary fur
nishings, notably alabaster vases including a frag
ment bearing a cartouche of Pharaoh Ramses II.

An opening on the southern side of the court
yard leads to what was perhaps one of the private
areas of the dwelling. The bulk of the southwestern
part of the building is occupied by a large hall
(217), which opened onto three small rooms with
a bath and drain pipes (218, 222, 232). In a nearby
courtyard with a two-columned porch (216, 219),
a number of vases were found, including locally
manufactured storage jars and craters imported

from Crete or from the Mycenaean workshops of
the Dodecanesus (no. 32). On the east side of
porch 2 I 9, a doorway leads to a tomb built under
room 220, which is oriented in the same direction
as the tomb in room 2 I 3.

To the southeast of room 220 is the utilitarian
part of the house. This area comprised: a courtyard
(230); probably a stairway leading to the nrst floor
(south of 231); and rooms 224-226, which consti
tuted a kitchen area, equipped with an elaborate
water supply and drainage system (pipes, wells,
stone trough, etc.).

Based on what can be seen today, we can say
that this house meets the criteria of typical Uga
ritic domestic architecture, though on a larger
scale: division between private and professional
parts (With the archives kept upstairs), an area for

Figure 29. The House of Yabninu: the southeast section, facing east, 1979.
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social activities, utilitarian areas (toilets, storage
rooms, kitchens, etc.), family tombs (in this case,
two areas were set aside for this purpose, thereby
confirming the important place given to family fu
nerary cults). This residence, however, is an ex
ample of a quite luxurious residence, reserved for a
person of high rank, whose social status is con
firmed by the proximity of the house to the Royal
Palace.

Texts
Sixty-seven written documents were found in

the northern part of the residence itself (2°3, 204):

60 in Akkadian, 5 in Ugaritic (including an abece
dary, no. zb}, and 2 in Cypro-Minoan. These ar
chives are of great interest and have provided us
with what is apparently the name of the last owner
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The Northwest Area beyond the Royal Zone

55

Outside the Royal Zone, just on the other side of
the doorway that cuts across Palace Street, there is
a street on the left that runs in front of the guard
post and leads to the far northwest sector of the tell.

Building (Sanctuary?) with a Rock-Hewn Throne

The complex (Fig. 30: I) opposite the palace's
north wall, on the corner where the two streets
meet, was built during the final phase of the city's
history and must have encroached on the south
west corner of the North Palace. Judging from its
special architectural features, it is possible that the
building housed a place of worship, although this
hypothesis cannot be confirmed without further
analysis. Remains of sculpted stone blocks were
found there, notably a chair or throne with a high
back and a piece of worked stone that appears to
represent a lion.

The Northwest Plaza

The street proceeds north to an irregularly
shaped plaza (Fig. 30:4) situated to the east and
well below the level of the Pillared Building. This
plaza apparently dates to the last phase of the city
(rnid-r jth century B.C.E.?). The architectural re
mains that can be seen today mainly belong to
constructions that date to an earlier phase but that
were later buried under the Northwest Plaza, the
surface of which was originally much higher than
the level reached by excavation.

The branch of the sewer system that approaches
from Palace Street runs north along the west side
of the Northwest Plaza and joins the branch from
the Royal Palace in front of the Queen Mother's
Residence. It then turns northeast and continues
under the road, parallel to the edge of the tell.

In the middle of the Northwest Plaza, the rect
angular construction with four plain walls was in
fact sunk into the ground. Its purpose has not been
established. The absence of an entrance belies the
theory that it was the funerary chamber of a tomb,
and although it has features similar to a water pool,
there is no evidence of waterproofing, water supply
pipes, or cleaning holes.

Finally, note that the excavation of the house on
the northeast corner of the plaza (Fig. 3°:3) has
not been completed.

The Queen Mother's Residence

North of the plaza is a large building oriented to
the edge of the tell. It was designated the "Queen
Mother's Residence" because of a reference in one
of the texts found here; it is also sometimes re
ferred to as the "house with lead ingots" because of
the large argentiferous lead ingots discovered in
the building. Actually, however, the ingots proba
bly belong to an earlier level.

The house, which was excavated in 1938-39,
opens to the south, but erosion along the edge of
the tell has destroyed the northern part (several
doors that open onto the slope of the tell once led
to rooms that today have disappeared). The part of
the building that can be seen today has a roughly
rectangular shape, 35 meters long from east to west
and 13 meters wide (more than 400 square meters).
The usual features of Ugaritic domestic architec
ture appear in this complex, but otherwise it con
trasts sharply with other common dwellings both in
architectural quality and scale.

The complex was excavated well below the
level of the last phase of the visible structures. The
foundations are now clearly viewable (Fig. 3 I) as
are the superimposed thresholds of the various
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Figure 30. Plan of the area northwest of the Royal Zone:
1. building with rock-hewn throne; 2. Northwest Plaza (13th century); 3. a house to the northeast;
4. the "Queen Mother's Residence"; 5. house adjoining.
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Figure 31. Northwest area: southern facade of the "Queen Mother's Residence," 1984.

Note the different levels of thresholds (excavated below qround level) and the channels that join the sewer.

57

Figure 32. Houses in the northwest section of the tell: 1976 excavations.

a. Residence "1975-1976": portico with column bases; b. house with sink: stone trough filled with tableware.
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stages of construction and restoration during the
Late Bronze Age. The residence is divided into two
communicating parts, each provided with its own
entrance from the street to the south.

One enters the western part from the south
through a large door (2 meters wide) with a stone
sill. A vestibule provides access to the rest of the
house. To the right is a stairwell (of which the first
flight of stone steps has survived) and the drainage
pit of the latrines (as well as a drain pipe).

Opposite the entrance, there is a large court
yard, and to its east, a porch with columns. The
courtyard connects with the area in which the
tomb was located. The tomb, in accordance with
standard Ugaritic configuration, has its own inde
pendent entrance from outside leading to the dro
mos of the tomb. From this area, access is gained to

two rooms without windows on the east (perhaps
storage rooms), and two doors lead to the north. To
the left of the entrance vestibule is a group of
rooms around a stone-paved courtyard that also
opens onto the north. The living quarters would
have been located on the upper floor, which was
accessed by the stairway near the main entrance;
the living quarters occupied the entire length of
the house.

The pipes that pass through the wall at different
heights mark the successive levels of the ground
floor in various periods. They drained water into
the sewer that runs under the street to the south.

Because of the destruction of the northern part
(we now have only the slope of the tell), it is im
possible to determine the house's shape on the
north side, although it is clear from the walls run
ning north-south and from the doors opening onto
the void that the complex continued northward.

The House Adjoining the Queen Mother's Residence

In 1972, excavations began on the house to the
east of the Queen Mother's Residence that shares a

common wall with it (Fig. 30:5). Its northern end
is also missing. At present, it has a very basic
square plan (15 meters), with a small central court
yard, allowing light and air to reach the ground
floor. The entrance on the south leads to a large
hall with a well and to a stairway situated to the
west (of which several stone steps remain). Oppo
site, a doorway leads to a small, nearly square
courtyard (3.2 x 3.5 meters), from which access to
the rest of the house is gained.

The Main Sewer (Continued)

The main sewer reappears under the northeast
corner of the Pillared Building (see above, p. 46),
continues to the edge of the tell, turning east (Fig.
2 7b), passes in front of the Queen Mother's Resi
dence (whose drain pipes empty into it), and fol
lows the street that heads northeast between other
houses, which have not yet been completely un
earthed. Its outer end and its drainage site outside
the tell have disappeared because of erosion.

Residence "1975-1976"

Proceeding east along the edge of the tell, one
reaches an area excavated in 1975-1976 (d. Fig.
13). The southern part of a large residence was un
covered. The monumental entrance on the south
leads to spaces that are difficult to analyze because
so much of the dwelling has disappeared with the
erosion of the edge of the tell. There is, for in
stance, a two-columned portico (Fig. 32a) in the
western part of the building that opens onto the
void to the north. We can imagine that the entire
house covered a surface area of at least 30 square
meters.

The remains of this building include elements
characteristic of very high-quality architectural
work: two double-columned porticoes, courtyards,
a stone stairway, and a very fine funerary vault.
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House with Sink (Local Tavern?)

To the west of this residence, the 1975-76 exca
vators began uncovering a house that has not yet
been totally exposed. A large stone trough (Fig.
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The North Palace

Proc eeding east on Palace Street, one finds on
the left th e ruins of the North Palace (Fig. 33) ·
This is one of the few structures still visible that
was not in use during the last stage of th e city's his 
tory, exce pt perhaps by squatt ers. So me parts of the
building (the cen ter in particular) are badl y pre
served and therefore difficult to interpr et. O n the
oth er hand, th ere are seve ral massive wall foun
dation s (more th an 1.5 met ers th ick) th at are still

spectacu lar. Our knowledge of the building is based
on preliminary excavation reports from the 1969
72 seasons. However, the diagrams that were pub
lished sho w on ly the floor plan and pro vide no ar
chitectural ana lysis.

The con struction seems to be of very hi gh qual
ity. So me sections of th e walls h ave carefully
bonded orthos ta ts, and a ve ry h ard mortar was used
for the floors.
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Figure 33. Schematic plan of the North Palace, 1994.
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Figure 34. The North Palace. Bitumen-coated orthostats north of Courtya rd III. 1992.

Figure 35. The entrance to the North Palace from the east , 1992.
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This huge complex must have covered at least
1,500 square meters (although its western limits
cannot be determined precisely). It is oriented al
most exactly to the points of the compass. The en
trance is on the east side, from North Palace Street,
while Palace Street runs along its southern side.
The northern facade on the edge of the excava
tions is almost totally destroyed and resists analysis.
To the west, it is difficult to distinguish the com
plex from the later structures that were built on top
of it at the end of the Late Bronze Age.

The monumental entrance on North Palace
Street is a stairway with two stone steps, one of
which is a 3-meter-long monolith (Fig. 35). One
enters a roofed vestibule (25), which is flanked by
two rooms, while straight ahead is a rectangular
courtyard (21). The door is located on the longitu
dinal side of the courtyard, which is 12 meters long.
The entrance's monolithic sill bears traces of the
double doors that closed it. Extending the longitu
dinal axis to the north is a 4.7-meter-deep room
that opened onto the court (22). The opening was
supported by two columns, one base of which has
survived. This structural sequence-an entrance
vestibule leading to a courtyard extended by an
open room with columns perpendicular to the ves
tibule-is a standard configuration for late U garitic
palatial architecture. The same layout is found in
the House of Yabninu (or South Palace) and in an
even more elaborate form in the Royal Palace itself,
where the courtyard leads to the throne room. In
any case, the example in the North Palace is the
oldest yet found on the tell.

Two doorways, on either end at the rear of room
22, provide access to the northern half of the build
ing. This area was probably the private part of the
house. Nearby, there is a large courtyard (3), 14.50
x 8.30 meters, with a drainage pit in the center. Its
northern wall is lined with orthostats (averaging
1.10 meters high) coated with bitumen. The bitu
men may have served as an adhesive for a decora-

tive veneer. Analyses have shown that the bitumen
came from a deposit at Kfarieh, in the N ahr el-Ke
bir Valley, about 30 kilometers away.

The northwest corner of the North Palace has a
stairwell (of which several steps have survived)
and latrines. Apparently, other facilities such as
baths were located in the adjacent room. The
rooms in the northeastern part of the complex ap
pear to have had similar utilitarian functions.

Excavation reports mention only one entrance
(the monumental entrance on the east) and one
stairway (on the northwest, next to the latrines).
We would expect a building of this size to be
equipped with several secondary entrances, and it
is surprising that there is only one small stairway
leading to the upper floor (or floors). This is espe
cially true, given the massive thickness of the
walls, which were capable of supporting at least
one upper story. Equally surprising is the distance
between the stairway we know about and the en
trance, for in later constructions the two are usu
ally situated in the same vicinity. It is very likely
that there in fact were other entrances and stair
ways that have not been located due to the badly
damaged state of the ruins.

The date of construction has long been the sub
ject of debate. At one time, it was thought to be
dated to the end of the Middle Bronze Age, but
soundings in 1994 beneath the foundations of the
southeast corner have demonstrated that it was
actually built during Late Bronze 1. The relatively
abundant, albeit highly fragmentary, ceramics bear
witness to the use of the complex in the roth cen
tury. The North Palace was carefully emptied of its
contents before being abandoned, perhaps when
the king decided to construct the new Royal Palace
in the r yth century and, for this reason, very few
characteristic objects were discovered in it; never
theless, the ceramic fragments found in the floors
lead us to conclude that the building had fallen out
of use by around 1400.
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The "Oven House" and Plaza

Farther east on Palace Street, on the north side,
are the remains of a house known as the "Oven
House" (Fig. 36), excavated in 1973. A 1992 probe
beneath the last levels of occupation reached a
Middle Bronze level, from which the corpse of a
child buried in ajar was unearthed.

In its present state, the building has a somewhat
irregular but nearly square shape (12-14 x 10
meters). Three of its sides are detached, while the
fourth, to the east, is shared by a block of houses
that is still unexcavated. There is an entrance to
the south with carved stone door jambs. The en
trance leads to a vestibule with access to a variety
of rooms on both sides, in which many utilitarian
installations and objects were found (ovens, drain
age pit, jars, stone vat). The family tomb, situated
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The Residential Quarter

Proceeding east toward the center of the tell,
Palace Street leads to a large residential area im
mediately to the east of the Royal Palace and sepa
rated from it by only a narrow street (Fig. 36). It
was excavated between 1953 and 1973, and today
its boundaries are hardly distinguishable.

The excavations uncovered public streets and
blocks of private "houses," some of which yielded
archives of great importance. Due to the nature of
the buildings, this zone was sometimes designated
the "Residential Quarter" in the reports and some
times the "Aegean Quarter" because of the discov
ery of artifacts with connections to Greece and
Cyprus (for instance, tablets written in the "Cypro
Minoan" script; e.g., no. 6).

Note: Only a few preliminary reports were published on
the excavations in this section. The descriptions that fol
low are based on these and on our own, on-site observa
tions since 1992, when the study of specific complexes was
resumed (although the analyses have not yet been com
pleted). Consequently, many of the conclusions must be
considered provisional. We will limit our descriptions of
this quarter to a few architectural units ("houses") that
have been recognized as such and that we have been able
to analyze, and to places that have become well known in
specialized literature because of the tablets that were found
in them (such as the houses of Rapanu and Rasapabu).

The western side of this residential area (Fig.
36) is separated from the Royal Palace by a narrow
street. Its northern, eastern, and southern bound
aries represent the extent of the excavation and do
not reflect the urban structure. The quarter is di
vided into blocks by two main streets that run
more or less northwest to southeast. For the sake of
convenience, we have retained the names that the
excavators gave them: "Merneptah Street" and
"Palace Street" (to which we have added the desig-

nation "Eastern section," in order to distinguish it
from the part of Palace Street that runs along the
north side of the Royal Palace).

In addition to these two streets, the blocks are
delimited by streets and dead-end lanes running
perpendicular to them. In the current state of exca
vations, only the first block to the west is entirely
delimited by public roads. We know the entire pe
rimeter of a second block in the center, except for
a very small portion on the northwest. There is a
third block to the east that stretches over a consid
erable area and well beyond the limits of the exca
vation to the east and north, but we know neither
its shape nor its extent. We can say nothing about
the others, the majority of which lie beyond the
limits of the excavations.

The remains that can be seen today date to the
last phase of construction, and in many cases the
structures were remodeled or rebuilt toward the end
of the Late Bronze Age (r jth century B.C.E.) and
then abandoned early in the rath century. By and
large, the buildings are carefully designed and con
structed. They are characteristically Ugaritic in ar
chitecture, using carved stone blocks for the bases
of the walls and door-jambs, combined with care
fully fabricated mortar-and-rubble construction.

The Street between the Royal Palace and Block I

A fairly narrow road, running more or less from
north to south, separates the eastern limit of the
palace from the rest of the city (alongside the com
plex known as the "House of the Alabaster Ves
sels"). The ruins in this area, however, are not
preserved well enough for a detailed analysis.

The Eastern Sectionof Palace Street
The excavator considered the street between

Blocks I and 2 to be a continuation of Palace
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Figure 36. Schematic plan of the Residential Quarter, 1994.
The houses drawn here correspond to the state of the architectural analyses in 1994.
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Street. It has been excavated over a length of about
70 meters. The street continues beyond the north
eastern corner of the Royal Palace, after which, in
the last phase, it widened into a plaza (built over
the "Oven House"). It then turns right between
two blocks of the residential area and proceeds to
the south, where it is intersected by the perpendic
ular street that runs along the south side of the sec
ond block. Its width varies with the structures that
flank it: from 2.5 meters in front of the House of
the Armorer to 4.3 meters outside the House of the
Scholar. It narrows sharply to about 3 meters where
the northwestern corner of the House of Rasapabu
juts out and then widens again south of the "House
with the Portico" into a kind of small, elongated
plaza.

Merneptah Street
Merneptah Street has been excavated for 80

meters and is named after the lare-r jth-centurv
pharaoh whose cartouche was engraved on a sword
found in the House of the Armorer (no. 62). The
street is flanked on both sides by houses that we
will describe below. The street does not follow a
straight line, and its width varies with the build
ings that flank it: it is 3.5 meters wide at the north
ern end of the excavations, and it narrows abruptly
to 1.9 meters where the northeastern corner of the
House of the Armorer juts out into the street. It
averages 2.5 meters wide the rest of the way. At
the southern end, it intersects with a street on the
east that delimits Block 3 and probably meets up
with street 1038 on the east, in the City Center.
Farther south, it intersects with the street on the
west that marks the southern boundary of Block 2.

Block I

(west of the easternmost sectionof Palace Street; Fig. 36)

Southwestern Part:
The House of AlabasterVessels

To the southwest of the eastern section of Pal
ace Street (Figs. 36, 37) stands a large complex
with multiple stories, covering 800 square meters).
It is located between the street that runs along the
eastern edge of the Royal Palace and a dead-end
lane coming from the plaza to the north.

This complex was excavated in the early 1970S
and is known only from preliminary reports. The
excavators considered it a single house and named
it the "House of the Alabaster Vessels" because of
the 4o-odd alabaster vases found in the southwest
section. In addition to these vases imported from
Egypt, a wide variety of fine furnishings were dis
covered here. This led to the supposition that, in
the last half of the r jth century B.C.E., the owner

was a person of high rank whose duties put him in
contact with Egypt (perhaps he was a foreign dip
lomat or Ugaritic merchant).

In all likelihood, here, as elsewhere in the city,
the interior was reorganized in the course of time,
and the complex seems to have been divided into
several distinct houses during its final phase. But
despite its apparently disorderly plan, in its original
state, this half-block was a single architectural en
tity built on a series of bench terraces-a construc
tion technique that actually made the entire block
into a single architectural unit, despite interior di
visions into separate houses.

The plan is roughly triangular (with the summit
to the northwest and the base along the street to
the south). The complex has several entrances:
there are two doors on its 55-meter-Iong side fac
ing the street to the west; one on the dead-end
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Figure 37. Schematic plan of Block 1 (for the proposed demarcation of the houses, see Fig. 36).
This scheme represents analyses and research as of 1994.
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lane to the east (the facade along this street is
about 30 m long; the southeast part of the house
shares a common wall with the "house with the
portico"); and finally, at least one and perhaps two
on the street to the south in an area that is largely
destroyed.

There are two parts, located on two levels, with
nearly a 1. 7-meter vertical difference between
them. An interior stone stairway in Courtyard U
made it possible to move from one part to the
other. The section to the south may have been re
served for social activities: in the southeast, recep
tion rooms (?) and a tomb (which had been looted
in antiquity); in the southwest, a kitchen and
storerooms in which jars were found, along with
several Mycenaean rhytons and figurines in bronze
and stone (which suggest the existence of a domes
tic cult). The living quarters were upstairs. Only
one stairway has been identified by the excavators;
it is located near one of the entrances to the west.
But in all likelihood there were others, perhaps in
the damaged area along the southern facade. In the
final phase, there was an industrial, commercial es
tablishment in the northwest, complete with store
rooms and installations for processing olives.

During this phase, some of the doors were
blocked, and a series of continuous partition walls
(not in line with the rest) seems to have been
added to divide the building into two separate
houses, each of which may have been further di
vided into even smaller homes. There would have
then been a rectangular part (containing one or
two homes) opening onto the street to the south,
and a triangular part (with two or three homes)
opening onto the dead-end lane to the north and
the street on the palace side. The reduction of liv
ing space at the beginning of the rzth century
B.C.E. is a phenomenon that has been observed in
numerous districts (in the City Center, for in
stance); this phenomenon is consistent with analy
ses of the economic and fiscal texts and supports

the hypothesis that there was an increase in urban
population density and a decline in rural popula
tion during this period.

Northern Part: The Building with the
Large Stone Vase

In the northwest portion of Block I (Figs. 36,
37) is a small building that has attracted much at
tention because of the presence of a beautiful stone
vase measuring more than a meter high (Fig. 38).
Its shape is reminiscent of the small round pyxides
in ivory that have been found in tombs. This
building was excavated in 1966, and the study (un
published) was resumed in 1992. It is difficult to
determine what it was; all that can be said at
present is that its layout does not correspond to the
plan of a private home.

The entrance, on the plaza to the west, leads to
a large rectangular room (I); smaller rooms occupy
the northeastern part. The thickness of the walls
in Room I (0.95 meters) suggests that the building
was taller at this spot, and it is possible that, imme
diately to the left of the entrance, there was a stair
way leading to the second floor, and from there to

a flat-roof terrace above rooms 3-5. To the south,
another area (7-9), divided by a wall, was perhaps
related to the other rooms.

Following the curve of the block, there are small
"rooms" along of the Eastern section of Palace
Street that appear to open onto the street. These
rooms may have been shops that formed a kind of
bazaar. They were connected by a courtyard to an
area that may have been a "house," situated in the
eastern part of the block's northern zone. There is
a funerary vault in its southern part.

Southeastern Part: House with a Portico

In the southeastern part of the same block (Figs.
36,37), a large house known as the "House with a
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Portico" (and sometimes also as the "House with
the Porch with columns") stretches over an area
of more than 450 square meter. It was excavated
in 1953 and 1966. The Eastern section of Palace
Street runs along its eastern side. On the west, it
opens onto a dead-end lane, and its southwestern
part shares a wall with the House of the Alabaster
Vessels. Its southern boundary is the street running
perpendicular to Palace Street, while its north end
is built directly against the other structures.

The house has a nearly rectangular plan. It is
made up of two parts that are approximately the

same size (one between Palace Street and the dead
end lane; the other adjoining the House of Alabas
ters). There is one door, 1.75 meters wide, in the
center between the two parts (between Room 12

and courtyard 3). The main entrance from Palace
Street is located in the southern part of the build
ing and leads to a vestibule (I) and then to a paved
courtyard b), from which access is gained to the
two parts of the house. The southern part has very
thick walls (up to I meter) and a fairly regular plan.
To the right of the entrance vestibule (I) is a long
narrow space (2), perhaps a stairwell. South of the

Figure 38. Block 1: The Building with the Large Stone Vase, looking southeast, 1994.
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courtyard (3 ) is a sizable room (6 ) th at provides ac
cess to a row of large rooms on th e west (including
a kitch en) and a row of small rooms along the east
ern wall.

The other entrance to th e house, from the dead
end lane on th e west , leads into a vest ibule (19),
which leads in turn to a space (17) th at opens onto
th e rest of the house. To the northwest is a small
recess (18) , perhaps a sta irwell; to the southeast is
the southern part of the house; and straigh t ahe ad,

th rough a wide passage with two columns, one of
whic h has a surviving stone base, is th e northeast
part of the house (20-22) . In thi s area, there are
wells, drainage pits, a stone trough, and drainage
pipes th at pass through the wall and empty into
th e stree t. This part of the house had a second
sto ry, accessed by two stairways. A group of bronze
objects (pe rha ps hidden) were discovered under
th e floor in Room 15. N o burial vault was found in
thi s house.

Figure 39. Merneptah Street in the Residential Quarter, looking southeast , as viewed in 1996.
On the left, the House of Rapanu; on the right, the House of the Armorer.
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Block 2

(between the easternmost sectionof Palace Street and Merneptah Street)
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Block 2 (Fig. 36) is bounded on the west by
Palace Street and on the east by Merneptah Street.
Its northern boundary is a small street, about 2.5
meters wide, that runs from west to east, while an
other (unnamed) street marks its southern limit.

The layout of this block has not yet been stud
ied, but according to the published reports, the ex
cavators identified several "houses," which they
designated according to the artifacts found in
them. The northern part of the block is occupied
by the badly preserved remains of a house, the
western side of which has yet to be unearthed.
Little is known about the buildings in the south,
but they are probably private dwellings. In be
tween are the complexes that merit further atten
tion because of the exceptional objects that were
discovered in them: the House of the Armorer, the
House of the Scholar and the one contiguous to it,
and the House of Rasapabu.

The House of the Armorer
This house, also known as the House of the

Coppersmith, occupies the entire width of the
block. Excavated in 1953 (unpublished), the house
owes its name to the cache of bronze weapons and
tools found under the floor of a large room (desig
nated 8 in the report). The most noteworthy find
is the sword marked with the cartouche of the Pha
raoh Merneptah (no. 62), which was most likely
made at Ugarit (at any rate, it is clearly not of
Egyptian manufacture).

The main facade must have been on the western
side, judging from the architectural quality of the
wall, which is built of ashlar blocks. The door is to
the southwest. In accordance with typical Ugaritic
house configuration, the entrance vestibule leads
to a small Cl1urtyard with two wells, and from here

one gains access to the rest of the house, including
the living quarters on the upper floor, by means of
a stairway (six stone steps of which have survived).

There are several entrances to the eastern part
of the house from Merneptah Street. The entrance
on the southeast accesses a stairwell and leads to a
large 7.3 x 6.5 meter room to the north (Room 8;
designated a courtyard), where there are two large
rectangular stone troughs. To the northeast is the
funerary zone, with its own entrance, a well, a
stone trough, and a tomb of relatively mediocre
quality.

The House of the Scholar and the Adjacent House
Continuing south along Palace Street, one

reaches another complex (Fig. 36), which adjoins
the House of the Armorer and stretches across the
entire width of the block. In this case as in many
others at Ugarit, the organization of the space was
altered during the course of its history. Initially, it
may have been a single dwelling, with entrances
on the west and on the east, but during the final
phase, at least, it was divided into two houses.

The northeast part consists of a small, rectangu
lar house (I I x 8 meters), designated in the report
"The House adjacent to the southern edge of the
House of the Armorer" and interpreted as an ex
ample of the "basic type of domestic architecture."

The rest of the building, known as the House
of the Scholar, has an L shape. The excavations
yielded tablets that vary greatly in nature and con
tents, which led to the conclusion that their owner
was a scholar. They include magical and medical
formulas, encyclopedias, a treatise on the "art of
writing," lexicographic texts in Akkadian (i.e., vo
cabularies, one of which has comments added in
the margins). In all likelihood, the tablets found
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scatte red in th e southern part of th e house, whi ch
is next to Rasapabu' s, act ua lly came from the same
arch ive and fell from th e upper floor, spread ing
across the ruin s of th e two neigh boring houses.

The House of Rasapabu
Farther south on Palace Street is th e House of

Rasapab u. T he northwest corne r of its sto ne ex te 
rior jut s out sligh tly, th ereby narrowing th e stree t.
It was excavated in 1953 and stud ied in 1979 . The
house is relati vely small (80 square met ers on th e
ground level), in compa rison with th e othe r, larger
complexes in thi s distri ct, but th e ash lar-block
construction is of a very high arch itec tural quality,
and it is a fine exa mple of a well-designed house.

O n th e ground floor th e house is clearl y divid ed
int o two distinct part s, eac h with its own en trance
from th e street; th e two sect ions are link ed to eac h
othe r by an inne r passageway near the ent rances.
The northern part, whi ch was reserved for dom es
tic ac tivit ies, cons ists of a pave d en trance equipped
with an espec ially elabora te water system (we lls

and a sto ne trou gh th at is also access ible from th e
street ), a small courtyard th at allowed light and air
in to the house, and a stairway to th e upp er floor.
The fune rary area consists of two rooms in th e
southern part , and th ere is a very fine stone tomb .

A mong th e text s un covered here-som e of
great importan ce-are text s in Uga rit ic (including
a ve te rina ry treati se on ca ring for sick horses) and
legal and eco no mic te xts in Akkadian (including a
purcha se receipt for wool delivered to Rasapabu ).
Rasapabu was a hi gh -ranking official, th e person
who collec ted taxes on merch andise and was in
cha rge of th e mark et in th e port of Ugarit . He was
most likely the owner of the house at th e end of
th e r j t h cent ury B.C.E .

The Houses at the Southern End of the Block
O the r build ings th at also see m to exh ibit fine

dom estic arch itec tural design occupy th e southern
part of Block 2, but because the excavations ha ve
not bee n comp leted, we ca nnot yet provide det ai ls
of the ir design (resea rch in progress) .

Figure 40. The House of Rasapabu.

a. Schema tic plan; b. View from the west , 1979.
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(east of Merneptah Street)
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Situated on the southeastern side of Merneptah
Street is a large block (Fig. 36), the dimensions of
which are unknown because much of it extends be
yond the limits of the excavated area. It is the only
architectural complex that has been studied to any
extent. It has been designated the House of Ra
panu (Fig. 41) because this name figured in the ar
chives found here.

The Complex Known as the House of Rapanu

This large complex, excavated in 1956 and
1958, has a 40-meter-Iong facade on Merneptah
Street. Our knowledge of it is limited to succinct
reports that contain no architectural analysis. For
this reason it is difficult to describe its organization
or the history of its layout.

The excavators identified 34 different areas on
the ground level (courtyards, rooms with various
functions, including stairwells and corridors).
Stretching to the east of Merneptah Street, its total
surface area is around 800 square meters, which
greatly exceeds the typical size of a simple house.
When it was first built, in the rath century B.C.E.

(?), the complex was intended as two houses, side
by side on Merneptah Street, separated by a solid
wall.

There is one opening point between the two
houses, in the wall between "rooms" 4 and 25,
where a well is located. At the time of initial con
struction, a well with a circular "curbstone" around
the upper edge was placed in the opening in the
wall so that it could be used by both houses. When
the houses were reconstructed in the r jth century
B.C.E., the well was enlarged, and two stone edges
were added (Fig. 42b); this enabled each house
hold to draw separately from the same well. The

opening in the wall may have been boarded up to

provide more privacy.
Because the tablets were mainly found in the

northern house, we will be designating it the
House of Rapanu and calling the southern part the
House of Rapanu's Neighbor.

The House of Rapanu

The ground level of the northern house covers a
surface of about 300 square meters. The entrance
on the west leads to a vestibule (d, which provides
access to the other parts of the house, including
the upper level, from the stairway to the left of the
entrance. Another entrance on the street leads to
a funerary zone via room 3.

One distinctive feature of this house is the pres
ence of two tombs (a third tomb that is now visible
actually belongs to an earlier period). The nne to

the south (6) dates to the construction of the house
(in the rath centurv a.c.e.i). It was built over an
older tomb (early Late Bronze Age) that predates
the construction of the house that is visible today
and is covered by it. The other tomb (5 and s) dates
to the reconstruction in the r jth century B.C.E.;

this very fine, large vault of fine architectural qual
ity (perhaps the best-preserved tomb on the site of
Ras Shamra) occupies a choice location in the
house.

Although the building itself was neglected in
excavation reports, the texts were promptly studied
and published in the 1960s. Archives of excep
tional interest (more than 200 tablets) were found
in the house. The name Rapanu appears in several
letters and documents, and he was a high-ranking
scribe and adviser to the king who, at the end of
the r jth century B.C.E., had access to sensitive
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Figure 41. Block 3: Schematic plan of the House of Rapanu and the House of Rapanu's Neighbor. The proposed de
marcation of the houses is dependent on recent research or work in progress, but the numbers are the labels used
by the excavators.
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a. The Houses of Rapanu and his Neighbor as viewed looking west, 1994.

b. A well with a double stone opening between the House of Rapanu (to the left) and the House of his Neighbor,

viewed looking east, 1994.

Figure 42. The House of Rapanu in Block 3.
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43a. The large built tomb in rooms 5 and 8.

Figure 43. The House of Rapanu, 1994.

affairs of state, although he seems to have main
tained older archives as well. The following are
some of the many documents of major importance
found in his house: correspondence between the
king of Ugarit and the king of Alashia (Cyprus)
written around 1200 B.C.E., at the time of increas
ing threat from the "Sea Peoples"; correspondence
with the king of Carchemish regarding the abduc
tion of the Hittite king's daughter; correspondence
with the Pharaoh concerning an incident with
the Canaanites; and a "general's letter" (no. 3) ad
dressed to the king of Ugarit concerning protec
tion of the kingdom's boundaries.

The House of Rapanu's Neighbor

The southern part of the complex under discus
sion is an L-shaped house with an entrance on the
long, western side, on Merneptah Street. Another
wing of the house stretches northeast toward the
interior of the block. The house's design has the
usual features of Ugaritic domestic architecture:
entrance with a stairway, tomb, and so on.

We must await the resumption of excavations
here before we can report anything about the other
buildings in this block, to the north, east, and
south.
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43b. Stairway of the dromos looking north from inside the
funeral chamber.
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"City Center"

An area located to the east of the Residential
Quarter, covering about 30 x 60 meters at the geo
graphical center of the tell, was excavated between
1978 and 1994 (see grid plan, Fig. 44). The name
"City Center" is simply a conventional topographic
name.

Several blocks have been identified. They are
delimited by streets that run approximately east to
west and intersect other narrow streets and dead
end lanes running perpendicular to them. These
streets are a part of the whole city network ex
tending to the west as well as to the east (toward
the Residential Quarter and South City Trench;
Fig. r j ).

Stratigraphic evidence and a careful analysis of
building techniques and plans in this dwelling area
have led to a better understanding of daily life.
Among the furnishings found abandoned on the
ground floor or in the rubble that fell down when
the upper floor collapsed are all kinds of utilitarian
objects and personal belongings, such as cosmetic
boxes and tools. Many are of only average-quality
workmanship (nos. 51, 54, 64), including domestic
cult figurines (no. 43). Judging from these objects,
we can characterize this area as a typical residen
tial district. But a cult site adjacent to the houses
(see the "Temple of the Rhytons") has also been
identified in this zone.

The northern part of the excavation (Fig. r3)
uncovered a block of buildings. Its western bound
ary lies outside the excavation area; it is bounded
on the east by street 1288 and to the north and
south by streets I038 and 35. Excavations have un
covered 30 meters of streets 1038 and 35, which
line up with corresponding streets excavated a con
siderable distance away, in the South City Trench.

The southern block occupies the area between
streets 35 in the north and r86 in the south. It is

bounded by the narrow street 1°9-120 to the east,
but its western limit lies outside the excavated area.

Street 1038 is nearly 2.50 meters wide, but
street 35 is narrower. The streets running north
south are also narrow: at its widest, 1288 measures
1.2 meters at the top of street, and 109-120 is less
than I meter wide.

Northern Block

An analysis of the foundations demonstrates the
remarkable technical competence of the builders
of this section. Constructing buildings several sto
ries high on such a steep slope (14% grade at cer
tain spots) required an enormous amount of prepa
ratory earthwork in order to bench the slopes and
and great skill to build on interlocking foundation
walls capable of resisting lateral ground thrust.

The northern part of the block is occupied by two
houses with entrances to the north (Figs. 44, 46).
House A to the northwest is a small dwelling (80
square meters) of average architectural quality. It
has a simple plan and only slightly differentiated
spaces, which we have been able to interpret on the
basis of the kind of artifacts found in them (Fig. 45;
no. 54). There are two entrances on the street to the
north. The entrance on the west leads to a fairly
large room that was reserved for domestic activities.
A stairway near the entrance (three of the stone
steps have survived) led to the upper floor. Win
dowless storerooms are located at the rear in the
south. The other entrance leads to rooms with util
itarian functions (kitchen) and to a small courtyard
that let light and air into the house. Private family
activities took place on the floors above and on the
flat-roof terrace.

House B, in the northeast section, is larger (120
square meters) and of a finer architectural quality.
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Figure 44. Schematic plan of City Center, 1994
(drawing by L. Volay, after plans by P. Desfarges, M. Renisio, and L. Volay).
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Figure 45. City Center : House A with artifacts left on the ground , 1979 (after RSO III, p. 128) .
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Figure 46. City Center : Reconstru ction of Houses A and B on street 1038: the northern facades
(drawing by M. Renisio) .
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Figure 47. The Temple of the Rhytons, looking east, 1990.
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Figure 48. The house south of the Temple of the Rhytons, 1990:
a. looking east; facade on street 186; b. schematic plan, with entrances to the three zones:

(1) private; (2) professional; and (3) commercial.
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In its final state, it had a more elaborate, L-shaped
plan, divided into two clearly distinct parts, each
with its own entrance from the street and with a
connecting passageway on the inside. The domes
tic living area to the east has an entrance with a
well and a stairway that leads to a garden, sur
rounded by rooms with utilitarian functions, and to
a funerary zone with a tomb (pillaged), and store
rooms with silos dug into the floor.

This was the layout of House B in its final state;
however, when it was initially constructed, before
the mid-r jth century B.C.E., it was designed as a
much larger house, with a more balanced layout.
The need to compress family living space at the
end of the r jth century in order to accommodate
the growing urban population led to dividing the
house into two, thus modifying the initial plan.
The whole southern part and its storerooms was
isolated, and a stairway was added to create an
other house (C) on the south, with an entrance on
street 1288 to the east.

The southern part of the block is divided in two
by a dead-end lane (1228) that penetrates deep
into the center and ends in a courtyard. On the
eastern side is an entrance to House 0, which is
built on a benched slope below the level of House
C. The house is badly preserved and difficult to
analyze. A stone slab from an oil press has been
identified in it.

On the west side of the dead-end lane is an
entrance to House E, the western part of which ex
tends beyond the excavated area. There are en
trances, a stairway, and rooms, in which personal
belongings were found. The objects, including a
stone roller for a flat mud roof (no. 55), have been
studied for the way in which they fell from the liv
ing quarters on the floors above. They were found
between the rubble from the ceilings and the rubble
of the roof over the second floor.

Along street 35, at the south of the block, is a
complex (G) that included artisan's installations

(e.g., a stone basin) and an area (F) on the other
side of the dead-end lane that was used for various
purposes during the Late Bronze Age. At first, it
housed an oil press equipped with a pressing room,
an oil press, and a courtyard with a hearth; this in
stallation may have been operated by the Temple
of Rhytons on the opposite side of street 35. It
seems, however, that the oil press no longer existed
during the final phase, when the area may have
been a garden or perhaps merely an empty lot.

Southern Block

The Temple of the Rhytonsand Its Annexes
Below the level of street 35 is a building that

has been identified as a cult site on the basis of its
plan and the objects discovered in it (Figs. 44, 47).
Due to the large number of rhytons (used for liba
tions during ceremonies: see no. 37), it has been
named the Temple of the Rhytons. Its architectural
features are akin to a well-known type of Late
Bronze Age sanctuary in the Near East, especially
in Cyprus and Palestine.

The vestibule leads indirectly through a corridor
to the main hall, the entrance of which is in the
northwest corner. The shape of the hall is nearly
rectangular, 6 x 7 meters. In the northeast corner is
a small sacristy: benches line the northern and
western walls, and there is a stepped platform in
the center of the eastern wall, perhaps a stand for
the statue of a deity.

What makes this cult site exceptional is that it
is right in the middle of a residential district. The
adjacent buildings in the northeast part of the
block are probably not ordinary houses. There are
connecting passageways to the temple, and the
houses were no doubt related to it.

These structures can be dated to Late Bronze II,
and the temple was in use until the end of the
city's existence. The temple furnishings were scat
tered in the looting that accompanied the downfall
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of the city and were found near the temple
grounds. They include rhytons (e.g., no. 37), a cult
stand (no. 41), and a stone statuette of the god El
(no. 13).

The House South of the Temple of Rhytons
There is not a single passageway connecting the

temple and the annexes in the north of the block
to the structures that occupy the southern part,
which are of a totally different nature. Slightly
lower down, in the southeast corner, stands a house
with three doors facing south onto street 186, and
with its back against the temple and its annexes
(Figs. 44, 48). This house is an excellent example
of a certain type of dwelling and provides informa
tion on daily activities in Ugarit in the early r zth
century B.C.E. On the ground level, it is divided
into three distinct areas, different in size and char
acter and linked to each other by openings inside
the complex. In the opening between the private
(r) and the professional (2) areas is a well, acces
sible to the family and to the workers.
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Access to the City from the South

From th e C ity Center, th e tell gradually slopes
down to the districts known in excava tion report s
as th e South Central and "Main Str eet" districts.

Excavati ons in this area began in 1986 and are
still underway. App arently, th ere are some fine
quality buildings in thi s area, the homes of high
ranking officials with links to the royal family and
important politi cal func tions. The extensive ar
ch ives found in the House of Urt enu in the South
Cent ral district (see below, p. 87), for instance,

support thi s understanding of the area during the
last period of the city's hi stor y.

Unlike th e northern limit of the tell, wh ich is so
eroded in some places th at cliffs have formed over
the Nahr Shbayyeb, th e relati vely regular slope to
th e south cont inues all th e way to th e Nahr ed
Delbeh (see Fig. I ). The presenc e of orange groves
in th e southern area of th e tell makes it difficult to
exa mine the surface contours (see Fig. 3) . The
northern edge of the groves is marked by a stone

Figure 49. Intersection of "Main Street," looking south, 1994.
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wall constructed without mortar and a row of tall
cypress trees, and alongside them a road runs a few
meters from the current excavations (1994).

The excavations are uncovering new residential
quarters that are interesting in themselves, but
even more the examination of the topography on
this part of the site has shed light on the question
of access to the city in ancient times, even if it has
not totally resolved the point. The study of this
zone will continue in the coming years.

As we have seen above, the Royal Zone had its
own fortified entrance on the west, but when we
began our research in 1978, no other entrances to
the city were known. Because of the erosion of the
tell on the northern edge, it is unlikely that an ac
cess from the north will ever be identified. But re
cent research indicates that one of the main access
roads to the city was the approach from the south.

This large road must have first crossed the N ahr
ed-Delbeh, the river that separates the tell from the
plain to the south. The exploration of this stream
in 1990 led to the discovery of the vestiges of a ma
jor engineering structure (see p. 89).

The groves make it impossible to locate the
place where the road entered the city, but excava
tions since 1992 on the southern slope to the
north of the groves have begun to uncover a wide
avenue coming from the south, which is desig
nated "Main Street" in the reports (see Fig. 13)·

Main Street District

The excavation of a depression in the tell,
where we were hoping to find the access road from
the south, has in fact revealed a wide thoroughfare
(3018), known as "Main Street." At one major in
tersection, this wide street crossed streets that ran
east-west. Main Street is considerably wider (4
meters wide) than the other streets of the city,
which average between I and 2.5 meters. It is lined
with buildings of unusually fine architectural qual-

ity and, judging from the remains of walls that are
being exposed, the buildings are likely to be quite
large.

At the northwest comer of the intersection,
there is a long, unbroken facade that has several
doors with jambs of ashlar blocks (Fig. 49, on the
right). On the northeast of the intersection is the
corner of a building that, based on the quality of
design and size of the remains that have been un
covered, looks promising (Fig. 49, on the left). Fif
teen meters of its north-south facade have already
been exposed, but no door has yet been found.
Along the east-west facade on the street perpen
dicular to Main Street is a very large door (2
meters wide) with double rabbet jambs and a sill
made of an enormous monolith.

The lower part of the wall, I meter thick, was
carefully constructed of ashlar blocks, on which
horizontal beams were fitted: there are distinct
traces of dowels and their holes. Blocks of the su
perstructure tumbled down to the south in a heap
that blocks the eastern part of the intersection.
The structure shares the characteristics of the most
carefully constructed buildings in the city (such as
the House of Yabninu). This is undoubtedly an im
portant structure, but nothing more can be said
about it until the excavations have been extended
farther north and east.

Given the state of excavation work, we do not
yet know the exact route of these streets. However,
it is already clear that Main Street leads north to

the western part of the large Plaza (which is as yet
uncleared), the eastern part of which has been
cleared in the middle of the South City Trench
(see below, p. 91, and above, Fig. 13). Two hun
dred meters to the south, the road aligns with the
axis of the bridge across the Nahr ed-Delbeh (see
p. 89). Insofar as the perpendicular streets are con
cerned, their extensions are found in the exca
vated zones nearby, in "South City" to the east and
"South Central" district to the west (see Fig. 13)·
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SouthCentralDistrict

The House with Stone Troughs
Between Main Street and the site of the House

of Urtenu, a sounding was undertaken in 1986 and
continued in 1988 and 1992. It has revealed some
fine-quality utilitarian buildings, combining ashlar
and rubble construction. There are several build
ings (none of which has been totally cleared) on a
street running approximately southeast to north
west and widening into a small, rectangular plaza.

Some of the most interesting buildings located to
the south and west of this excavation site may be

related to the House of Urtenu complex. These
contain utilitarian facilities such as a silo, drainage
wells, and jars. Behind a row of small rooms with
carefully constructed, thick walls, are open areas
with single and double stone troughs (perhaps wa
ter troughs for horses). There is a stairway in the
southeast, of which several steps of the first flight
have survived. But because the remainder lies out
side the excavation area, we cannot yet fully grasp
the plan of these complexes. It is likely that the ex
ploration of the House of Urtenu on the west will
enable us to link these two sites and better deter
mine the relationships among the various buildings.

Figure 50. The House with Stone Troughs, looking north, 1988.
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Figure 51. South Central District, the House of Urtenu, with the tomb in the foreground, looking northeast,1994.

The House of Urtenu

A few dozen meters to the west, nearly a hun
dred tablets of major interest have been accidently
discovered in 1973 in a rubble heap (tas de deblais
in the reports) left during the building of a modern
military bunker on the southern part of the tell.
The texts were all published in 1991 in RSO VII .

This part of the tell was under modern military
control for several years, and access to it was impos
sible prior to 1986, when the bunker was demol
ished and a systematic excavation was begun.

The excavations underway are gradually un
earthing what appears to be a large house of very
fine quality, the extent of which has not yet been

determined (Fig. 5 I). There is a large, carefully
constructed, stone burial chamber, but, unfortu
nately, it was pillaged in ancient times (a hole
pierced by the looter in the center of the covering
is visible). The excavations will continue, but it is
still too early to determine the size and layout of
the rest of the house.

Several hundred tablets, some in Ugaritic but
mostly in Akkadian (ca. 80%), were found in this
house. In terms of their quantity and quality, these
are archives of major importance. The excavations
will enable us to identify the strata in which these
documents were found and to pinpoint the exact
location of the archive, which we have only rarely
been able to do elsewhere on the site.
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All of the tablets mentioned in the reports (the
1973 tablets already published, those found be
tween 1986 and 1992 whose study is underway,
and those found in 1994) belong to the archives of
the same house, though they were apparently
stored in different places.

We can only approximate the proveniences of
the documents found in 1973 because the con
struction of the modern bunker destroyed part of
the center of the house. The 1986-92 texts were
found in the part of the house northwest of the
bunker, scattered throughout several rooms and on
top of the ruins of the walls between them. This
leads us to conclude that they fell from a floor
above. On the other hand, the majority of the
1994 tablets were found southeast of the bunker in
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The Southern Bridge/Dam

The area all around the city, particularly the two
stream beds, have recently been explored systemat
ically with an eye to discovering points of access to
the city other than the fortified entrance on the
west of the palace, which clearly was not designed
for general public use.

Little can be ascertained regarding access from
the north. The extreme erosion of the tell has
turned the northwestern boundary into a cliff, and
the northeastern part is largely covered by huge
heaps of debris from early excavations. However,
exploration to the south has yielded far more satis
fying results.

Orange groves conceal the topography of the
base of the tell on the south (Fig. 3), but we have
been able to study the bed of the stream known as
(Nahr) ed-Delbeh. The flow of coastal rivers exhib
its a striking contrast between the summer, when
they are dry, and the rainy seasons, when they are
full, sometimes to the point of overflowing. Over
time, the stream bed erodes, and steep banks are
formed, which can make it difficult to ford the
stream, especially when transporting heavy mate
rial such as building stones, timber, merchandise
from the port, and all of the supplies necessary to
satisfy the needs of a city's large population.

Beginning in 1984, a foundation of large ashlar
blocks that aligns with the axis of Main Street, on

Figure 52. A pier of the bridge/dam on the Nahr ed-Delbeh, south of the city, 1990.
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the south bank of the Nahr ed-Delbe, was explored
(Figs. I, 13, 52). The pier can be reached by walk
ing around the east side of the grove and proceed
ing down to the river. Additional excavations in
1992 showed that it was in fact a pier, with a trian
gular tip pointing upstream, made of enormous
stone blocks and carefully assembled, using large
dovetail cramps (which were probably of wood).*

One can also see, on the upstream side, vertical
dowels that, along with movable wooden beams,
were used to dam the stream. The upper course of
the pier, which is missing, must have been the base
on which the planks of a bridge lay.

*A tentative restoration (in Barrages-antiques, p. 76, fig. 39)
was made in 1990, before the wedge-shaped, upstream end
of the pier had been discovered. The restoration was mod
ified by the excavators in 1992.
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South Ci ty Trench

91

East of the tell's geograph ical center and th e
City Center excava t ions lies a long trench th at has
been designated the "So uth City Tren ch." Al
th ough excavated in 1959- 60 , it was only briefly
mention ed in th e report s. Nearly 2 0 years later,
erosion had caused damage to some of th e remains,
yet th ey were so spec tac ular th at an extensive
study of th e arch itect ure was resumed in 1978. We
are th erefore able to propos e plausible restorations,
but we must remember th at the excavation often
went well below th e ancien t ground level, which
makes it difficult to distinguish between rubbl e
stone walls and foundat ion s.

The descr ipt ions and ana lysis of th is area are
based on the studies publi shed in 1983 and 1994 in
RSO I and X, wh ich provide an important perspec
tive on city plann ing and domestic archi tecture at
Ugarit . As is the case for the Resident ial Qu art er
and th e City Center, th e excavated area is not a
section of th e city in the structural sense of th e
term but a por t ion of the city th at has been artifi
cially exposed by excavat ing a tren ch .

The tren ch covers about 5,700 square met ers, its
len gth or iente d approxi mate ly north-south for
more th an 190 meters, with an average width of 30
meters from east to west (Figs . 53-54). Groups of
build ings are separated by a fairly dense network of
streets of varying widths, which can be linked to
streets uncovered in othe r excavated zones nearby.
Midway down the slope, west of block VIII, a vast
open area th at was probably a "Plaza" in the last
phase of th e city 's history has been cleared (the
western side has not yet been excavated).

The net work of stree ts del imits 14 blocks, num
hered I to XIV in th e recent publi cat ion s of this
area , only nne of wh ich (block VI) has been en
tirely cleared on all sides. The others lie parti ally

Figure 53. The South City trench, looking south, 1978.

outside the excavation zone. Thirty-seven houses
have been identified.

Block 1, on the northern edge of th e slope, is
relati vely poo rly preserved, but it seems possible to
ident ify the elements of a single house (with the
main entran ce to the east, a sta irway, and a funer
ary zone with a small tomb ). O nly th e southwest
porti on of block II, across a street and a small
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Figure 55. South City Trench, Block XIV, House C: RSO X, 1994, pp. 348-50: top left: schematic plan: top right:
north-south section; and bottom: an axonometric reconstruction as viewed from the northeast.
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plaza from block I, is visible (there is a house with
a funerary zone and the beginning of another
house to the north). Most of block III, on the
other side of the street to the east of block II, is
still hidden beyond the eastern baulk.

There is a street running east-west (between
blocks I-III and IV-V) that is probably an exten
sion of street 35 in the City Center and perhaps
also of a street in the South Acropolis Trench. To
the south, 250 square meters of block IV have
been cleared, and two complexes have been iden
tified that may in fact be two parts of a single large
house (with rooms reflecting farming activities to
the north and the owner's house to the south), but
the plan is not complete, because the complex ex
tends into the western baulk.

On the other side of a small plaza formed by the
street running north-south is block V (Fig. 56),
which extends into the eastern baulk. One can see
the remains of almost all of an entire house with
an entrance to the west, a stairwell nearby, another
entrance to the funerary zone with the family
tomb, and an oil press.

Farther down along the street (between IV and
VII) is block VI, the only complete block exposed
by this trench and the largest block known so far,
covering an area of 740 square meters. Four differ
ent complexes have been identified in this block.
The house to the northwest (house A, published in
RSO I) has its main side facing the street to the
west and is of excellent architectural quality. It
preserves the usual features of U garitic domestic
architecture: entrance with stairway, central court
yard with well, storage area, independent funerary
zone, etc. The other houses in the block are of
lesser quality. On the edge of the large Plaza (VI
X), on the southeast side of VI C, is a shop. A
careful analysis of the floor plans of the buildings
in this block has clearly indicated that there were
no living quarters on the ground floor. This further
supports the hypothesis already formulated in re-

spect to other residential areas of the city that liv
ing quarters were located on the second floor.

Only small portions of block VII (opposite
block VI) and block VIII (at the edge of the large
Plaza) are inside the edges of the trench. Block VII
is not well preserved. Block VIII, which consists of
two adjacent spaces, does not have the usual fea
tures of Ugaritic domestic architecture, but excava
tions will have to be extended to the east before
we can propose an interpretation.

On the southwest comer of the Plaza is a small
portion of block IX. The funerary zone of a house
with an ashlar-block tomb has been unearthed.

Along the south side of the Plaza stands block
X, separated from block IX by a dead-end lane.
House A is on the northwest end and House B on
the northeast. House B is designated the "House of
Literary Tablets" in the reports because of the dis
covery of important documents in the northern
area. It is a house of fine architectural quality cov
ering nearly 270 square meters of space. There are
several entrances. The entrance on the north, on
the Plaza, leads through a vestibule to a stairway
located near a small courtyard; an entrance to the
east, also with a stairway, leads to workshops (olive
press, silo) and from there to a large courtyard
(perhaps with porticoes on two or more sides). The
third entrance, on the south, leads to commercial
zones. The presence of stairways and the structure
of the walls indicate that there was at least one up
per floor, perhaps even two.

The texts found in this house are the usual kind
of documents in Ugaritic and Akkadian, but there
are also Babylonian literary texts, including the
story of the Flood (Gilgamesh) and a collection of
proverbs (known as "Wisdom Literature"). Many
of the tablets were found in several rooms in the
north end of the house but at several different
depths, while others were found on the Plaza out
side. It is possible that some of the older archives
had been discarded, while others were stored on
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the second floor and then scattered when the sec
ond floor collapsed.

On the south of House B is the edge of another
house (entrance and stairway) j the rest of it is hid
den in the western baulk. On its south is a space
that opens onto a small street and has no commu
nicating passageway into the interior of the house;
it is possible that this space was a chariot shed
rather than a shop.

There is an edge of a space, probably unroofed,
that appears in the eastern baulk at the entrance to
the street leading south from the end of the large
Plaza, and we labeled this area block XI.

South of block X are the partial remains of
block XII, which was cleared for an area of 80
square meters, though this is insufficienr for a thor
ough analysis.

Continuing to the south of blocks IX-XI, one
reaches the large block XIII. Its boundaries to the
north, west, and south are visible, but it extends
into the baulk to the east. More than 950 square
meters have been cleared so far, but the ruins are in
fairly poor condition, and the depth of the excava
tion, conducted well below the floor level in many
areas, makes it difficult to interpret. In the last
phase, it is very likely that some public passages

Figure 56. South City Trench, Block V, looking southwest, 1979.
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were put to private use. For instance, the long
dead-end lane to the northwest and another to the
west were probably used this way.

Out of the five or six houses that appear to be
distinguishable, the small house to the north (A) is
the best preserved. It was designated the "House
with the Chariot Crater" in the reports (because of
a Mycenaean crater of Pictorial style found in an
earlier level). It is a small building with a pentago
nal plan that could almost be reshaped into a tri
angle; the entrance is in the northern room. This
house is well situated at the intersection of several
streets, which suggests that it was a shop. The rest
of the building, linked to this space by two doors,
probably had a professional function of some
kind-but not a commercial purpose, for whatever
was sold in the shop was probably produced in this
part of the building. The living quarters were up
stairs and were reached by a stairway on the south.
The owner in the last phase may have enlarged his
property by adding the plots to the south, where he
erected outbuildings.

The plan of the incomplete house (B) to the
east is not clear. It has a very large built tomb with
a corbeled vault.

The building to the west (C) does not seem to
have been used as a house in the last phase but may
have been a sort of "house of the dead" (RSO X,
p. 74)· The two tombs in it have some unusual
characteristics. The one in the north has a long
dromos (2.6 meters), open to the south and with
out steps, that is nearly as wide as the chamber. The
other is no doubt more recent. It is covered by five
parallel stone beams, each 2.6 meters long.

To the south of this building is a small house (0,
65 square meters) that is poorly preserved but easy
to restore because it has a typical floor plan with a
central courtyard.

The southern part of block XIII, along the street
that runs from east to west between this block and
block XIV (referred to as "Smith Street" in the re-

ports) is not very easy to interpret. In any case, the
new proposals do not correspond to the interpreta
tions posited by the excavators.

In House E, the eastern part of which is missing,
a few elements can be grouped together. It includes
a tomb covered with flagstones and several rooms
that are difficult to analyze in their present state.
To the south, House F covers a surface of about
190 square meters. The fact that it underwent pro
found modifications over the course of its history
and the fact that many trenches and excavations
have penetrated well below floor level only make
its analysis all the more difficult. At the southeast
end of the block is the funerary zone of a house
(G), the rest of which is still in the baulk.

This is where the house that in the earlier re
ports was designated the "House of the Bronze
Smith" is located (but with a different division of
houses, grouping together elements of E, F, and G).
The discovery of bronze slag and some bronze arti
facts (in E), along with two exceptional hoards of
jewelry and statuettes in bronze, silver, and gold
(nos. 14, IS), stated as having been found in a
"cache" (in F), led the excavators to identify this
zone as a metallurgical workshop.

This interpretation, however, lacks sufficient ba
sis. To begin with, it is unlikely that activities pro
ducing smoke and pollution would have been
located in such a highly populated area. Moreover,
the slag may simply have been part of the soil
rubble, and the bronze tools could have belonged
to the owner of the house, along with the gold jew
elry and the iron chisels found with them. The pre
cious objects discovered well above ground level
probably fell with the floor above, where they had
been kept.

Block XIV is located on the other side of
"Smith Street," on the southern end of the excava
tion area. Its eastern, southern, and western limits
are unknown. At least nine houses have been
identified. They are more or less complete and evi-
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dence the usual features and layout of Ugaritic do
mestic architecture.

House C is a typical example (Fig. 55). Its di
mensions are modest (less than 140 square meters)
and it has a fairly square, regular plan around a
central courtyard. It is known in the reports as the
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South Acropolis Trench

To th e east of the South C ity Tren ch , on th e
slope descending from th e acro po lis (see below,
p. 106), ano the r trench was dug between 196 1 and
1964 (Fig. 57); it is conven tiona lly designated th e
"South Acropolis Trench" and is situated in quad
rants B- C (cf. Figs. I , 13) .

The main point of int erest in thi s sector was th e
discovery of import ant texts conce rn ing religion
and divin at ion (t ablets, liver mode ls, etc .). T hese
epigraph ic finds and some of the most signi fican t
art ifacts were promptly pub lished, but th e arch itec 
tural remain s have only figured in brief reports. N o
overall study of the distri ct was made by th e exca-

vators, othe r than recently: in RSO IV, a few as
pects of a building labeled th e "House of th e
Magician -Pri est, " which yield ed a series of so
called "para-myth ological text s," sacrific ial ritu als,
and an ex trao rdina ry series of clay mode ls of livers
and a lung inscrib ed with markings th at reflect a
diviner's int erpr et ati on of th is organ, were studied.
Some of th e model s have acco mpanying Ugaritic
texts (see below, p. 100) .

The northern part of the tr en ch is partly cov
ered with th e rema ins of a settle men t dating to the
t st mill enium B.C.E . (on the Persian peri od settle
ment, see p. 103 ). The whol e area must have

Figure 57. South Acropolis Trench, looking to the southeast, 1986.
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served as a quarry for construction material during
the Persian Period, and most of the Bronze Age
buildings are severely damaged.

The organization of this vast zone is not well
known. it was destroyed in antiquity, and the ex
cavated ruins have deteriorated since the 1960s.
Nonetheless, judging from current observations
and a reading of the excavation archives, the area
was apparently a Late Bronze Age urban district
much like the others recently studied to the west
(City Center and South City). Some places,
named after the remarkable documents discovered
in them have become well known in the archaeo
logical literature. Until a systematic on-site study is
resumed, we will have to limit ourselves to a brief
description of a few of these sites.

Like the Residential Quarter, the City Center,
and the South City Trench, this trench is not a
district in the urban-planning sense of the term; it
is a convenient name for an archaeological divi
sion. Several streets running east and west, ap
proximately following the contours of the levels,
served to delimit blocks with the usual type of do
mestic dwellings. Despite the deterioration, some
portions of streets running north to south are still
visible. For example, the street that is a continua
tion of "Mot Street" (named by the excavator after
Mot, the god of death) in the acropolis runs
through the northern part of this area.

We will describe this area from north to south.

Tombs

On the top of the slope, right next to the acrop
olis district, which was excavated in the 1930S,
some tombs were also explored. They date to the
Middle Bronze Age and Phases 1 and 2 of the Late
Bronze Age.

The tombs yielded a good number of bronze ob
jects, including weapons, tools, and utensils, and a
quantity of ceramics (no. 28) typical of these peri-

ods. Among the notable finds were a Cypriot rhy
ton in the shape of a bull (no. 39) from tomb 3464
and an ivory statuette of a kneeling musician play
ing cymbals (no. 24), in a style that was common
throughout the Levant and Egypt.

The House of Patilu-wa

A gold ring inscribed with the name Patilu-wa
in Hittite hieroglyphs (no. 59) was found in one of
the houses in a block to the north of the trench.
The house, which has therefore been designated
the House of Patilu-wa or Patili, opens to the west
onto a street that descends from the acropolis (the
continuation of Mot Street). Apparently the house
of a fairly wealthy family, it has the usual features
of Ugaritic domestic architecture, with a courtyard,
a fine funerary chamber of ashlar blocks, a stairway
leading to the living quarters above, a storage area
with jars, and so on. Also found in the house were
bronze tools and ceramics of high quality, in par
ticular, Mycenaean craters, one of which bears an
exceptional illustration of a hunting scene with li
ons and stags.

Various Houses and Cultic Places

Nearly twenty meters south, to the east of a
street that continues down the slope, is an archi
tectural complex that has been identified (Fig.
s8a) but has not yet actually been studied in de
tail. it seems to be composed of two adjacent
houses, with a single connecting passageway inside,
but the state of preservation is so poor that any in
terpretation remains hypothetical.

The buildings have been named after objects
discovered there. The one to the north has been
designated the "House of Agipshari," and the
other, the "House of the Priest Containing In
scribed Liver and Lung Models." Alternate names
appearing in the reports are the "House and the
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Library of a Hurrian Priest," the "House of the Ma
gician-Priest," and the "Annex Library of Medico
Magic and Literary Texts," or "Lamashtu."

The House of Agipshari
To the north, stretching from east to west, is a

nearly rectangular house (with the exception of
the southeast comer, where rooms from the adja
cent house impinge on the rectangular shape). Ac
cording to the schematic plans of the excavators,
there is an entrance to the west, but it is also pos
sible that there was another to the north. This
house presents the usual features of Ugaritic archi
tecture: a courtyard, a storage area with large jars,
a funerary zone with a stone burial chamber that
has niches in the walls, and what might have been
an adjoining enclosed garden to the east. Here we
find another instance of a well, with the opening
and curb-stone built into an interior wall so that it
was accessible from both sides. There is a stone
trough on the western side.

A clay vase in the shape of a lion's head (no.
36b) was found in a small room to the north. On it
is a dedication in Ugaritic that refers to the son of
Agipshari (who might have been the owner of the
house) and invokes the god Reshef. The two conic
Mycenaean rhytons found in the southern part of
this house, which are characteristic cult objects,
may actually have come from the adjacent building
to the south that clearly has a sacred function.

The House of the Priest Containing
Inscribed Liver and Lung Models
According to the excavators' plan, this appears

to be a nearly rectangular building with a slight ex
tension to the northeast where two rooms jut into
the adjacent house. Unfortunately, the central part
and all of the southeast are so damaged that it is
impossible to establish the plan.

Some unusual objects were found in two small
rooms to the northeast. There is a connecting pas-

sageway from the room to the west (identified by
the excavator as a cella and measuring 4·5 x 3.5
meters) to the other room, in which a funerary
chamber is located (tomb 3709; Fig. 59)·

In the cella, where they had fallen or were bur
ied in a pit, a wide variety of artifacts related to
religion and ritual were discovered. They include
tablets in Ugaritic on magic, rituals, and mythol
ogy; a dozen texts in Hurrian (hymns and lists of
gods); 2 texts in Akkadian; zo-odd objects linked
to divinatory practices; clay models in the shape of
sheep livers (no. 42); and one model in the shape
of a lung (the lung and five livers bear inscrip
tions); two hemispheric bowls in gold and elec
trum; a musical instrument (an ivory clapper of
Egyptian type); and a painted pottery mug (no. 35)

illustrated with a scene that should be a scene of
an offering to the god El, with a bird, horse, and
fish symbolizing the elements of air, earth, and
water. In the adjacent room was a tomb, on top of
which was found a "libation stand" (no. 40) de
picting the god Baal and various animals in relief
(stags, bull, ibex, birds, etc.).

Little can be said about the overall plan of the
building. In the northwest there is an entrance,
from the street to the west, leading into a vestibule.
There is also an indoor connecting passageway to
the adjacent building to the north. Apparently, the
paved courtyard provided access to the rest of the
house.

Lamashtu
In the southwest corner, there was a long, nar

row room (ro x 2.5 meters) that yielded about 70
tablets in Akkadian (scattered in the room itself
and nearby, including on the street). There are pri
vate and royal letters, economic and legal texts, as
well as about 50 texts that reveal various aspects of
Babylonian learning: lexicographic lists, literary
texts, numerous magical or medico-magic texts,
including a version of the Lamashtu tradition (a
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Figure 58. South Acropolis Trench: Block including the House of Agipshari and the House of the Magician-Priest with
the cella in which tablets were found: a. schematic plan; b. cella where the models and tablets were discovered;
after RSO V 1, p. 296; and tomb 3709 from the excavations of 1961.

Lamashtu was a female demon who attacks all life
forms, particularly ne wborn babie s and their moth
ers) , texts concerning birthing ritu als, eye treat
ments, and more.

The nature of thi s except iona l co llect ion of
documents suggests the presenc e of a cult site, but
we will have to await further invest igat ion before
we can provide a description of its exten t or ana
lyze its structure.

An Artisan Quarter (?)

There are several blocks in the middle of the
trench with structures th at have yielded a large
number of bronze tool s and utensils (pliers , knife
blade s, ne edle s with eyes) and a jar with objects in
clectrum or gold (a rhyton , bowls, pin s, dagger,

etc.). The excavators concluded th at thi s quarter
housed an art isan distr ict where metalsmithing and
fabric work was carried on.

While it is clear th at there were art isan installa 
tion s here, as elsewhere in th e city, a det ailed study
of thi s area will ha ve to be undert aken before we
can determine whether thi s was specifically an ar
tisans' district or whether th ese objects are simply
some of the tools and belongings th at one would
expect to find in an ordinary quarter where private
dwellings and artisan worksh ops stood side by side.

Tomb 4253

Fina lly, in the southern part of the tren ch, there
is a house da ting to the end of th e Late Bron:e Age
th at has not yet been totally exposed. It contains
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one of the very few undisturbed tombs on the tell
from th is period. The tomb yielded several skele
tons and a large numb er of funerary deposits: Syr
ian pott ery (no. 28 ), imported vases (Mycen aean
and Cypriot ), alabaster vases, faience objects (no
tably an Egyptian bowl decorated with fish: no.
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Figure 59. Persian Period Settlement: house with a central courtyard (Building I: 5th
century S. C.E. ). After R. Stucky, Leukos Limen, 1982, pI. 51.
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Persian Period Settlement

r03

In the northern part of the South Acropolis
Trench, several buildings were excavated that date
to a period much later than the city of the Late
Bronze Age on the tell.

The tell had been abandoned for nearly seven
centuries when, at the beginning of the 5th century
B.C.E., a few houses were built on the summit during
the era when coastland Syria was part of the Persian
Empire. The settlement lasted until around 350
B.C.E. The damage that this area's construction
caused to the Late Bronze Age buildings went well
beyond the site itself to the surrounding areas,
which were robbed for stone to use in the construc
tion. The settlement consisted of several houses
(now severely damaged) that reveal no organized
urban planning. The best preserved is a house (Fig.
59), about 55 x 35 meters, that seems to be made
up of a group of rooms around a central, pebble
paved courtyard.
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To the north and to the south of these struc
tures, burials were found both in sarcophagi and in
cists that also reused architectural materials from
the Late Bronze Age.

A r982 final publication gave general currency
to the Greek name Leukos limen as a designation
for the levels of the 5th-century B.C.E. discoveries
on the tell. This is a descriptive term, however,
meaning "white harbor," that some Greek writers
of the late Roman period (e.g., the Stadiasmos)
used to refer to the port of "Miner el-Beida' (same
meaning in Arabic), which has striking white
limestone cliffs; it does not fit the farming settle
ment located nearly a kilometer inland.

Apparently, there are some traces on the tell,
and nearby, of a settlement from the Roman pe
riod, but no installation of any significance has
been identified.
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Sandage SH: A Major Stratigraphic Sounding

Proceeding east from th e City Ce nter toward
th e acro po lis and th e major temples, one walk s
along a deep excava tion; this is Sandage SH , th e
deep est stra tigraph ic sound ing on th e tell (Figs.
60 , 6 1; see also Figs. 8 , 9 ). The sound ing reaches
down to th e earlie st levels of occ upa tio n, th e
Neolith ic level s (see p. 15) .

Several soundings have been und ert aken at dif
ferent spo ts on th e tell, including th e ac ropo lis
area and th e garde n of th e Royal Palace (cour II!),
eac h with an eye to providing a co mprehe ns ive
histor y of th e site by digging through levels of oc
cupa t ion from th e surface down to virgin soil. The
en tire history of th e site and its occ upat ion, as it
has been presented by th e excavators, is based on

th e ch aracteristic features of each level reach ed in
th ese sound ings. The ph ases corresponding to the
different levels are numbered from I to V, begin
ning with th e surface level and working down to
th e Ne olithic peri od (Sth millennium B.C. E.; see
th e chronological table on p. 24 ).

The ea rliest sounding dat es to 1935. It was lo
ca ted between th e temples of Baal and Dagan (and
has since been refilled) . That sounding reached
bedrock at a depth of 18,55 meters and revealed
evidence of human occupa t ion extending back to

th e Ne olithic period (level V) .
Other sound ings were und ertaken th ere after to

co nfirm th ese findings and to provide additiona l
informati on. So me of th ese probes also went down

Figure 60. Sandage SH, as viewed from the west. In the background is the temple of Baal, 1994 .
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to bedrock , but the limited surface area that they
covered restricted th e scope of the conclusions
that can be reached.

Sandage SH, the most impressive of these sound
ings, was conducted between 1962 and 1976 un 
derneath the level s of the znd mill en nium B.C.E .

The loc ati on was on th e slope to th e west of th e
acro po lis, just before one reaches the en trance to
th e enclos ure around th e Temple of Baal. Because
th is sounding covered a larger area th an the
others-about 24 meters from north to south and
12 meters from east to west on the upper level, and
35 square meters at the bottom-the observat ions
tha t can be made are all th e more sign ifican t .

The spo t chosen for Sandage SH was a place
where the two most recent levels (the Late Bronze
and Middle Bronze Ages) h ad been rem oved by
ea rlie r excavat ions in th e acropolis area . Strati
graphic exa mina tion thus bega n with level III
(Earl y Bronze Age) and reach ed down to level V
(Prepo ttery N eolithic) on virgi n soi l 15 meters be
low the co nv en tio na l zero level, wh ich was set in
1962 on the eastern edge of the sounding.

The successive level s (Fig. 6 r ) sho w the evolu 
tion of civili zations on the tell from the 8th to th e
j rd mill enium B. C.E. , revealing progressive techno
logical developmen t and many cu ltura l cha nges.
The first inhabitants were farme rs who also prac
ticed hunting and fishing. The use of stone for
building, the first cer am ics, and th e appea rance of
an ima l hu sbandry ch aract er ize the second phase of
th e Ne olithic period, ca. 7000. After the appear
anc e of copper metallurgy, the jrd millennium
B.C .E . (Early Bronze Age) witnessed the develop-
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Figure 61. Sandage SH: the northern face.

merit of met al industry (bronze); at the same time,
th e set tle me n t began to take on an urban charac
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development of the znd mill ennium.
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The Acropolis and the Great Temples

Heading east from the Royal Palace, with the
excavated zones of the south slope on one's right,
one reaches the highest part of the tell. This area
was explored between 1929 and 1937 and was des
ignated the "acropolis" (quadrant B, Figs. I and 62 )
from the beginning. Following the street that runs
from the Palace, and ascending a few steps, one en
ters the Temple of Baal.

At the summit of the tell and on the northern
slope are heaps of excavated material from early
excavations in this area. The excavation dumps
create mounds to the north of the Temple of Baal
that rise above the level of the acropolis and alter
the appearance of this quarter by inverting its re
lief. The visitor should also try to imagine how the
district would look without the highly noticeable
rubble wall running north to south. This was built
in the 1930S to run the small railway used to carry
the dumps away to the northern border of the tell
(it is the long branch visible just left of the Temple
of Baal on the 1936 plan, Fig. 62).

The two monumental temples are built accord
ing to identical plans, and each was surrounded by
an enclosure delimiting the sacred area. Their
towers stood high above the ancient city of Ugarit.
Linking the two temples are two streets running
approximately east to west ("Dagan Street" and
"Library Street"), and they also separate blocks of
buildings.

The building known as the "House of the High
Priest" (or the "Library of the High Priest") is situ
ated between the two temples. The great mytho
logical texts (no. I) were found in it, promptly
attracting attention to the site in 1930. Also found
were a group of bronze tools (no. 63) inscribed with
dedications that were instrumental in deciphering
the Ugaritic language. To the south, immediately
below the level of the temples, lies a large residen-

tial area that was excavated in the 1930S (see Fig.
62) but has never been studied in detail.

The monuments and objects found in this area
of the acropolis have been mentioned in many re
ports, but the architecture and urban planning of
the area have not been analyzed. The study of the
two temples was recently resumed, and the results
will be published in a forthcoming report.

The Temples

Judging from the remains of the two temples,
they must have been spectacular structures, domi
nating the city and the surrounding plain.

The steles found inside the temple enclosures or
in their immediate environs were the only clues to
the identity of the gods who were worshiped there.
The temple to the west seems to have been re
served especially for the worship of Baal. The large
stele labeled "Baal with Thunderbolt" (no. 18) and
an Egyptian stele bearing a hieroglyphic dedication
to "Baal of Sapan" (no. 17) were discovered here,
along with the image of a goddess, probably Anat,
Baal's sister and ally. The other temple was in all
probability the site of Dagan worship. Two steles
with Ugaritic inscriptions dedicated to Dagan were
found in the precinct (no. 19); other divinities
may also have been worshiped here, however.

The Temple of Baal

Although the Temple of Baal is the better pre
served of the two temples, it had been looted in
antiquity. More recently, at the beginning of the
zoth century, a Turkish governor severely damaged
the temple in his search for treasure. Many archi
tectural components and objects were thrown out
of the temple, down the slope to the west, probably
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Figure 62. Plan of the Excavations on the Acropolis and the Lower City. After C. Schaeffer, The Cuneiform Texts of
Ras Shamra-Ugarit, The Schweich Lectures of the British Academy, 1936, London.
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at this time. The stele of "Baal with Thunderbolt"
(no. 18), for example, was found on this slope. In
addition to earlier looting and damage, the excava
tion in the 1930S went well below the floor level of
the temple, so it is now extremely difficult to grasp
the design of the building at first sight.

The temple and its enclosure cover an area of
about 850 square meters. The enclosure is partially
preserved on the east, southeast, and southwest
sides. From the city, one climbs a stepped street
(some of the steps have survived) to a gate on the
western side of the enclosure wall. The severely

Figure 63. The Temple of Baal and its precincts, as viewed from the stepped street that ascends to it from the west.
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damaged structures on the left of the entrance
were probably utilitarian annexes.

The door leads into the courtyard, situated in
front of the temple itself. Nearly in line with the
axis of the temple's entrance, in front of the en
trance, are large stone blocks that were part of a
square altar (2 meters in width), with two steps on
its southern side. The altar was still largely intact
when it was discovered but has since been de
stroyed. Next to the altar are a few large stone boat
anchors (limestone blocks or blocks pierced with
one to three holes), weighing as much as 600 kilo
grams. They were probably brought to this location
by sailors as votive offerings to Baal.

The entrance to the temple is on the south. The
foundations are strong, and the preserved lower
part of the walls is made of large well-assembled
ashlar blocks. The building was a rectangle, 16 x
22 meters, composed of two adjoining, rectangular
rooms of different sizes: a vestibule to the south
and a rectangular room or "cella" to the north,
with a door between the two rooms and a stone
sill, the blocks of which have collapsed. A stairway
led from the courtyard to the vestibule, which pro
vided access to the temple's "cella."

To the right, upon entering the temple, one can
see an enormous foundation made of ashlar blocks
that supported the first flight of a stairway along

Figure 64. The Temple of Baal on the Acropolis, looking toward the Mediterranean Sea from the northeast, 1991.
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the eastern wall. It is possible that there was a
niche (perhaps for a cult image) framed by the
stairway's posts on the ground floor. Some of the
steles that were excavated in the temple and its
environs must have come from this room.

In addition to this flight of stairs, on the eastern
side of which the base has survived, there are
structural traces along the northern wall and some
elements on the western side indicating that there
were two other flights of stairs continuing along
these sides. These stairways led to an upper terrace,
where ritual ceremonies took place, as described in
the Ugaritic text in which King Keret offers a sac
rifice "on the summit of the tower."

The presence of these stairways enables us to
posit a restoration for this part of the sacred build
ing. It would have had the form of a tower, some
18 to 20 meters high. Because the acropolis itself
rises nearly 20 meters above the surrounding plain,
the terrace would have stood 40 meters above the
plain. Moreover, because it was situated less than a
kilometer from the sea, it would have been visible
from a great distance and must have served as a
landmark for sailors entering the port. The terrace
could also have served as an observatory from
which it would have been possible to communicate
with the port of Minet el-Beida and the Ras Ibn
Hani settlement with fire signals. The 17 stone an
chors found in the temple precinct (including four
incorporated into the construction of the temple
itself) bear witness to the gratitude of sailors who
had reached safe haven at the port and to the con
nections between the Baal sanctuary and maritime
affairs. In the Late Bronze Age, the economy of
Ugarit thrived on agricultural production and pros
perous maritime trade. Baal was the protector of
the kingdom, god of agricultural fertility (accord
ing to the mythological texts; see below, "House of
the High Priest"), and benefactor of commercial
enterprises.

Baal's power was thought to extend over the
land, where, as the storm god, he was responsible
for bringing the beneficial autumn rains that nour
ish plants and crops until harvest and gathering
time in the spring. After spring comes the dry sea
son and struggle with the extreme heat that leads
to the death of nature (see no. I, "The Conflict
between Baal and Mot").

As storm god, Baal lived on the summit of
Mount Saphon (Jabal al-Aqra, see Figs. 2 and 6), a
mountain in the north that dominates the land
scape of Ugarit from afar, except in the summer,
when it often disappears in the haze. As storm god,
Baal also controlled the fate of those who traveled
the seas, which is borne out by the votive offerings
of anchors in his temple.

The stele known as "Baal with Thunderbolt"
(no. 18) offers a good illustration of Baal's position
in the kingdom. It was found during excavations in
1932 on the slope below the temple, but its origi
nal location was certainly inside the temple. At
once threatening and serene, Baal stands on a
double base bearing the symbols of the two realms
over which he exercises power: the mountains and
the sea.

The Middle Bronze Age Necropolis

To the east of the Temple of Baal is a long, deep
trench where excavations were conducted in 1931
(and partially filled in thereafter). Below the upper
level, which corresponds to the last phase of the
city, several layers of superimposed tombs were dis
covered.

This necropolis, used during the first two centu
ries of the znd millennium B.C.E. (Middle Bronze
Age) provided an abundance of ceramics and
bronze objects, which bear witness to a remarkable
mastery of metallurgical techniques.
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The House of the High Priest
(or the Library of the High Priest)

Between the two temples stood several build
ings, but only the eastern part, next to the Temple
of Dagan, has survived (the rest disappeared in the
excavation of the Middle Bronze Age necropolis).
The most noteworthy building was discovered in
1929 and is known as the "House of the High
Priest" (or the "Library of the High Priest"). De
spite its damaged state, it is clear that this building
has the usual features ofUgaritic domestic architec
ture in the Late Bronze Age, with an entrance ves
tibule, stairway, paved courtyard, well, and so on.

The house has yielded some of the most impor
tant objects for understanding the history of the
city, including a cache of 74 weapons, utensils, and
bronze tools (a hoe and four adzes with dedicatory
inscriptions on them that were used in 1930 to de
cipher Ugaritic; see no. 63), and also a series of
tablets with mythological poems, which have made
possible the recovery of ancient Ugaritic literature.

Baal, god of the storm and of plant life, the sym
bol of agricultural abundance and of the kingdom's
power, is the central figure in the poems that con-

stitute what is known as the Baal Cycle: "Baal and
the Sea," "Baal and Anat," "the Palace of Baal,"
and "The Conflict between Baal and Mot" (no. 1).
He is the protagonist of all sorts of adventures that
probably coincide with the yearly cycle of seasons,
linked at every point to the specific conditions of
the Mediterranean climate and crops. He appears
alongside other deities: his sister and ally, Anat;
Mot, god of death; Yam, god of the sea; and the en
tire Canaanite pantheon, including El, the father
figure (cf no. 13).

There are also tablets that recount the "Birth of
the Beautiful and Graceful Gods" (that is, sons of
El-a myth linked to the introduction of agricul
ture), the "Wedding of the Moon" (perhaps a myth
linked to marriage and fertility), and some that are
devoted to other supernatural entities, such as the
Rephaim (translated as "ghosts" or heroes").

Other poems feature characters from Canaanite
legend: the story of King Keret and his family mis
fortunes illustrates the kindness of the gods to the
king; the story of the hero Danel, the mythical
symbol of the righteous sufferer, and of his son Aq
hat highlights the opposition between wisdom and
power and warns against a lack of moderation.
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Figure 65. Plan of the House of the High Priest, as published in 1956 (C. Schaeffer, Ugaritica III, p. 252, fig. 216).
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The Temple of Dagan

To the east of the House of the High Priest is
the second temple on the acropolis. This one faces
south, like the Temple of Baal, but is less well pre
served. All that remains is the base, with its huge
foundation walls in the form of a glacis, which in
dicates that perhaps the first phase of construction
was in the Middle Bronze Age. But the date of its
construction is still being discussed.

From the layout of the foundation, we can re
construct the temple as having a plan similar to

the plan of the Temple of Baal. It included a vesti
bule to the south that led to a rectangular room.
Because the superstructure has disappeared, the
varying thickness of the foundations is evident.
They are wider (up to 4 meters) where they serve
as benching walls on the sides where the temple
dominates the slope to the north and to the east.
The foundations are wide enough for two or three
flights of stairs leading to the upper stories. The
first flight began in the southeast comer and con
tinued along the eastern wall, between it and an
other wall parallel to it. The second flight was

Figure 66. The Temple of Dagan and the enclosure for steles on the southeastern edge of the temple precinct. 1989.
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incorporated into the north wall. There was prob
ably a third flight, as in the Temple of Baal, al
though no remains of it have survived; it might
have been set on a buttress in the southwestern
corner.

The temple was erected in a protected space
formed by the northern and western walls of the
temple itself and the enclosure wall to the south
and the east.

In the courtyard in front of the entrance (that is,
within the sacred area), two steles were found (one
of which is incomplete) on which there are dedica
tory inscriptions to the god Dagan in Ugaritic (no.
19); the complete stele has a rectangular tenon for
fitting into a socketed base. To the southeast of the
temple (Fig. 66), against the eastern side of the ves
tibule is a platform with stone blocks that have a
long mortice cut into them. This installation is not
a water channel (or "a cult arrangement in relation
to the temple," as the excavator suggested), nor are
they watering troughs for animals; instead, they are
the socketed stone bases in which the steles with
tenons were set (same type as the Dagan steles),
and the arrangement that resulted would have been
comparable to the installation found in the "Obe
lisk Temple" at Byblos.

On the basis of the two steles, this temple has
been attributed to the god Dagan. Some scholars
have questioned this attribution, claiming that
Dagan is an eastern Syrian god, foreign to the Le
vant. However, Dagan clearly had a place in
Ugarit. Judging from the god-lists, his place in the
pantheon was far from insignificant, because his
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Figure 66bis. Model of the Temple of Baal, viewed from the west: proposed reconstruction
(in Aux origines de I'a/phabet, 2004 [see p. 26 above], p. 271, model by F.Laliberte after O. Callot) [2005].
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The Lower City

To the north of the tell, below the acropolis, is
an area of living quarters that was excavated from
1935 to 1937. It has been designated the Lower
City because of its position in relationship to the
acropolis (Figs. 68, 69). The presence in the
middle of this area of a large mound created by ex
cavation dumps from the acropolis delimits two
zones: the Lower City West (or "site A" in the
early reports) and Lower City East (sometimes
called "site B" in the reports). By 1938, the focus of
investigation had moved to other areas that were

thought to be more promising, such as the north
west part of the tell, where excavations eventually
uncovered the Royal Zone. These northern areas
were published in brief reports, but no architec
tural or stratigraphic analyses were carried out.

Due to the discovery of Middle Bronze Age
tombs in deeper levels, the excavator dated this
district quite early (the area is known sometimes as
the "Hyksos Quarter," after the Asiatics who
settled in Egypt around the Nile Valley at this
time). He recognized that it was reoccupied in the

Figure 67. The Lower City West, as viewed from the west, 1989. In the background are the Alawi Mountains.
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Late Bronze Age, but even the date of the build
ings visible on the surface was not determined.

A new study of the eastern section of the Lower
City, begun in I994, has already led to the conclu
sion that, as one might have expected, this quarter
presents the same organizational and architectural
features as the other districts on the tell. The build
ings unearthed by the excavations date to the Late
Bronze Age, and here as elsewhere some of the
structures were significantly altered during the last
phase of the city (about I200 B.C.E.). But deep
soundings below these levels have allowed us, as we
hoped, to reach the earlier Middle Bronze Age lev
els and the tombs that belong to this period.

These areas, as they appear in their final state,
were built on benched terraces on land that slopes
up from the edge of the tell to the heights occu
pied by the temples. A street known as "Rampart
Street" runs parallel to the edge of the tell, from
west to east on either side of the mound created by
the dumps. It delimits a series of blocks of buildings
to the north, though the boundaries of these
blocks are not well defined; and, to the south,
"Rampart Street" delimits other building com
plexes on streets heading up to the acropolis.

The Late Bronze Age houses are built using the
usual techniques, combining rubble construction
with ashlar blocks (for door jambs, the base of walls,

Figure 68. The Lower City East as viewed from the Acropolis, with a view of the groves in the background, to the
north of the tell, 1994.
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and so on), and feature the same spatial design,
with courtyards, tombs, stairways, and so on. The
quality of the construction varies widely, with well
built, well-designed buildings adjacent to mediocre
houses.

The LowerCity West

Excavated in 1935, the Lower City West is the
quarter that can be seen on the left when one heads
from the center of the tell toward Sandage SH and
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Figure 69. Plan of the Lower City West in 1937, as published in Syria 19 (1938) 217, fig. 16 ("chantier A").
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the Temple of Baal. The excavated section, today
destroyed by erosion, occupies nearly 2300 square
meters. Because the study of this area has not been
resumed, what we are reporting here is based on
succinct, early reports.

The Late Bronze Age
Apparently, the quarter is mainly composed of

Late Bronze Age buildings with tombs. Some of
the tombs were not pillaged. This is the case for
tomb XIII, which was found in a house north of
Rampart Street and was still covered with a stone
slab. In the eastern wall of the funerary chamber,

an ossuary was containing the remains of 44 per
sons was found. On the ground, more than 100

vessels of local or foreign (Cypriot, Mycenaean)
manufacture were scattered, along with bronze,
ivory, and stone artifacts dated to the Late Bronze
Age.

The reports also mention some objects discov
ered in this area that we now know should be
linked to ritual ceremonies: two cone-shaped My
cenaean rhytons and a Mycenaean rhyton in the
form of a hedgehog(?). A small, fragmentary group
with two faience figures on a horse-drawn chariot
(no. 46) was also found here.

Figure 70. The Lower City East. Facades of houses on "Harpe Sword Street," as viewed from "Rampart Street," look
ing northwest, 1994.
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Figure 71. Plan of the Lower City East in 1937, as published in Syria 19 (1938) 198, fig. 2.
Note the orientation of the plan: north is at the lower left.
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The Middle Bronze Age
The excavation reached Middle Bronze Age lev

els at some spots and, in particular, uncovered sev
eral tombs with material typical of this period.

Lower City East

This quarter, excavated in 1936 and 1937, is lo
cated to the north of the temples and below them.

The Late Bronze Age
The area explored is larger than the one in the

west and clearly reveals elements of city planning.
This area yielded a wide variety of objects and
other finds, sometimes of high quality (such as a
bronze bull, no. 65).

Rampart Street, which traverses this zone from
east to west, is still visible today, as are the build
ings on both sides, and in some cases the remains
are preserved relatively high. On the northern side
were large houses of fine quality. On the southern
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The East Terrace

In 1950 and 1959, two narrow, east-west
trenches were dug for a length of 50 meters on the
slope to the east of the acropolis, but no systematic
study was conducted. Although we cannot present
a complete picture of this area, we do know that it
has streets and houses with the same architectural
features as other Late Bronze Age areas of the city.

The excavation inventories mention some in
teresting objects from this area, notably a complex
vase in alabaster in the shape of a small figure car
rying a jar. This vase was found inside a large jar

containing the remains of a child's corpse-provid
ing evidence of a funerary practice rarely attested
at Ugarit.

The House withJars
The excavation of this architectural complex in

1959 uncovered the storage rooms of a house and a
portion of a street (Fig. 72). In the jars found here
were clay bullas (a bulla is a kind of "label"). These
were inscribed with cuneiform signs and/or had im
pressions of stamps or cylinder seals on them.

Figure 72. The East Terrace: the House with Jars. From RSO V, 1, 1989, p. 282, fig. 35.
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Chapter 3

Artifacts Illustrating Official and Everyday Life

A visit to the ruins on the tell of Ras Shamra as
they now appear would offer only a partial picture
of the actual city life of ancient Ugarit. Missing
would be the colors that painted the city's houses,
the variety of furnishings, the sounds of everyday
life, the activity on the streets, and everything else
that gave it the character of a vibrant and densely
populated capital. To a great extent, a picture of
life at Ugarit must be supplied by one's imagina
tion, because only a small part of the ancient real
ity has been recovered. Nevertheless, in addition
to the architectural ruins, many objects allow us to
comprehend more of the life of the city's inhabi
tants. And a visit to the ruins must be combined
with a visit to the museums to which many of the
significant artifacts have been transferred.

Certain Ugaritic objects of gold and ivory are
examples of Syrian art at its zenith. The royal pal
ace, the temples, and some tombs that were not
pillaged have provided a very rich trove of artifacts:
imported luxury ceramics and stone, faience, ivory,
and metal objects. But many other objects deserve
to be mentioned, not so much for their aesthetic
value but for their significance in other respects.
Their message is no more explicit than the thou
sands of inscribed tablets discovered on the tell;
these too are mute but decipherable if one inter
prets them accurately. Certain religious objects
have helped in locating cultic installations, and
the modest domestic artifacts that have been re
covered in large quantities have greatly enhanced
our ability to trace the activities of everyday life.

The various objects discovered in the course of
60 years of excavations reflect the kind of opera
tions that took place in the local workshops of

potters, stone cutters, and scribes, and they attest
to developments in metal, ivory, and faience
craftsmanship. The artifacts provided by the exca
vations include all sorts of diverse objects that
were imported to Ugarit, revealing the cosmopoli
tan character of the emporium. The local residents
came into direct contact with foreign people, be
cause sailors and merchants from Greece, Cyprus,
the Levant, Egypt, Anatolia, and the Euphrates
regularly visited Ugarit. Their ships and caravans
transported expensive cargo, sometimes from great
distances-ivory from India or Africa, lapis lazuli
from Afghanistan, amber from the Ba1tics-but
also perishable consumer products such as textiles,
grain, wine, and perfume, from which archaeology
has only been able to recover the containers, and
even then, only in the best of circumstances.

Of all the objects that have been recovered, we
are able to present here only a selection that is
representative of the various areas on the tell
where they were discovered or that aided in defin
ing the architectural space in which they were
found. These are truly exceptional finds, while
others more mundane are important precisely be
cause of their banality, testifying to the life-style
of the general population living in the second
millennium city.

These preserved objects are housed, sometimes
exhibited, in museums and reserves in Syria (Da
mascus, Aleppo, Latakia, Tartous) or in France
(the Louvre). Some recently discovered are pres
ently under restoration in the workshops of the
Damascus Museum. Taken as a whole, these arti
facts constitute an imaginery museum of Ugarit in
this book.
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Artifacts Illustrating Official and Everyday Life

Tablets Written in Ugaritic
(Alphabetic Cuneiform)

[H = height, W = width, 0 = depth, L = length]

I. An Ugaritic mythological poem: The Conflict between Baal and Mot RS 2.[°°9]+5.155

1930 and 1933, the Acropolis, the High Priest's Library. Louvre Museum AO 16636

H 27 em, W 19·5 em, 0 3.8 em. Incomplete clay tablet (with part of the text missing). The tablet
has a lengthy, 3-columned text on both sides. It recounts the battle between the gods Baal and Mot
(the personification of death). The text must be interpreted as an agrarian myth, the image is of
Baal's annual disappearance, which symbolizes the power of nature. As the various agricultural im
ages demonstrate, the heat of the summer causes the god to vanish. In the end, however, Baal returns
in a tempest, evoking the image of the storm that brings the rains of autumn.
- Bib.: Syria 12, 1931, pp. 193-224; IS, 1934, pp. 226-43; A. Herdner, CTA, 1963,6; A. Caquot, M. S:nycer,
and A. Herdner, TO Mythes, 1974, pp. 223-71; KTU (1976),1.6.

z, Ugaritic abecedaries

The writing system consists of 30 cuneiform signs that were impressed on soft clay. Several abecedar
ies have been recovered at the site and are generally considered to be documents with a pedagogical
function. The abecedaries typically assume the common form and proportions of rectangular Ugaritic
tablets, the lone exception being the examplar recovered from the Royal Palace. This one is quite
elongated (see no. za).

a. 1948, the Royal Palace, northwest entrance hall. RS 12.063

DamascusMuseum (inv. 3561)

H 5.2 em, W 1.7 em, 0 1.6 em. A clay tablet of elongated form, featuring the inventory of alpha
betic signs, and written from left to right on three lines.
- Bib.: Syria28, 1951, pp. 22-23.1A; C. Virolleaud, PRU II, 1957, 184; KTU (1976), 5·7·

b. 1955, the House of Yabninu (South Palace), room 204· RS 19.°31

DamascusMuseum (inv. 5018)

H 3.7 em, W 5.2 em, 02.1 em. A rectangular clay tablet, featuring the inventory of alphabetic signs,
and written from left to right on four lines.
- Bib.: KTU (1976), 5.12.

[zoos] Unique at Ras Shamra, an abecedary organized according to the order typical of the South
Arabian tradition was unearthed in the House of Urtenu (RS 88.2215). A similar abecedary had earlier
been discovered at the Palestinian site of Beth-Shernesh, but all other abecedaries from Ras Shamra dis
covered to date reflect the standard Phoenician-Hebrew order that was adopted by the Greeks and that
has endured to our day. See P. Bordreuil and D. Pardee, in RSO XlV, 2001, pp. 341~48, no. 32.
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Tablets Written in Other Languages
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3. The General's Letter (Akkadian) RS 20.033

1956, the Residential Quarter, the House of Rapanu, room 6. Damascus Museum (inv, 5290)

H 13.3 em, W lOA em, 03.7 em. A clay tablet broken at the bottom. It is inscribed on both sides
in a compact syllabic cuneiform script. It contains the report of an envoy of the Ugaritic king (whose
name is not given) to the general of the army, Sumiyanu, who is responsible for organizing the defense
of the kingdom along its frontier with the neighboring kingdom of Amorites/Amurru. In the first pub
lication of the letter (1968), C. Schaeffer suggested that the king in view was N iqmaddu III, and the
date of the events in question approximated 1200, which would correspond well with the rest of the
archives discovered in Rapanu's House. More recently, 1.Singer has proposed a much earlier time for
the letter, coinciding with the Amarna period (r ath century B.C.E.). In this letter there is an allusion
to the threat of conflict between Egypt and Hittite Syria, and the dates that have been proposed rely
on this allusion. However, there is no evidence to prove one date more likely than the other.
-Bib.:]. Nougayrol, Ugaritica V, 1968, pp. 69-79 (cf. comment by C. Schaeffer, pp. 64°-95, fig. 22, 22 A-G;
S. Izre'el and 1.Singer, The General's Letterfrom Ugarit: A Linguistic andHistorical Reevaluation of RS 20·33, 1990)'

4. Beya's Letter, Chief of Pharaoh's Guards (Akkadian) RS 86.2230

1988, South-Central Sector, the House of Urtenu, room 2053. Damascus Museum (inv. 7767))

H (preserved) 6.2 em, W 7.2 em, 02.3 em. The upper part of a clay tablet written in syllabic cuneiform.
There are only remnants of the address and greeting formula on the recto. The letter, which can be
dated to the first years of the r zth century, is addressed to Ammurapi, king of Ugarit, from Beya, a
person attested in other documents, who eventually was appointed to a position of power in Egypt.
-Bib.: D. Arnaud, in Syrie, Memoire ... ,1993, pp. 248-49, no. 222. [2005] D. Arnaud, in RSO XIV, 2001,

pp. 278-79, no. 18.

5. Tablet containing bilingual maxims in Akkadian and Hurrian RS 15.0 10

1951, Royal Palace, room 53 (east archives). Tartous Museum (inv. 5 11 )

H 5.7 em, W 10 em, 0 2.6 em. Rectangular clay tablet written horizontally in syllabic cuneiform on
the recto and the top of the verso. It consists of an Akkadian version and another in Hurrian. It con
tains extracts from an anthology of ethico-religious maxims probably derived from a treatise concern
ing "appeals to the gods."
-Bib.:]. Nougayrol and E. Laroche, PRU III, 1955, pp. 311-24, pl. 106; cf. C. Schaeffer, Ugaritica IV, p. 316,

fig. 119.

6. Tablet in Cvpro-Minoan RS 17.006

1953, Residential Quarter, found on the surface. Damascus Museum (inv, 45 15)

H (cons.) 4 em, W 4.2 em, 0 (rnax.) 1.8 em. Small, incomplete clay tablet, almost square, bulging
on both sides. One side is well preserved, but the surface of the other side is damaged. On both sides
is a text written in linear, Cvpro-Minoan characters. The lines are delimited by horizontal markings.
The contents remain enigmatic because, unfortunately, it is not yet possible to decipher Cypro

Minoan.
- Bib.: O. Masson in Ugaritica III, 1956, pp. 233-46, pl. 1'-9·
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Seals and Scarabs
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7. A royal tablet with seal impression (Akkadian) RS 16.146+161

1952, Royal Palace, Court IV (central archives). Damascus Museum (jnv. 4261)

H 12.3 em. W 8.9 ern, D 3-4 cm. A clay tablet written in syllabic cuneiform. At the top of the recto
is the seal impression of the king of Amurru. The tablet describes the trousseau (ivory furniture and
objects, gold and bronze tableware, and precious textiles) of Queen Akhatmilku, daughter of the
king of the Amurru, for her marriage to Amishtamru II, the king of Ugarit (approx. 1250).
-Bib.. ]. Nougayrol, PRU III, 1955, 1'1'.182- 86,1'1. II, fig. 14; cf. SDB, col. II82, fig. 912-4 (seal only).

8. An Ugaritic cylinder seal (along with a modern impression) RS 4.021

1932, Minet el-Beida, trench 25.IY, topographic point I. Louvre Museum AO 15772

H 2.2 ern, Diameter 1.2 em. Black steatite. Fine engraving but rather poor relief. Cylinder with lon
gitudinal piercing. The scene is a chariot hunt, shown in full profile. One can see only one wheel of
the chariot (with four spokes) and one horse. In the chariot is a warrior who holds the reins around
his waist, wearing an Egyptian-style crown and pulling his bow. Opposite the charioteer is a large
rearing lion. The horse is portrayed as leaping over a corpse lying on its back. Behind the chariot is
one eagle, and another eagle hovers over the team of horses.
-Bib.: P. Amiet, RSO IX, 1992, 1'.131, no. 302.

9. A modern impression of a Cypriot cylinder seal RS 20.039

1956, Residential Quarter, edge of a blind alley northwest of Rapanu's House. DamascusMuseum (inv, 2648)

H 2 cm, Diameter 1.3 em. Soapstone. Cylinder with longitudinal piercing. The engraved scene has
several figures, monsters (man with a bull's head), and animals (lions, an ibex) crowned with various
astral emblems, a winged solar disk, and a head encircled with sun rays. This cylinder was imported
from Cyprus.
- Bib.: P. Amiet, RSO IX, 1992, Pl'. 187-90, no. 452.

10. Scarab of Amenophis II, Pharaoh of Egypt, written in Egyptian hieroglyphic RS 16.094

1952, Royal Palace, room 44, northwest of Garden III (along with the ivory objects nos. 21, 22).
Damascus Museum (inv. 2585)

H 7.4 em, W (cons.) 2.6 cm, D 2.7 cm. Glazed shale. Broken along a tubular perforation that runs
the entire length of the insect. The text comprises nine lines of Egyptian hieroglyphic. The scarab
records the marriage of Pharaoh Amenophis III to Queen Tiy.
- Bib.: P. Krieger, in C. Schaeffer, Ugaritica III, 1956, pp. 221-26, fig. 204·

II. Stamp seal of Mursili II, King of Hatti, written in Hittite hieroglyphic and Akkadian RS 14.20 2

1950, Royal Palace, southeast edge of Court 1. DamascusMuseum (inv, 3562)

Diameter 5.1 em, D 1.4 cm. Chlorite. Engraved text. Double-convex stamp once attached to a metal
mounting (now lost). At the center is a Hittite hieroglyphic cartouche bearing the monogram of
King Mursili and framed by the sign "the Great King" beneath the winged solar disk. Around this
design in two concentric circles are the following lines of Akkadian cuneiform: "Seal of Mursili, the
Great King, the King of the Land of Hatti, the favorite of the storm god Manu:i, son of Suppilu
liurna, the Grout King, King of Hatti, the hero" (translation by Salvini ).
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Ugaritica III, 1956, Pl'. 87-93; M. Sulvini, in Syrie, "-lL;nwire ... , 1993, p. 24i', no. 22 I.
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Stone Statues

13 1

The excavations at Ras Shamra have not yielded many statues of stone. One interesting group is the
Egyptian statues that were found mainly on the Acropolis in the 1930S and have been dated to the
Middle Kingdom period. As for local craftsmanship, there is very little for us to assess. From the Late
Bronze Age, an outstanding example is a statue made of local stone that was discovered in 1988, which
we propose is a representation of the god El. This small object may be a replica of another much larger
statue. The quality of execution and its apt proportions suggest that there was a tradition of sculpture at
U garit that required the highest degree of skilled labor.

12. Egyptian basalt statue (without a head) of Princess Chnumet RS 3.336

1931 Acropolis, to the south of the High Priest's Library. Aleppo Museum 7378

H (preserved) 35 em, Black polished basalt. Egyptian statue from the Middle Kingdom. The statue is
missing its top, which was broken (intentionally") off at the torso. It represents a female seated on
the traditional cubic seat, with her two hands resting on her knees. She is clothed in a long tunic,
and her feet are resting side by side on the base, which bears a hieroglyphic inscription that is repeated
on both sides of the feet. The text reveals the name Chnumet, the daughter of Amenemhat II. Prin
cess Chnumet-Nefret-Hedjet, the princess "of the beautiful crown," was the wife of Sesostris II. But
according to the tutelary, this statue dates prior to her marriage, to approximately 1920 B.C.E.

-Bib.: Syria, 13, 1932, p. 20, pl. J4.1 (cf. Ugaritica IV, pp. 212-13, fig. 19)·

13. Limestone statue of the god El RS 88.070

1988, City Center, in a dump near the Temple of the Rhytons Latakia Museum

H 25 em, W 12 em, 0 II em. Limestone. Traces of bitumen are evidence that attachable parts (arms
and eyes) that are now missing were once fastened to the statue. An old man sits on a high-backed,
armless chair with his two feet resting on a small footstool. He is wrapped in a long, rolled-edge, bor
dered (wrap-around) cloak. He wears a headdress shaped like an oval tiara. The two missing arms
may have been similar to the arms of statue no. 14. It appears that they were crafted separately (in
wood? in ivory?) and fastened with bitumen to the statue. The same goes for the eyes, which may
have been composed of inlaid shell. The armless chair is similar to a type of furniture tound in Egyp
tian tombs (e.g., Tutankh-Arnun) and on frescoes from the New Kingdom.
- Bib.: M. Yon and J.Gachet, Syria 66, 1989, p. 349; [2005] M. Yon, "El, pere des dieux," Mernoires et Monu
ments Piot 71, 1991, pp. 1-19; M. Yon, in Syrie, Memoire ... , 1993, pp. 224-25, no. 173·
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Metal Statues
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Paradoxically, appreciably more metal figurines have been found in the excavations at Ugarit than
stone figurines. These objects were hidden or they escaped detection because of their small size. Thus,
they were missed in later looting and pillaging of metal for smelting. In most cases, the metal statues
were made of bronze and covered with gold.

14. A bronze and gold statue of the god El RS 23.393

1960, South City, block XlII, court 38, topographic point 2755 (found with no. 15).

Damascus Museum (inv, 3573)

H 13.5 ern. Bronze covered with gold leaf. An old man is seated and wrapped in a long, bordered,
rolled-edge cloak, with sandals on his feet. On his head is a Syrian version of the Egyptian atef head
dress. The lateral horns (now missing) were fastened on two mortises above the ears. The statue's
right hand is stretched out in a gesture of benediction, while the left hand once held an object (now
missing). The statue was designed to sit on a bench (now missing), to which it was fastened with a
tenon. It is the same type as the stone statue shown in no. 13, and it undoubtedly presupposes the
same archetype.
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, AAS, 1961-62, p. 191, fig. 6; D. Collon, in Au pays de Baal , 1983, pp. 154-55,
nO.17I.

IS, A bronze and gold statue of the god Baal RS 23.394

1960, South City, block XlII, court 38, topographic point 2755 (found with no. 14).
Damascus Museum (inv, 3372)

H 12.2 em. Bronze covered with gold leaf (which now covers only the head). The figurine represents
a young man standing in the position of a warrior who is ready to strike. His feet are bare, and he is
clothed in a short loincloth. His headdress is a high tiara. His posture and costume identify him as
the god Baal, as he appears on numerous items from Ugarit (figurines, jewelry, steles), particularly on
the stele "Baal with Thunderbolt" (d. no. 18).
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, AAS, 1961-62, p. 191, fig. 6; D. Collon, in Au pays de Baal , 1983, pp, 154-56,
no. 172.

16. Bronze (and gold?) statue of a seated goddess RS 9.277

1937, the Royal Precinct, the "Human" Temple. Louvre Museum AO 19397

H 24.8 cm. Copper metal, probably once covered with gold. The gold leaf appears not to have cov
ered the back of the statuette, which was made by casting, then bent to fit on a seat of some sort.
Figurine of a female in a long dress bordered with thick braiding, above which the breasts were ex
posed. The garment's weave is fashioned in a sort of slanted cross-grid or angled, checkered work.
The arms are bent at the elbow and stretched out. The right hand is open; the left undoubtedly once
held an object (now missing). The head is in round relief with large sockets that held the eye inlavs,
which were fashioned in another material (now missing). The body is flat, the outline is extremely
clongatL'd, and the feet are positioned side by side on a base. Considered by the excavator to be Hut
rinn, He dated it to the t oth-o Sth centuries B.C.E.

- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Syria 19, 1938, pl. 34; Ugaritica I, 1939, pp. 128-40'
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RS r.[089]+2.[033]+5.183

Louvre Museum AO 13176

17. Stele of Mami with a dedication to Baal of Saphon
in Egyptian hieroglyphic

1929, 1930, 1933, Acropolis, Temple of Baal.

H (restored to) 42 em, W 25 em, D 7.3 em. Sandstone imported from Egypt. Incomplete, but par
tially restored. Stele with an arched pediment, with the anterior side entirely decorated. The design
is divided horizontally in two sections. In the upper space is a scene, along with five vertical lines of
hieroglyphic. In the lower space are six horizontal bands containing hieroglyphic text. The scene is
of two figures facing each other on either side of a libation altar. The inscriptions read: on the left,
"Baal of Saphon'': on the right, "Mami, royal scribe and attendant of the royal domain." The stele
dates to the beginning of the 1oth Dynasty.
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Ugaritica 1,1939, pp. 39-41, fig. 30; M. Yon and A. Gasse, in RSO VI, 1991, pp. 284-88

18. The so-called stele of "Baal with Thunderbolt" RS 4-427

1932 Acropolis, on the slope to the west of the Baal Temple. Louvre Museum AO 15775

H 142 em, W 50 em, D 28 em. Limestone. Stele with a curved pediment and slight narrowing at the
base. The anterior side is bordered by a small band that delimits the decorated panel (Champleve
decoration). It shows a young man striding to the right, standing on a double base. His feet are bare,
and he is clothed in a simple loincloth. He wears a tall headdress from which spiral curls of hair are
hanging. We assume that this figure is Baal. His right arm is raised and holds a club in a menacing
gesture, and his left hand holds a lance. The point is stuck in the ground, and the shaft has leafed
branches. In the space beneath his left arm is a small base with a standing figure wearing a long robe:
probably the king in priestly dress. The two superimposed bases under the feet of the god exhibit
schematic motifs symbolizing the sea (incised undulating lines) and mountains (undulating lines in
relief). Both represent the domains of Baal.
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Syria 14, 1933, pp. 122-24, pl. 16; Ugaritica II, 1949, pp. 121-30; M. Yon, in RSO VI,
1991, pp. 294-99; in Syrie, Memoire ... , 1993, pp. 224-25, no. 173·

19. Stele with a dedication to the god Dagan in Ugaritic RS 6.021

1934, Acropolis, court of the Temple of Dagan. Louvre Museum AO 1993 1

H 87 em, W 38 em, D 15.5 em. Local limestone. Stele with arched pediment. The anterior side has
no image but does feature three lines of text engraved in the stone in alphabetic cuneiform, a dedi
cation to the god Dagan. The stele was found along with another fragmentary stele bearing a similar
dedication.
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Syria 16,1935, pp. 155-56, pl. 31; M. Yon, P. Bordreuil, and D. Pardee, in RSO VI, 199 1,

PP·30 1-3·

20. Stele with an archer god RS 23. 2 16

1900, South City, block V, locus 3. Damascus Museum (inv. 6355)

H 33 em, W 2 I.) em, D 9.5 em. Limestone. Stele with arched pediment and slight enlargement at
the base. The .Iccorntion of the raised edge is marked by incisions, but the quality of the whole is
ruther mediocre. A figure is striding toward the right, pulling a bo\\·. It may be a representation of the
god Reshef{ i).
- Bib.: M. Yon, in RSO VI, 1991, pp. 309-10; in S:vric, Memoire ... , 1993, p. 220, !1l1. 176.
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Ivories of the Royal Palace

21. Bed panel of carved ivory RS 16.056+28.031

1952 , Royal Palace, room 44 to the northwest of Garden III (along with no. 22) . Damascus Museum (inv, 3599)

H 50 em, W 100 em, The panel was found extremely damaged but was patiently restored in the lab
oratory of th e Damascus Museum, using ivory pieces that had ch ipped off the panel and fallen to the
ground below. The sculpted pan el is made of rect angular ivory plaques measuring 24 x 10-12 ern cut
from an elephant's tusk and assembled with mortises. Th e panel itself comprises eigh t vert ical
plaques, surmounte d by one long, horizontal plaque. The six central vertical plaques are sculpted in
low relief on both sides. The two plaques at each end portray carved palmettes a jour.
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O n side a, the plaq ues picture th e king in h is war act ivit ies and on a h un t. S ide b portr ays the life of
th e roya l couple; in the ce nt er plaque, a goddess is suckling two infants. O n bot h sides , the lon g hori
zonta l plaqu e is decorat ed with huntin g scenes. C omparison wit h Egypti an paralle ls (the furn itur e of
Tut-A nkh -A mun , for example ) sho ws th at th is part of the bed was at the foot.
- Bib.: C. Sc haeffe r. Syria 3 1, 1954, pp . 51-59;] . Gacher, Repertoire des ivoires er des as tral'ailles d 'Ougari t,

Mcrnoire 1984, U n ive rsite de Lyon (un publishe d ), pp . 139-70; A. Caubet and F. Poplin , in RSO III, 198 7,
pp . 28 5- 87 , fig . '7 . [200S] ] . Gachet, RSO XV I, ca t. nos. 269-7 1 (i n pr ess ).

22 . H ead of a yo ung man (a god?) in ivory, inl aid with met al and stone (?) RS 18 .221

1954, Ro ya l Pa lace , roo m 44 (a lo ng wi th no . 2 I ) Damascus Mu seum (inv. 360 1)

H 15 em, D 10 em. Head in th e round , made of elep hant tusk. It portrays the head of a young man
with a heacIdress in the form of a cap, th e tip of whi ch is missin g. The headdress is provi ded with
mortises prob ab ly in tended to permit th e insert ion of a pair of divin e horns. The headdr ess was co v 

ered in go ld . T he eye-soc ke t (t he inl ay of wh ich is partl y missing) is in bronze. T he foreh ead is edged
with sem icircular rin glet s of silver in laid with go ld.
- Bib. : C. Sc haeffe r, Ugar itica IV, pp . 25 , 27, 34- 36 , figs. 24-26; AA S, 1954- 55, p . 151, pl . 2 . [20 0S] J. G ac he t ,

RSO XV I, car. no . 408 ( in press).
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Objects of Ivory
]. Gachet, RSO XVI, cat. nos. 386, 409, 22, 615 (in press)
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23· Olifant RS 16-404

1952, Royal Palace, pavilion 86 to the northeast of Garden III. Damascus Museum (inv, 7360)

H ca. 60 em, Diameter at opening 11 em. Cut from the hollow part of an elephant's tusk. It is
adorned with the sculpted relief figure of a naked woman with her hands holding her breasts and
flanked on either side by a sphinx with wings unfolded.
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Syria31, 1954, pp. 62-63; A. Caubet and F. Poplin, in RSO III, 1987, p. 287, fig. 19.

24. Miniature figurine of a musician RS 24-4°0

1961, South Acropolis, tomb 3464. Damascus Museum (inv, 3602)

H 5.4 em. Sculpted in the round in hippopotamus ivory (this object is similar to a small lyre-player
found at Kamid el-Loz, Lebanon, also carved from the tooth of a hippopotamus). This miniature fig
urine represents a kneeling person, sitting on his/her heels, holding either a tambourine or a pair of
cymbals.
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, AAS XIII, 1963, p. 132, figs. 12-13;]. Gachet, in Baalet Astarte, no. 180; A. Caubet, "La
musique aOugarit," CRAIBL 1987, pp. 731-54.

25. A duck-shaped cosmetic box with lid RS 3.235

[93 I, Minet el-Beida, depot for the precinct, to the west of the great tombs. Louvre Museum AO 14779

H 7.6 em, L 14.5 em, W 5.4 em; lid: L 9 em, W 4.2 em, D 0.6 em. The container was carved from a
hippopotamus's canine tooth in the form of a duck, with its head turned and facing backward. The
elongated body has a flat bottom, but the neck and the head of the duck were carved separately and
fastened onto the body by pins. A mortise on the rim permitted the insertion of an ivory button that
passes through the lid as a fastener. The lid has traces of blue paint. The box was a container for per
sonal luxury items. The tombs and houses of the wealthy in this city yielded numerous examples of
this type of box, both complete and fragmentary. There is also a brief reference to "twenty cosmetic
boxes in ivory" in a tablet listing the trousseau of queen Akhatmilku (d. no. 4 above).
-Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Ugaritica 1,1938, p. 31; Syria 13,1932, p. 6, pl. 8.2.

26. Miniature liver model designed for divination RS 20-40 I Ac

lCy:;6, Royal Palace, room 81 to the west of court V (southwest archives). Damascus Museum (without number)

H (cons.) 4.6 em, W 2.8 em, D (rnax.) 2.1 em. Liver model carved out l){ ivory (incomplete, burned,
and blackened). What remains is part of the right lobe, on which appear two rectangular lobes that
are joined at the top. On the lower side is an inscription in Ugaritic. A group of similar items, badly
damaged by the palace fire, were also found with tablets. These were identified recently as miniature
liver models. Others in terra-cotta or metal served in divination (see no ..F below).
- Bib.: Inscriptions: M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, Die Elfenbein-Inschriften, Alter Orient und Altes Testament 13,
1<)76,1" 8, 1'1. 3:E 20 (= I\TU 6·49 ; TEO, p. 2(4). Identified :1S livers:]. Gachet, in RSO XI, 1995, p. 257, fig. 3(.
[2(05) ]. Gachet and D. Pardee, "Les foies d'ivoire inscrits," in RSO \IV, 2001, no. 46. pp. 199 and 2[5·
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Local pottery constitutes more than 95% of the ceramics found in the excavations of the last period
of Late Bronze Age Ugarit (r jth century), and very fine, imported ceramics from the Aegean or Cyprus
(see here nos. 32-34) make up the remainder of the tableware of the houses. The few tombs of the period
that were not plundered reveal that local tableware was also manufactured regularly for use as funerary
items. The majority of these are plain ceramic without decoration (here nos. 27-28), but in addition to
these mundane products, pottery decorated with brown paint was also manufactured by local specialist
workshops. Simple geometric decorations were the most frequent, but stylized vegetable and even animal
motifs, such as goats, stags, birds (see no. 29), and even exceptionally complex scenes (see no. 35) have
been found.

27. "Clepsydra" or shower vase RS 81.509

198I, City Center, House E, room I201. Latakia Museum

H 19.5 em, Diameter (rnax.) 18 em. Fine plain buff pottery with burnished surface. Jug with a large,
ovoid body. The opening is narrow, contracting to a small hole I em in diameter. The bottom is
pierced with 22 small holes to form a strainer. The narrowness of the opening does not permit filling
by any means other than plunging the vase entirely into a large container full of water. It holds about
I liter. The function of this sort of vase is obvious. The container remained full if the opening was
sealed with one's thumb to prohibit the entrance of air; the liquid could not flow out through the
bottom. When the thumb was removed (allowing air to enter the jug), the water could flow out
through the bottom, creating a type of shower head.

This object matches the definition of a clepsydra mentioned by ancient authors (Hieron}: in its
primary sense, the term clepsydra is not restricted to a measure of time. What we have here is an in
strument used for washing, like a shower in a bathing installation (or shower stall). This was an ob
ject of everyday life, but only in a relatively refined context. This vase was found with other personal
funerary objects fallen from the upper floor of a house of medium status in the city center. Other ex
amples (e.g., RS 3°.325) show that this was not an uncommon item in homes at Ugarit.
- Bib.: M. Yon, P. Lombard, and M. Renisio, in RSO III, 1987, p. 106, fig. 87; P. Lombard, ibid., pp. 351-57.

28. Plain stemmed cups RS 26.4 27-430

1963, South City, tomb 4253 (from right to left and from top to bottom 43°,427,429,428). Latakia Museum

Dimensions: 427: H 7.7 em, Diameter 16-4 em; 428: H 86,5 em, Diameter 22.2 em; 429: H: 8.8 em,
Diameter 17.8 em; 430: H 10 em, Diameter 17.9 em. Buff pottery, bell-shaped cup, with conical
pedestal.
-Bib.: L. Courtois, in Ugaritica VI, 1969, p. 129, figs. 5C (427), L (428), H (429), G (430)'

29. Bird-decorated jug with pointed base RS 79.034

1979, City Center, House E, room 1201. Latakia Museum

H 28.7 em, Diameter (rnax.) 13-4 em. Red pottery, buff slip, red and black painted decoration. Jug
with ~I narrow neck, ovoid body, and pointed base. Decorated with small birds in a horizontal band
of metopcs. Like the shower vase (no. 27), this jug was one of the furnishings in a private home.
- Bib.: M. Yon, r. Lombard, and l\l. Renisio, in RSO III, 1987, p. 107, fig. 87·
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"Deposit of 80 jars," Minet el-Beida, excavations 1931
(ct. C. Schaeffer, Syria 16,1923, pI. 3.3; Ugaritica 1,1939, p. 31, pI. 9).

All sorts of products that were traded throughout the eastern Mediterranean required storage or ship
ping containers of wood, straw, textiles, pottery, and so on. Archaeology has yielded only containers that
were made of indestructible materials such as clay, which was used to make commercial jars. It was nec
essary that the jars' openings be relatively narrow so that they could be easily sealed hermetically. Their
dimensions and shapes had to be such that they could be transported and stacked in the hold of a boat
or in a warehouse. Many of these ceramic pots were found in the city on the tell of Ras Shamra as well
as in the warehouse at the port of Minet el-Beida and served for exporting or importing grain, which is
easily pourable, and liquid food products, such as oil and wine, in large quantities.
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Commercial jars

30 • Ca naanite jar RS 3 .257

193 I , Miner e l-Beida, "dep osit of 80 jars." Lou vre Museum AO 148 , 6

H 52 em, Diame ter 35 em. Syrian pottery. Short cylindrical neck, two loop handles at th e top of th e
body. Th is exa mp le is represen tati ve of 80 jars fou nd ca refully arr an ged in a port wareh ouse (see also
th e pho to oppos ite ). Each jar was propped up aga ins t an ot he r.
- Bib .: C. Sc haeffer, S yria 16, 1932, p]. 3.3; Ugaritica I, 1939, p. 3 I, pl. 9; A. Ca ube t, in C ata logue Pharaonen
und Fremde Dynastien im Dunkel, Vienna, 1994 , p. 259 , no . 356; M . Yon , "O uga rit e t le port de Mah adou / Mi 
net c l-Beida ," Acts of the Conference Ras Maritimae Nicosia 1994 , 1997.

31. Minoan stirrup-jar RS 3·[570]

1931, Min et el-Be ida , dep osit 213. Lou vre Museum A O 14932

H 49 em, Diam et er 32.5 em. Coarse, dark red pottery with wh ite painted decorati on . Imported from
C rete. Jar with ovo id bod y, spout on sho ulde r and st irrup hand les (false neck) on the top.
- Bib. : M . Yon, in Au pays de Baal . . . , pp. 167- 68, no . 187 (wi th bibl iograph y).

30 31
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Imported Pottery from the West

Great quantities of Mycenaean and Cypriot pottery from the Late Bronze Age have been found at many
sites in Egypt and the Levant, especially at Ugarit. Some vases, such as small juglets with a narrow mouth,
circulated as containers for precious goods: perfumes, scented oils, and even opium. Others were imported
for use as tableware by aristocratic clients. This is the case, for example, with vases for drinking or serving
wine. However, despite a fair quantity of Mycenaean and Cypriot vases (whether complete or fragmen
tary) discovered during excavations at Ugarit, the total number does not exceed 1% of the total ceramic
repertoire found in the Late Bronze Age dwellings (d. ]. Y. Monchambert, Syria 60, 1983, pp. 25-45).

The percentage is slightly higher in the tombs.

32. Mycenaean krater of the "Master of Horses," from Miletus or Kos RS 27.319

'964, South Palace, room 219. Latakia Museum

H 43 ern, Diameter of opening 43.5 ern. Arnphoroid krater from the Mycenaean mB-mC transition.
On each side is a scene of a male figure between horses, and large diving dolphins. One side contains
an ibex as well. The krater's manufacturing technique and the style of decoration are associated with
the Mycenaean "oriental" series. The workshop was probably in the Dodecanese Islands (Kos?) or on
the coast of Caria (Miletus?) at the end of the Late Bronze Age (approximately 1200 B.c.E.).
- Bib.: ].-c. Courtois, in Ugaritica VII, 1978, pp. 346-5°, fig. 54 (d. Ugaritica V, pls. 3-5).

33. Mycenaean shallow bowl RS 4. 2 I 5

'932, Minet el-Beida, tomb VI (wrongly designated tomb V in Syria 1933) Louvre Museum AO 15748

H 6.5 ern, Diameter 23 cm, W (with handles) 27.5 ern. Buff pottery, painted decoration in orange
red. Mycenaean Il lb. Open bowl with ring-base. The interior decoration is a concentric pattern con
sisting of a band of protomas of highly stylized bulls with protruding horns. This bowl belongs to a
group, other examples of which have been found on Cyprus in the region of Citium, some decorated
by the same painter (d. E. Vermeule and V. Karageorghis, Mycenaean Pictorial Vase Painting, 1982,

p. 176: painter no. 22; p. 205, V 92).
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Syria 14, 1933, pl. 10 (bas, gauche): Ugaritica II, 1949, figs. 61 A-B, 59 (34), 126 (4)·

34. Cypriot juglet or "bilbil" RS 9.378

'937, excavations in the Lower City. Louvre Museum AO 1924°

H 15.5 cm, Diameter 8.5 ern. [uglet of Cypriot Base-Ring Ware; light brown pottery, blackish-brown
slip; one handle, small ring-base, ovoid body, narrow neck, and flared rim. Many vases of this type
were found in tombs or in houses; the type is referred to as "bilbil" (alluding to the sound that liquid
makes when it flows out of the very narrow spout) in the reports.

These juglets were used by Cypriot merchants to ship luxury goods to coastal areas of the eastern
Mediterranean. Their small dimension and form (with a very small opening) show that they were re
served for precious liquids, designed to be used one drop at a time. The form of the juglet, when
turned upside down, very closely resembles the pod of a poppy, which suggests that these juglets may
have been produced tor shipment of opiated liquids (suggestion by R. Merrillees, The C)'priote Bronze
Age Pottery FOl/nd in Egypt, Lund, 1968, pp. 154-61).
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Syrian Vessels Related to the Cult

The excavations yielded ceramic objects from several spots on the tell of Ras Shamra or at Miner el
Beida that, either because of their decoration or their form and function (nos. 37-39), do not appear to
have been used for common, everyday domestic purposes. In several cases, the context is obviously reli
gious, as in the case of the divination items found with the cup illustrated in plate no. 35. In other cases,
these special vases aided the excavators in recognizing (or confirming) the religious function of the ar
chitectural and archaeological environments in which they were found: in other words, they aid in the
identification of cultic places. In other instances, they accompanied the dead in the tombs. Some of
these objects are from local workshops (nos. 35-36, 40-41); others were imported (nos. 37-39).

35. Decorated mug, scene of an offering to the god El RS 24.440

196 I, South Acropolis, House of the "Magician-Priest." Damascus Museum (inv. 688 I)

H (restored) 21.5 em. Gray pottery with pinkish slip, decorated with brown glaze; slightly concave,
carinated body; vertical handle. On the body of the vase is a scene with a male figure of venerable
status seated on the right. Facing him is another person who is standing and holding a jug (or rhy
ton?) by the handle. Between the two is a low table bearing food (offerings?). In the remaining space
three animals appear: a horse, a fish, and a bird. The religious and magical context (cf. nos. 4°.42)
in which the vase was discovered confirms that this is a cultic scene with symbolic elements. We pro
pose that this is a scene in which the god El is accepting an offering from an individual, perhaps the
king. The three animals are symbolic. They may represent the cosmic elements: land, water, and air.
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Syria43, 1966, pl. Ij ].-c. Courtois in Ugaritica VI, 1969, pp. I I 1-13, fig. 13; M. H. Pope,
"The scene on the Drinking Mug from Ugarit," in Near Eastern Studiesin Honour of W. F. Albright, Baltimore,

197 1, pp. 393-405.
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36. Goblets or mugs in the form of a lion's head
The excavations of the city have revealed examples of one-handled mugs with base fashioned in the

form of a lion's head with a menacing, open mouth (see one example from the Lower City, found in
1937: C. Schaeffer, Syria 1938, pl. 19; another found in 1955= RS 16.052, on exhibit in the Damascus
Museum). Despite apparent similarities, the structure and function of these containers prevent their con
fusion with other animal-headed objects, such as rhytons that have pierced bases (and which are not con

tainers but funnels through which liquid flows; see, for example, the animal head in no. 38). However, a
difference in function does not necessarily imply a different use (nothing prevents making libations by
turning over mugs designed to pour liquid, for example).

a. Mug with inlaid eyes RS 16.052

1952, Royal Palace. Damascus Museum (inv. 4217)

H 16.2 em. Buff pottery manufactured in Syria. The bowl (not pierced) of the mug represents a
rather realistic modeled lion's head. The details are incised. The almond-shaped eyes surrounded by
a rolled edge were made of an inlaid material that is now missing. The mouth is open.
- Bib.: K. Kolmayer, in Landdes Baal,catalogue d'exposition, Berlin, 1982, no. 128, pp. 139-40; M. Yon, in Al1
!Jays de Baal . . . , 1983, pp. 171-72, no. 193.

b. Mug with dedication in Ugaritic RS 25.318

1962, South Acropolis, House of Agipshari. Damascus Museum (inv. 7034).

H 18.5 em, Diameter at the opening 10 em. Pinkish pottery. Wheel-thrown mug; carinated body;
bowl (not pierced) modeled in the form of a slightly caricatured lion's head. The details are indicated
by rather rigid incisions. The ears are flattened and pinched at the tips. The round eyes (one of
which has been pulled out) are shaped in the form of lozenges or pastilles with an oval pupil encir
cled by an incision. The mouth is open and reveals the feline teeth and tongue. Beneath the handle,
at the point of widest diameter, an inscription was engraved in alphabetic cuneiform, prior to baking.
The tops of the characters are slanted at the base toward the head of the lion-that is to say, against
the functional direction of the vase. The "son of Agipshari" is mentioned, and someone else is offer
ing this vase to the god Reshef.
-Bib.: KTU (1976), 6.62; C. Schaeffer, Ugaritica VII, 1978, pp. 148-54; inscription: M. Dietrich and
O. Loretz, ibid., pp. 147-48. [2005] D. Pardee, RSO XII, 2000, pp. 812-15; M. Yon, "Le lion de Rashap," in
Melanges P. Bordreuil (in press).
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Funnels Related to the Cult
(Rhytons)

151

A rhyton is an object made in the form of a funnel that provides one opening for filling and a second
opening for pouring. Rhytons were made of metal (silver), ivory, and stone but mostly of pottery. Two
types are represented here: rhytons with bodies that are elongated into a conical or ovoid shape and rhv
tons made in the form of an animal or an animal's head. Nearly all of the rhytons found at Ugarit were
manufactured in Cyprus, Mycenae, or Crete, although local workshops occasionally produced rhytons
identical to the foreign prototypes, especially the conical or ovoid shapes. As we have seen (no. 36), the
Syrian mugs with a lion's head are different from the rhyton type represented by no. 38; their structures
are different. These vessels were employed in libation ceremonies, and their presence in a building leads
to speculation that religious ceremonies took place inside: 17 examples have been found in connection
with the building designated the "Temple of Rhytons'' (see no. 37). They have also been found in tombs
among the various funerary utensils that accompanied the dead.

37. Mycenaean conical rhyton RS 79·017

1979, City Center, Temple of the Rhvtons, room 78. Latakia Museum

H (preserved to 32 ern). Conical rhyton with a vertical handle (missing); imported. Decorated with
a stylized octopus, with only four arms represented, two of which surround the body. The free space
is filled with motifs of flowers and flying birds.
-Bib.: M. Yon, in RSO III, 1987, pp. 347-48, fig. 2, no. 12.

[2005] According to V. Karageorghis (1998), this would be a Mycenaean rhvton created by the
"Painter of Swallows," the artist who created six currently known vases, all discovered in the eastern
Mediterranean (four on Cyprus, two at Ugarit, including this example).
- Bib.: V. Karageorghis, "Note on a Mycenaean IIIB Rhyton from Ugarir," ArcMologischer Anzeiger, 1998,

PP·I-3·

38. Mycenaean rhyton in the form of an animal head RS 9.°76

1937, Lower East City, "near a tomb." Louvre Museum AO 1993 2

H 22.5 em. Grayish-yellow pottery with red paint, polished surface, Mycenaean manufacture.
Wheel-made ovoid rhyton with a handle, modeled in the form of a not-very-realistic animal's head
(the head of a goat according to C. Schaeffer; but perhaps a bear, lion, or boar). The end is slightly
irregular near the base in order to form the snout. Above the forehead are molded arches, but it is
not clear whether they represent rounded ears or horns. The eyes were modeled in relief. The surface
is elaborately decorated with floral motifs.
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Syria 19, 1938, pl. 19.2; Ugaritica 11,1949, pp. 222-23·

39. Cypriot rhyton in the form of a bull RS 24·435

1961, ~nuth Acropolis, tomb 3464. Damascus Museum (inv. (00 3)

H 1').5 em, L 19.2 em. Handmade brown pottery, with white paint (Cypriot Base-Ring II Ware).
Vase in the form of a bull, with two openinus: one for filling, in the back; the other for pouring, in

the snout.
- Bih.: C. Schaeffer, AAS, 1963, fig. 2'); 1\1. Yon, in Au pays de Baal , 1983, p. 170, no. 19I.
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Drawing by L. Courtois.
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It has been difficult to ascertain the purpose of these pottery artifacts, which are often quite large. It
is possible that the primary function was utilitarian; someone placed it on the fire and used the upper part
to hold another container; the holes in the sides allowed the smoke to escape. However, some of these
also served a specific purpose as a furnishing in Late Bronze Age sanctuaries. Syro-Palestinian sanctuaries
have yielded many examples. The examples that come from a religious context (indicated by other evi
dence) often feature significant symbols that should be taken into account. This is the case with the two
examples from Ugarit presented here. For the sake of convenience, we are using the conventional desig
nation "chimney-pipe" or "stand," neither of which is satisfactory.

40. Libation chimney-pipe: Baal and animals RS 24.627

1961, South Acropolis, House of the Magician-Priest, east of the "Tablet Room." Damascus Museum (inv. 6890)

H 75.5cm, Diameter from 10.5 (at the top) to 35.4 cm.
Truncated conical "chimney" in buff pottery. The surface is divided by large vertical ribs in four
panels. Each is decorated. The motifs are in relief on the four sections. One section has a person
(the god Baal?) who is ready to strike, striding toward the right, holding a bird. On the other three
panels a bull, a stag and bird, and a goat appear.
- Bib.: ].-c. Courtois, in Ugaritica VI, 1969, pp. 96-100.

4I. Cultic stand or libation funnel: portrait of a priest-king RS 78.041+81.3659

1978 and 1981, City Center, pit to the north of the Temple of Rhytons. Latakia Museum

H (restored to) 60 cm, Diameter 20 (at the top) to approximately 40 em. Stand or chimney-pipe in
the form of a truncated cone, pierced with small openings in the side and with molding at the top
and at the base. The surface is divided horizontally into two zones by a horizontal rib at about mid
height. The decoration, in relief, includes motifs superimposed along the same vertical axis. At the
top is a solar winged disk, representing divine protection. Underneath, just above the level of mid
height, is a figure in a long dress in profile, walking to the right-a representation of the king in his
priestly function (see on stele no. 18). Beneath the horizontal boundary line is a large palmette, per
haps symbolizing the earth's power over the world of vegetation.

We have found fragments of similar objects (the head of a king, RS 75.247; top parts of a winged
disk, RS 24.520) in various places in the city. This demonstrates that their use was more widespread
than is at first apparent.
- Bib.: M. Yon, in RSO III, 1987, p. 350.
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42. Terra-cotta liver model used for divination, with an Ugaritic inscription RS 24.326

1961, South Acropolis, House of the Magician-Priest, Tablet Room. Damascus Museum (inv. 6655)

Dimensions 6.5 x 4.5 x 3 em. A triangular model of a terra-cotta liver. One side is deeply incised; the
other has three lines of an Ugaritic inscription in alphabetic cuneiform beginning with the very word
kbd, "liver." Objects of this kind, miniature imitations of real sheep livers used in the practice of div
ination, hark back to the hepatoscopy long attested in Mesopotamian traditions (see also the minia
ture ivory models, such as the example here: no. 26). Among the clay models found in the so-called
House of the "Magician-Priest" were at least five livers that contained an inscription (add RS 24.654
to the four published by Dietrich and Loretz ... )j also a model of a lung (RS 24.277).
-Bib.: ].-c. Courtois, in Ugaritica VI, 1969, pp. 110, 113, figs. IO.3, 14.3; inscription: M. Dietrich and O. Lo
retz, ibid., p. 174, fig. 8. [2005] D. Pardee, RSO XII, 2000, pp. 773-74.

43. Terra-cotta figurine of a nude Ashtarte RS 8 I .848

1981, City Center, court I050. Latakia Museum

H (cons.) 9.2 em, W 3.8 em. Terra-cotta, Syrian manufacture, broken at base. The figurine was cast
in a simple mold that had the relief carved in the interior surface of the mold's hollow. The hack was
rounded and smoothed by hand. It represents a nude Astarte, with her arms by her side and long
curls rolled up symmetrically on her shoulders (the headdress is of the so-called Harhor-type ). The
presence of these figures in houses reflects the domestic cult.
- Bib.: T. Monloup, in RSO III, 1987, p. 314.

44. Mycenaean terra-cotta female figurine of so-called Psi RS 3.188

1932, Minet el-Beida, trench 7.IV, point 317. Louvre Museum AO 14837

H 13.8 em. Grayish-yellow terra-cotta with cream-yellow slip, black paint, Mycenaean manufacture.
The figure was hand-modeled in the shape of a schematic female with uplifted arms. These figurines
were often found in tombs as one of the personal items accompanying burial.
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Syria 13, 1932, p. 7, fig. 5·
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Numerous objects have been unearthed in the ancient Levant that were usually fashioned by molding
and were manufactured from a composition of sintered silicon or quartz, then covered in a colored glaze
following a technique that was developed in Egypt. We designate objects made with this technique
"faience" (a conventional term that we preserve here for convenience), "frit," or more simply "vitreous
material." Some of these objects were actually imported from Egypt, but workshops were also established
in the Levant, on Cyprus, and in Ugarit. They have been found everywhere from the Mediterranean to
Mesopotamia.

45. Cosmetic ladle RS 9· 795

1937, Lower City, tomb LVI. Aleppo Museum

L. 15.6 cm. Composition covered with a pale green glaze, molded. The bowl is supported by a hand
in relief beneath the bottom at the end of the handle, which terminates in the turned-backed head
of a duck. This object belongs to a series of Egyptian cosmetic containers made from precious mate
rials: faience, ivory, alabaster, and, of course, wood. According to its context in tomb LVI, this one
appears to date to 1650-1550' It is a prototype, because other examples show that the type becomes
more prevalent in the Levant beginning in the rath century.
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Syria 19, 1938, p. 241, pl. 22.2; A. Caubet, in Au paysde Baal , 1983, p. 172, no. 194·

46. Bearded figures on a chariot RS 7.090

1935, West Lower City, building area A. Louvre Museum AO 18522

H figures, 15 em. Proposed reconstruction of several fragments: two standing, bearded figures with
their arms crossed, the head of a horse, the fragments of wheels, and so on.
-Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Syria 17,1936, p. 114, fig. 7, pl. 18.1; Ras Shamra 1929-1979,1979, p. 32, fig. 16.

47. Goblet in the form of a woman's head RS 4. 106

1932, Minet el-Beida, tomb VI. Louvre Museum AO 15725

H 16 em, Conical goblet on a small, flared base, with the molded face of a female in relief. The suc
cess of this type of vase in the Late Bronze Age is evidenced by the fact that examples have been
found from Cyprus to Ur (Lower Mesopotamia).
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Ugaritica I, 1939, p. 32, pl. 10.

48. Egyptian fish-bowl RS 26.25 6

1963, South Acropolis Trench, tomb 4253, nO.77. Damascus Museum (inv, 7119)

H 5.2 ern, Diameter 13 cm. Faience with blue-green glaze design painted in brown-black. Hemi
spherical bowl decorated with two Nile fish (tilapia nilotica) separated by two lotuses on the interior.
It belongs to a series of cups of Nun, god of the primordial ocean. These cups are found scattered
throughout New Kingdom Egypt and were exported to or imitated in great numbers throughout the
Levant. Their symbolic value, linked to the idea of the reappearance of the Nile waters, explains whv
they were found frequently in tombs.
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, 1966, p. 132, fig. 15; A. Caubet, in Au paysde Baal . . . , 1983, no. 198.
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49. Fragment of an alabaster vase (for the marriage?) of King Niqmaddu RS 15.239

1951, Royal Palace, room 31 (central archives), topographic point 132. Damascus Museum (inv. 4160)

H (preserved) 17.5 em, W (preserved) I4 em. Probably an Egyptian vase, of which only a fragment
of the shoulder remains. The engraved design represents a couple under an Egyptian kiosk supported
by columns with floral decoration. The entablature features a frieze of ibex heads; these Asiatic ani
mals were substituted here for the usual (Egyptian) upright cobras. The Egyptian hieroglyphic texts
preserve the name of the person shown on the left, who is wearing a Syrian-style headdress: he is
"the king of the land of Ugarit, Niqmaddu." The woman on the right is in an Egyptian garment. The
scene may be King Niqmaddu Ill's marriage to a princess from Egypt (unless Egyptian fashion was
widespread in Levantine courts, in which case the young person may simply be a Levantine princess
in Egyptian dress?).
- Bib.: C. Desroches-Noblecourt in C. Schaeffer, Ugaritica III, 1956, pp. 164-68, 179-220; C. Ziegler, in Au
paysde Baal , 1983, pp. 179-80, no. 206.

[2005] According to M. Gabolde (2004), this vase is to be dated to the end of the rSth Dynasty; in
his view, it does not commemorate the marriage of a king of Ugarit to an Egyptian princess but is a
diplomatic gift that should be interpreted as a sign of good relations between Egypt and Ugarit.
- Bib.: M. Gabolde, in Aux origines de l'alphabet, Lyon, 2004, p. ISS, no. 140.

50. Alabaster amphora on a matching stand RS 29. I 28+ I 29

1966, Residential Quarter, topographic point 47°4. Aleppo Museum (inv. 6198+6199)

Amphora: H 45.5 em, Diameter I4 em; stand: H 14.5 em, Diameter 19.8 em. Egyptian amphora with
ovoid body, two vertical handles on the shoulder, cylindrical neck, and a tenon under the base. Con
vex pedestal.
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, 1954, pl. 5; A. Caubet, in Au paysde Baal. ,1983, pp. 155-64, no. 183; in RSO VI,
199 1, p. 239·

5 I. Basalt tripod mortar RS 79·953

1979, City Center, House C, room 1049. Mission dig-house

H 20.3 em, Diameter 35.5 em. Concave bowl on three short legs extending down from the rim. The
inner surface is polished from use. Mortars were a common utilitarian piece of equipment found in
many houses of the city, used for crushing grain with a stone pestle, many of which have also been
uncovered in the excavations.
-Bib.: C. Elliott, in RSO VI, 1991, pp. 29, 82, fig. 8.

52. Soapstone mold for casting jewelry RS 8.[54 1]

1l)36, Lower City? Aleppo Museum (inv. 457r)

W 2C).7 em, Diameter 4.3 em. Bivalve mold formed of two rectangular blocks, with mortises for fas
tening the two blocks together. The engraved band is adorned with birds, sphinxes, and hanging
pomcjmmares. The design permits the two blocks to contact so as to allow molten metal to be poured
into the cast. The narrow casting channel is located at one end and is conical in form.
- Bib.: C. :-;l"h~ldkr, Syria 18, 1937, p. 1 'i2, fig. 17; 1l)39, I' ..n, fig. 32; M.-]. Chavane, in All pa:vs de Baal
1l)83, !1l1. Il)l) (with an error in the inventory number: confused with RS 19.224).
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53. A pair of alabaster yoke-pommels for a chariot yoke RS 94.2013 and 2081

1994, South Central City, House of Urtenu. Mission dig-house

H 5 em, Diameter 5.2 em. White alabaster. Components in the shape of a spool designed to be
placed on a chariot yoke, as the comparison with Egyptian models demonstrates. Drawing is based on
examples found in the tomb of Tut-Ankh-Arnun.

Light war chariots with two wheels appeared in the Near East in the znd millennium, and Ugarit
seems to have played a role in the adoption and propagation of this new technology as far as Egypt.
Most of the chariot was constructed of perishable materials, which have not been preserved at Ugarit
(wood, leather, rope, etc.). Thus, at Ugarit, chariots are unknown except in representations on other
objects (see here, for example, the hunting scenes on a cylinder seal and on a gold vase: nos. 8,57).
Archaeology has yielded only the components that were small and made out of hard materials, such
as ivory and alabaster.

The fact that the yoke-pommels were discovered in a house attests to the presence of a chariot,
which reveals the social status of the owner. Chariots were dismantled (carriage, wheels, axle, and
yoke) for storage in the houses; distribution of these small objects throughout various quarters of the
city shows that the chariot owners stored their own chariot equipment.
- Bib.: M. Yon, "La maison d'Ourtenou (fouille 1994)," CRAIBL 1995, p. 439, fig. 9; for this kind of object, d.
A. Caubet, in RSO VI, 1991, pp. 266-67, fig. 1. [2005] A. Caubet and M. Yon, "Pommeaux de chars, du Le
vant a la Mesopotamie et a l'Elam," in Etudes mesopotamiennes, Recueil].-L. Huot, Paris, 2001, pp. 69-78.
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54b
Harvest with a sickle.
Egypt, tomb at Deir el-Medineh, ca. 1250 B.C.E. Draw
ing after E. Coqueugniot, in RSO VI, p. 196, pI. 22.
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54· Flint sickle blades RS 84·I026+I063+I066+1162+II67+I045 (from left to right)

1984, City Center, House A, sump 1269 of room 1040. Mission dig-house

L (restored) ca. 30 em. An assemblage of flint blades forming a sickle (this reconstruction is proposed
according to actual examples found in Egypt and as represented on the walls of tombs). This type of
sickle generally consisted of six or seven blades that were fastened next to each other on a shaft of
wood using bitumen as the binding agent, traces of which remain on the back of the blades. The
blades are trapezoidal in shape except for the one on the end, which is triangular. The cutting edge
preserved traces that, when observed through a microscope, turn out to be fragments left by the cut
ting of plants such as cereals or reeds. Sickles were agricultural tools, and the fact that such a large
number of them has been found in so many houses shows that they were common tools used by Uga
ritic farmers of the Late Bronze Age (r jth century).
- Bib.: E. Coqueugniot, in RSO VI, 1991, pp. 159-63, 197, pl. 23.1; cf.]. Connan, O. Deschesne, and D. Des
sort, ibid., pp. 101-2.

55. Limestone roof roller RS 81.236

198 I, City Center, House E, room 1050. Mission dig-house

L 63 em, Diameter 2 I em. This cylindrical roller was cut from rather coarse limestone and is pro
vided with a depression on each end in which a wooden handle could be inserted, so that the stone
could be used for rolling. These objects, examples of which were found throughout the entire city,
were used to pack the mud clay that was used to cover the flat roofs in order to render it imperme
able. Recent excavations show that there was one in almost every house and that they were left on
the roofs, from which they had fallen (they were found in the ruins of roofed rooms, not in court
yards). A comparison with similar rollers used today throughout the Middle East indicates that they
are generally stored on the flat roofs, which are also used by residents for outdoor activities.
-Bib.: M. Yon, P. Lombard, and M. Renisio, in RSO III, 1987, pp. 101-5, fig. 79; C. Elliot, in RSO VI, 1991,

pp. 34-35, fig. I 1.2.
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56. Gold bowl decorated with animals RS 5.032

1933, Acropolis, to the southwest of the Baal Temple (found with no. 57 ) Aleppo Museum (inv, 547 2)

Diame ter 17 em, actual weigh t 179 grams (approxim ately 20 she kels). Bowl sha ped like a nearly
hemispherical skull-cap. The decorat ion in repousse (from interior to ex te rior ) is made to be viewed
from th e exterior. The deco rat ion cons ists of myth ological heroes in a hunting scene in a forest of
large, stylized trees. Floral moti fs complete th e exube rant sign, leaving no empty space . Three con
centric registers enc ircle a navel in th e form of a rosette . A con t inuous spira l band separates th e two
exterior registe rs, and anot he r adorns th e border. The centra l register has five ibexes and rose ttes ; the
second register: lion s and bulls with a tree and a stylized pa lme tte surmo un ted by pom egran ates on
each side; the third register (pr inc ipa l scene) displays one scene with win ged mo nsters and an imals
(lions, bulls, gazelles) and one scene of a lion hunt on either side of a stylized tree.
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Ugaritica II, 1949, pp , 1-48, pis. 2-5, 8; R. Stucky, in A ll pays de Baal . . . . 1983, p. 160,
no. 178.
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57· Gold cup decor at ed with a royal hunt RS 5.03 I

19 33, A cropo lis, to th e so uth west of th e Baal Temple (found with no . 56) Lou vre M useum A O 17208

Diam et er / 9 em, H 3 em, actu al weight 2 I 8 grams (som e fragments are missin g, but th e est imated
anc ien t we ight was 30 shekels at 7.5 grams per she kel ). Rather flat bowl with ca rina ted co nt our (flat
bottom and vert ica l bord er), remin iscen t of Egypt ian plat es. The decorat ion in repousse (from ex te
rior to interi or) is made to be viewed from th e interior and is orien ted to th e right . T he moderat ion
of thi s co mposit ion co n trasts with th e co mplex ity of bow l no. 56. T he mot ifs stand OLlt from a pla in
backgro und . Two con cen tri c registers surround a ce nt ra l motif. The cen tra l register co nt ains four
aligne d ibexes. The outside register is ado rne d wit h a hunt ing sce ne in whi ch a figure pulling a bow
(probab ly the kin g) sta nds in a cha riot dr awn by two horses. H e is followed by a dog and th e hunted
an imals, co ns ist ing of two deer, two bu lls, and a co w with her ca lf. T he circular co mposit ion results
in an ord er so th at a mat ure bull, wh ich leads th e an imals be ing pu rsued , finds itself imm ed iat ely be
hind th e chariot, wh ich it charges with its head lowered .
- Bib.: C. Sc haeffer, Ugaritica II, 1949 , pp . 1- 48 , pis. 1, 7; A . Cauber and R. S rucky, in A ll pays de Baal .
1983, pp . 158- 60, n o . 177.
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Drawing by C. Florimont.
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Gold Jewelry

58. Gold Astarte pendants

a. 1931, Minet el-Beida, deposit 213. RS 3.185

Louvre Museum AO 14714

H 6 em. Stamped sheet of gold. Elongated plaque, the top of which is rolled to make a bail. On this
pendant is a nude female figure in full face, with a characteristic, Hathor-like headdress (with curled
locks on the shoulders). With her hands elevated on each side she holds miniature goats by their
hooves. Under her feet, a lion is walking toward the left. In the background, sprinkled with dots,
there are serpents on each side of her legs; their heads are level with her belly.

b. 193 I, Minet el-Beida, deposit 2 I 3 RS 3. I 84

Aleppo Museum (inv. 4576)

H 7 em, W 3.9 em. Elongated plaque, the top of which is rolled to make a bail; bordered with punctate
marks. This pendant features the figure of a nude female, of the same general type as no. 58a but more
schematic. The representation is limited to a face, breasts in relief, and an incised sexual triangle.
- Bib.: T. Monloup, in Au paysde Baal . . . , 1983, p. 157, no. 175.

59. Gold ring of Patilu-wa, Hittite inscription RS 24.145

1961, South Acropolis, house to the north of the trench. Damascus Museum (inv, 7001)

Diameter 1.8 em. Gold ring. The flattened top has an inscription in hieroglyphic Hittite that refers
to someone named Patilu-wa (or Patili, in some reports).
- Bib.: RSO V I, 1989, p. 298, fig. 39.

Prestige Weapon in Iron, Copper, and Gold

60. A ceremonial axe with lion and wild boar

1937, Royal Zone, Hurrian Temple (surface level). Aleppo Museum

L 19.5 em, Weight 852 grams. Copper and gold (handle), hardened iron (blade). Axe with a bronze
handle, decorated in relief with the figure of a wild boar and two lions' heads that appear to be spit
ting out the iron blade. The details of the animals and the motifs (rosettes) were made with gold wire
that was inlaid by hammering it into grooves prepared on the surface of the solid copper. The motif
of an animal spitting out a blade, attested in Iran from the 3rd millennium on, spread thereafter to
the west. The decorative floral motifs suggest Aegean influence. This is one of the earliest examples
of an item manufactured out of three different metals (14th-13th centuries).
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Ugaritica I, 1939, pp. 108-25; F. Tallon, in Au pays de Baal ,1983, pp. 176-77,

no. 203.
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Bronze Weapons

61. Ceremonial weapon, a so-called Harpe-Sword RS 7.°36

1935, Acropolis, east Lower City, building area C. Aleppo Museum (in". 4180)

L 57.7 em. Bronze, cast in one piece. Weapon with curved blade, the cutting edge of which is on the
exterior (the convex side); and long, straight handle. There were once inlays in the handle, now
missing.

Weapons of this sort were exceptional and clearly were luxury items. They are relatively rare but
are attested from the 3rd millennium on in Mesopotamia (on the "Stele of Vultures," for example),
and we encounter examples in the znd millennium throughout the Near East, from Bactria to Byblos
to Egypt (bearing royal inscriptions). The harpe-sword at Ras Shamra, with a blade as long as the
handle and cast in a single piece, is characteristic of the Late Bronze Age Levant.
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Syria 17, 1936, p. 145, pl. 18.2; F. Tallon, in Au paysde Baal , 1983, p. 178, no. 204.

62. Sword with a cartouche of Pharaoh Merneptah RS 17.090

1953, Residential Quarter, "House of the Bronze Weapon-Maker," northeast courtyard.

DamascusMuseum (inv, 3591)

L 74.4 em, W (rnax.) 5 em. Cartouche 2.9 x I.5 em. Cast in bronze cast and engraved. Long blade
with a tang and two cutting edges. It is engraved with the cartouche of Pharaoh Merneptah (12 2.+
1204) in hieroglyphic Egyptian. This sword was probably manufactured in Syria (Ugarit?) but was
destined for Egypt; weapons of this type were not introduced to Egypt until the r jth century.
- Bib.: P. Krieger in Schaeffer, Ugaritica III, 1956, pp. 169-78, pl. 8, figs. 123-24; C. Ziegler, in Au paysde Baal
... , 1983, pp. 178-79, no. 205. [2005] M. Gabolde, in Aux origines de l'alphabet, Catalogue Lyon 2004, 2004,
p. 108, no. 82.
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Tools and Instruments of Bronze

63' Adze inscribed in Ugaritic RS r.[05 I]
'929, The Library of the High Priest. Louvre Museum AO 11610

L 23.2 em, W 6,5 em. Bronze casting, with engraved inscription. Adze with rounded socket. On the
blade is an engraved alphabetic cuneiform inscription that reads "adze of the high priest." It belongs
to a hoard of 77 bronze objectsv j of which (tools) were marked in the same manner. These imple
ments with inscriptions were instrumental in the deciphering of the Ugaritic language (1930).
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Ugaritica Ill, 1956, pp. 251-75; D. Arnaud, in Au pays de Baal . 1983, pp. '76-77.
no. 203.

64. Knife-dagger RS 79.019

1979, City Center, House B, room 1062. Latakia Museum

L 3 I em. Bronze, cast in one piece. The knife consists of a two-edged blade and a handle that was
hollowed on both sides in order to hold inlaid material (wood, leather, bone?). The butt is convex.
The outer edge is blunt and rather rounded (r jth century).
- Bib.: M.-]. Chavane, in RSO Ill, 1987, pp. 364-67.

65. A weight in the shape of a bull RS 8.144

'936, East Lower City, building area IV. Louvre Museum AO '9092

L 17.5 em, 0 7.6 em, Weight 467.7 grams. Bronze hollow casting made by the "lost wax" method. A
weight in the shape of a reclining bull. The thin hooves are bent back, and the small head with large
neck is turned slightly to the right. The tail is bent over its back and right haunch. Two symbols are
traced on the flank of the animal, both of which are the Egyptian sign for "10," totaling a value of
20 units (2 x lO)-the significance of which we cannot ascertain very well. The weight of the object
corresponds to an Ugaritic mina: 50 shekels in this system. The mark 20 must therefore correspond
to some other system of measure.
- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Syria 18, 1937, pp. 147-49. p]. 23; M. Yon, in Syrie. Mernoire ... ,1993. p. 230, no. 187.

[2005] E. Bordreuil (2004) has shown that the weight unit consisting of 23.39 g, that is, the weight
of 4'i7.8 g divided by 20 ("20" is the number inscribed on this animal's side), corresponds to a double
shekel in the Hittite system (here the weight of the individual shekel would be I 1.695 g).
- Bib.: E. Bordreuil, in Aux origines de l'alphabet, Catalogue Lyon 20°4. 2004, p. 139. no. 132 .
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Object from the Persian Period

66. Bronz e bowl
1934 , Acropolis, Trench 74, topographic poin t 18 .

RS 6.132

66

Louvre Museum AO 17360

H 8.2 em, Diameter I I -4 em . H emisph eri cal bow l dec orated with flor al pe tals in low reli ef. Persian
period , 6th- 4th cen turies B.C .E .

- Bib.: C. Schaeffer, Syria 16 , 1935, pl. 30+
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Sites and Structures

This index is a guide to the text, not a complete list of all sites and archaeological features. It contains
ancient and modern geographical names of the territory of Ugarit and various terms that have been used
in reports.

Note. From 1929 on, the reports and publications of the mission have used various terms, sometimes descriptive or based on pro
posed interpretations, to designate areas and structures excavated on the tell of Ras Shamra. We have tried to provide approxi
mate translations of the original French names (in italics). Both the English and French terms must be considered only
conventional.

Agipshari = Maisond'Agipshari 100

the Alabaster Vessels = Maison aux AIMtres 66-68
the Armorer = Maisonde l'Armurier 71

with the chariot crater = Maison au ctatereachar . . . . 96
the High Priest = Maisondu Grand-Pretre ... .. . I I I

with jars = Maison aux jarres . . . 122

and Library of a Hurrian Priest = Maisonet
Bibliotheque d'un Pretre Hourrite .... 99-100

Literary tablets = Maison aux Tablettes Lltteraires 94

the Magician-Priest = Maison du Pretre Mag1Cle11 ... 98, 100

Oven = Maisons au.\ fours. . . . . 63
Patilu-wa = Maisonde Patilou-wa . 99
with the Porch with columns = Maisonau porche

acolonnes see Portico, House with a
with a Portico = Maisonau Portique . 69
the Priest Containing Inscribed Liver and Lung

Models = Maisondu Pretre aux Modeles de Foies
et de Poumon Inscrits .. 99-100

Rapanu = Maisonde Rapanou . . . .... 73-76
Rapanu's Neighbor = Maisondu voisinde Rapanou 76
Rasapabu = Maisonde Rashapabou 72

the Scholar = Maisondu Lettre . . .. 7 I

South of the Temple of the Rhytons = .\la<son au sud
du Temple aux Rhytons ..... 83

with stone troughs = Maison aux bacsen pierre 86
Urtenu = Maisond'Ourtenou . . 20, 87-,S8
Yabninu = Maisonau Residence de Yabninou 51-54

"Hvksos Quarter" (so-called) = Quartierdit Hyksos. . .. 116

[ablah = jable .

12

12

9
46

9
9

9

55
68

100

100

. 78-83

3 1-34

128

46

Acropolis = Acropole
Aegean Quarter = Quartier Egeen .
Alawi mountain range = MontagneAlaouite ..
Annex Library of Medico-Magic and Literary Texts =

Bibliotheque annexe de textesmedico-magiques
et litteraires .....

Ansariyeh, Jabal al- = jabal al-Ansariye
Appu = Appou .
Aqra, Jabal al- = jabal al-Aqra .
Arsenal = Arsenal
Bahlouliyeh - Bahlouliye .
Bassit, massif of = Massifdu Bassit ..
Bayer, massif of = Massifdu Bayer .
Biruti = Birouti .
Bridge/dam, Southern = Pont-barrage sud .
Building with rock-hewn throne = Batimentau trone

de pierre .
Building with stone vase = Batimentau vasede pierre .
Cella with tablets = Cellaaux tablettes
City Center = Centre de la ville .
City Rampart = Rem/lartde la ville
East Terrace = Terrasse Est
Guardpost = Paste de garde .
Houses (House/House of)

Adjacent to the southern edge ,)f the House
"f the Armorer = Maisonmitoyenneau sud de la
Maison de l'AmlJ/rie1' .

Adjoining the Queen Mother's Residence = Maison
lJ1ito)'L'11IlL' de la l~L:side11ce de la Rei11e-Mere .
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12

12

9

9
9

100-102

mitanienne "..... 49
Palatial or Royal - Templepalatial ou royal. . . . . 49
the Rhvtons = Templeaux Rhytons 82-83

Residential Quarter = QuartierResidentiel "". 64
Riding school = Manege Royal ., " ,. 48

Royal Fortress = Forteresse royale " 37-39
Royal Palace = Palais royal .. " 15,36-45
Royal Palace, Archives of the = Archivesdu

Palais Royal 43-44
Royal Zone, West of the tell = Zoneroyale

ouestdu tell . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
Rubble heap = "Tas de deblais" . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
Sewer = Collecteur . , , , . , . . . . . . . . . . .. 49-50, 58
Siyannu = Siyanou , , . . . . . . . . . . 9
Small Palace = PetitPalais , , , ,. 51-54
Sondage SH (Stratigraphic) = Sondage

stratigraphique SH , , IS, I04-S
South Acropolis Trench = Tranchee Sud

Acropole "................... 98-I02
South Central District = QuartierSud-Centre .,.. 84, 86-88
South City Trench = TrancheeVille Sud 91-97

South Palace = Palais Sud , , , . . . . 51-54
Southern City Entrance = Entreesud de la ville 84- 85
Stables seeRiding School
Streams and Wadis: Nahr

ed-Delbeh = Nahr ed-Delbe . . . . . 12,84,89-90
al-Favd = Nahr al-Fayd ,..... 12

el-Fidd = Nahr el-Fidd . . . . 12

al-Kabir = Nahr el-Kebir 9, 12, 14
Shbayyeb = Nahr Chbayyeb , 12, 84
es-Sinn = Nahr es-Sinn .. , , 9

Street

Alein = Rue du dieu Alein 114
Dagan = Rue du dieuDagan. . . . . . 106
Harpe-sword = Rue de iaHarpe. . . . 121
Library = Rue de la Bibliotheque , . I06

Main = Grand Rue . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 85
Merneptah = Rue Mineptah , , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66
Mot = Rue du dieuMot , 99, 114
North Palace = Rue du Palais Nord , , , , . . . . . . 62
Palace = Rue du Palais . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35, 46, 62-63

Eastern section of = Rue du Palais-section est 64-66
Rampart = Rue du Rempart II?,I2I
Smith = Rue desOrfevres. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96

Temple (of)
Baal = Temple de Baal ..... . . . . . . . .. 106-10
Dagan = Temple de Dagan..... . .. I06,II3-I4
Hurrian - Temple Hourrite , 16,49
with the Mitannian axe = Templeala hache

.... 55-56

40,44

.... 55-58

9

9
58

...... ".. 12

.... 99, I03
........ 46-49

Kassab = Kassab
Larnashtu = Lamashtou .
Latakia = Lattaquie .
LeukosLimen (AWKO<; Auniv) seeWhite Harbor
Library of the High Priest = Biblotheque du

Grand-Pretre . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. I II

Lower City = VilleBasse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II6-2 I

Lower City East = VilleBasseEst. . . . 121
Lower City West = Ville Basse Ouest 118
Mahadu = Mahadou .. . . . . . . . . . .. 8-9
Military Governor's Residence = Residence du

Gouverneur militaire . . . . . . . . .. 46
Minet el-Beida = Minet el-Beida . . .. 5,7,9, 12
Minet el-Helu = Minet el-Helou.
Mountains (Mount)

Cas ius = Mont Casius .
Hazzi = Mont Hazzi .
Saphon (Sapanu) = Mont Saphon (Sapanou) .

Mqateh = Mqate .
Nahr seeStreams and Wadis
Necropolis = Necropole seeTombs
Northwest Area beyond the Royal Zone = Region

Nord-ouest, hors de la Zone Royale
Tablets Oven = sitedit "Fouraux Tablenes"
Palace

North - Palais Nord. . " 12, 16, 60-63
Royal = Palais Royal 15,36-45
Small = PetitPalais . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
South = Palais Sud 51

Palace Annexes, North of the Royal Plaza =
Dependances du Palais au nord de la Place royale ..

Persian Period Settlement = Installation
d'epoque perse .

Pillared Building = Bdtimentaux piliers
Plaza

covering the House of the Ovens =
Place sur la Maison aux fours

in front of the Queen Mother's Residence =
Place devantla Residence de la Reine-Mere 55

Royal = Place Royale. . . . ... 31,35,46,49
between Royal Palace and South Palace =

Place entrePalais Royalet Polais Sud . . . . 5 I

in South City = Place de laVille Sud 94
Postern gate = Poteme , 31-34
Queen Mother's (Residence) = Residence de la

Reine-Mere .
Rahbanu = Rahbanou ..
Reshu = Reshou .
Residence 1975-76 = Residence 1975-76 ...
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99

4°

... 31-34

3 1-34

...... 9, 1°3

Middle Bronze Age (South Acropolis) = Tombes
du BronzeMoyen (Sud Acropole)

Royal = Tombesroyales ..
Towers of the fortified Western City Gate = Tours

de l'entree[ortiftee ouestde la ville
Western City Gate = Entreeouestde la ville ..
White harbor = PortBlanc(LeukosLimen)

Tombs
Late Bronze Age (South Acropolis) = Tombes

du BronzeRecent (Sud Acropole) 99, 101-2
Middle Bronze Age (Acropolis) = Tombes

du BronzeMoyen (Acropole) 110

Middle Bronze Age (Lower City) = Tombes
du BronzeMoyen (Ville basse) 121

Index of Inventory Numbers
of the Mission to Ras Shamra-Ugarit

Objects nos. I-66 published on pp. I24-72

............. Objectno.Mission Inventory No. . Objectno. _M_is_s_io_n_In_v_e_n_to~ry,--N_o_. ~'--_

5
···49

36 a
....... 2 [

.... [0

2 a
.. ... [[

.. 14

.. 15
.... 59

· 28
...... 4 2

· 24

····39

· 35
....... 40

36 h

4S

.. 2~

......... 22

.............. 2 b
3

............... 9
..... 26

............... 20

.... 7
see RS 16.[46

· 23
6

................... 62

RS 12.063
RS 14.202
RS r y.oro
RS 15.239
RS 16.052
RS [6.056 + 28.03 I

RS 16.094 .
RS [6.146 + I6[
RS [6.161

RS [6-404
RS [7.006

RS 17.090
RS [8.221

RS [9.03[

RS 20.033
RS 20.039 .
RS 20-40[ C •. . .

RS 23.216

RS 23.393
RS 23.394
RS 24.145
RS 24.241

RS 24.326

RS 24-4°°
RS 24-435
RS 24-440
RS 24.627
RS 25.318
RS 26.256

RS 26-427-430

12

34

45

3 1

47
33
IS

57
56

8
........... see RS 2.[009)

......... see RS r.[089]
............... 19

66
61

............ 46

65

52

38
60
16

... see RS r.[089]

..... 58 b
.................. 5S a

........... 44
.............. 25

3°

RS r.[05I) .

RS d089) + 2'[033] + 5.183 ...
RS 2.[009) + 5.155 ..
RS 2'[033) .

RS 3.184
RS 3.185
RS 3.188

RS 3.235

RS P57
RS 3.336
RS 3.[570) ..
RS 4.ro6

RS 4.215

RS 4.427

RS 5.°31

RS 5.°32
RS 5.085

RS 5· [55
RS 5.[83
RS 6.02[

RS6·[3 2

RS 7'°36
RS 7.090

RS 8.244
RS S.[S4r] ..
RS 9'°76
RS 9.250

RS 9.277
RS ().n(\

RS 9.795
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MissionInventory No. ....... , .. Objectno,

RS 27.319 .
RS 28.031
RS 29.128 + 129
RS 29.129. . .

RS 78.041 + 81.3659
RS 79.017 .
RS 79.019 .
RS 79.034 . . .
RS 79.953 ...

............. 32

see RS 16.056
........ 5°

see RS 29.128

. 4 1

.... 37
.. 64

.,. 29
. 51

RS 81. 236 55
RS 81.509 . . . . . . . . . . . 27
RS 81.616 53
RS 81. 848 43
RS 81.3659 see RS 78.041
RS 84.1026+1063+1066+1162+1167+1°45 54
RS 86.223 0 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
RS 88.07 0 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13

Index of Museum Inventory Numbers
Objects nos. 1-66 published on pp. 124-72

Objectno.Museum Inventory No. ,.,.,.,.,.",., .....Object no. .:.:M~u:::::s::..:eL::::.lm:.:....:..:In::.:v'.::.en:..::t::::or:..<y~N....:.:::.-o.:....:...-:....:...---.:....:--.:....:--.:....:.--.:....:.-'--'. -,--_

Damascus Museum

inv. 2648 (RS 20'039) , .
my. 2585 (RS 16'094) 10
inv. 3372 (RS 23·394) 15
inv. 3561 (RS 12.063) 2 a

inv. 3562 (RS 14.202) II

inv. 3573 (RS 23·393) 14
inv. 3591 (RS 17'°90) , .. 62
inv. 3599 (RS 16.056+28.031). . . . . . .. 21
inv. 3601 (RS 18.221) ,..... 22
inv. 3602 (RS. 24-400) , , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
inv. 4160 (RS 15.239) , , 49
inv. 4217 (RS 16.052) , 36 a
inv. 4261 (RS 16.052) . . .. 7

Latakia Museum

42

35
39
4°

32

41

37
64
29
27

43
............. 13

.............. 6
... 2 b

3
20

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59
............... 36 b

48

23

4
26

inv. 4515 (RS 17.006)
inv. 5018 (RS 19'°31) .
inv. 5290 (RS 20'033) .
inv. 6355 (RS 20'033) ..
inv. 6655 (RS 24.326,)) .....
inv. 6881 (RS 24-440) .
inv. 6883 (RS 24-435)
inv. 6890 (RS 24.627) ..
inv. 7°°1 (RS 24.145) ..
inv. 7034 (RS 25.318) .
inv. 7119 (RS 26.256) .
inv. 7360 (RS 16.404)
inv. 7767 (RS 86.2230)
no number (RS 20.401 c) .

Lattaquie (RS 26-427'430) 28
Lattaquie (RS 27.319) .
Lattaquie (RS 78.041 + 81.3659) .
Lattaquie (RS 79.017 . . . .
Lattaquie (RS 79.019) .

Lattaquie (RS 79'034)
Lattaquie (RS 81.509) .
Lattaquie (RS 81.848) .
Latraquie (RS 88.070)

......................... 60

................. 61
..................... 45

.. 52
M. 10451 58 b

", 56
........... , 5°

, ,., 5°
12

Aleppo Museum

inv. 4180 (RS,7.036).

inv. 4557 (RS'9·795)·
inv. 4571 (RS 8.[541])
inv. 4576 (RS 3.184)
inv. 5472 (RS 5'°32)
inv. 6198 (RS 29.128)
inv. 6199 (RS 29.129)
inv. 7378 (RS 3.336)
inv. ? (RS 9.25°).

Note: Inv. = old inventory number; M. = new inventory number.
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Tartus Museum

inv. 51 I (RS 15.010) ....

Storeroom in the dig-house of the Mission
at Ibn Hani

Storeroom (RS 79·953) .. . . . . 51
Storeroom (RS 84·1026+1063+1066+II62+1 167+1045 .. 54
Storeroom (RS 81. 2 36) 55
Storeroom (RS 81.616) . . . . 53

Louvre Museum in Paris

AO II610 (RS 1.[05r]) .

AO 13176 (RS 1.[089] + 2'[033] + 5.183 .
AO 13397 (RS 9.277) .
AO 14714 (RS 3.185) .

63

17
16

. ..... 58 a

AO 14779 (RS 3·235)· ...
AO 14837 (RS 3.188).
AO 14876 (RS 3-257).
AO 14932 (RS 3.[57°]).
AO 15725 (RS 4.106) ..
AO 15748 (RS 4.215).
AO 15775 (RS 4-427).
AO 16636 (RS 2.[009]+5.155) .
AO 17208 (RS 5.°31) .
AO 17243 (RS 5.085) .
AO 17360 (RS 6.132) ..

AO 18522 (RS 7.°9°) ..
AO 19°92 (RS 8.244)·
AO 1924° (RS 9.378).
AO 19931 (RS 6.021) ..
AO 19932 (RS 9.076) ..

. ... 25

++
. ... 3°

..3 1

-+ 7
. 33

. 18

.. 57

. .... 66
. .. 46

..... 65

··34
. .... 19

.. 38
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